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Plaintiff brings this Action to seek redress, damages, and equitable relief for the unlawful
conduct by the Defendants, long time Alex Jones of Infowars.com “expert” guests.
Plaintiff, Marinka Peschmann files this Seconded Amended Complaint (“SAC”) against
Defendants, Stephen Quayle, and Douglas Hagmann, and for her claims against the Defendants
respectfully shows and alleges as follows:
THE PARTIES
1.

Plaintiff Marinka Peschmann (“Plaintiff”) is an individual Canadian citizen and

resident. She has been a United Nations correspondent and covered U.S. Presidential elections.
Plaintiff has authored books, has been a collaborator, ghostwriter, and a freelance journalist. She
has worked with and covered high profile, often notorious, and controversial public figures from
celebrities to true crime and politics and worked with traditional publishing houses when legal
reviews were expected and mandatory.
2.

Defendant Douglas Hagmann, also known as Doug Hagmann (“Hagmann”), is an Erie,

Pennsylvania resident and citizen. He is a media personality and the co-host of Hagmann and
Hagmann Report (“H&H Report”) talk radio/video show with his son, Joseph Hagmann, also
known as Joe Hagmann (“Joe Hagmann”). H&H Report is a three-hour show which broadcasts
on week nights on multiple platforms, including but not limited to: BlogTalkRadio (“BTR”),
Youtube.com. SoundCloud.com, Global Star Network and ITunes.com. Since this lawsuit was
filed, Hagmann renamed The Hagmann and Hagmann Report to The Hagmann Report during
ongoing litigation. Thus interchangeable, “H&H Report,” refers to both.
Hagmann is also the host of a daily weekday morning talk radio show called The Doug
Hagmann Show (“DHRS”), and his son, Joe Hagmann, hosts a daily show from 2:00-3:00 PM
ET each weekday. According to Hagmann, the H&H Report is viewed and heard in “over 100

1
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countries,” and in 2018, H&H Report “surpassed over 70 million view/downloads – making it
one of the most popular independent media programs in the United States. 1
3.

Hagmann appears and/or sometimes guest hosts other international radio shows

reaching millions of people, including, but not limited to, Alex Jones, Infowars, Rick Wiles’
Trunews, George Noory’s Coast to Coast, and John B Wells’ Caravan to Midnight. Hagmann
has been a licensed private investigator in the State of Pennsylvania for over 30 years.
4.

Hagmann is the owner, operator and president of Hagmann Investigative Services,

Inc., that is located at 5148 Peach Street, Erie, Pennsylvania, 16509; of Hagmann Marketplace
(http://www.hagmannmarketplace.com/), the Northeast Intelligence Network
(http://www.homelandsecurityus.com/), and owns and operates the websites,
http://www.hagmannandhagmann.com/, http://www.hagmannreport.com/).
5.

Upon information and belief, the H&H Report is a subsidiary of Hagmann

Investigative Services, Inc. Hagmann is being sued both as an individual and in his capacity as
the owner and operator of his business entities.
6.

A purported apologist for Christianity, at different times Hagmann has represented

himself with numerous credentials, including, but not limited to, as an investigative journalist; a
multi-state private investigator who has worked with Fortune 500 and/or Fortune 100
companies; has worked well over 5,000 cases; is recognized as a surveillance specialist; worked
as an informational and operational asset for various U.S. federal and state law enforcement
agencies including, but not limited to as a FBI operational asset; a Justice of Department
1

Hagmann, “Coming out of the Shadows: A Critically Important Operational Update,”
homelandsecurityus.com, August 26, 2017, https://www.homelandsecurityus.com/comingshadows-critically-important-operational-update/
See also: “The Doug Hagmann Show, BTR, November 15, 2017, Timestamp: [25:32],
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/the-doug-hagmann-radio-show/2017/11/14/criminality-of-thecommunist-progressives-censorship-of-the-truth-seekers
2
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operational asset; a former federal prosecutor; a bloodstain evidence analyst, and a Christian
“watchman.”
7.

Hagmann is also a senior columnist at Canada Free Press (“CFP”),

(https://canadafreepress.com) and CFP’s “Terrorism and Crime Editor.” CFP is an online
newspaper-media outlet with a worldwide readership that publishes columnists inside and
outside of Pennsylvania, and elsewhere, that reports predominately on U.S. news events.
Hagmann has authored the book, Tactical Surveillance: The Investigator’s Bible, an
Investigator’s Guide to Conducting Surveillance Operations, and Stained by Blood.
8.

Defendant Stephen Quayle, also known as Steve Quayle (“Quayle”), resides in

Bozeman, Montana. Quayle is an internationally known radio talk show media personality, a
purported apologist of Christianity, and a self-described Christian “watchman.” After hosting his
own talk radio show, the “Q files,” for over twenty years, Quayle remains a regular guest on
other radio shows with worldwide audiences, including, but not limited to, H&H Report and
appears on Alex Jones, Infowars, George Noory’s Coast to Coast, Rick Wiles’ Trunews, John B
Wells’ Caravan to Midnight, and The Jim Bakker Show.
9.

Quayle has authored a number of books including, True Legends, and

Xenogenesis: Changing Men Into Monsters and is also a filmmaker. Quayle is also a
businessman, proprietor and operator of stevequayle.com (http://www.stevequayle.com), his
news aggregator website which is updated all day long with “Hot Headlines,” and has a
designated “Q Alert” section for Quayle’s “news”; Renaissance Precious Metals,
(http://www.sqmetals.com/), located at 315 Edelweiss Drive, Bozeman, MT, 59718; SafeTrek,
“Renaissance Safetrek LLC,” (http://www.safetrek.com/); Genesis6giants.com
(www.genesis6giants.com); and the film production company GenSix Productions

3
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(https://gensix.com/), where, via interstate and international commerce, Quayle sold and
continues to sell precious metals, prepper doomsday survival gear, books, DVDs, and offers
401k services, inside and outside of Pennsylvania. Quayle is also a gun dealer and is being sued
both as an individual and in his capacity as the owner and operator of his business entities.
10.

The true names and capacities, whether corporate, associate, individual or

otherwise of Defendants DOES 1 through 20 inclusive are unknown to the Plaintiff, who
therefore sues said Defendants by such fictitious names. The Plaintiff alleges that each of the
Defendants designated as a DOE is legally responsible in some manner for the events and
happenings set forth herein this SAC, and is responsible in some manner for the injuries and
damages sustained by the Plaintiff.
11.

Should Defendants who already know the real identities of Does 1-20 who share

in the liability against the Plaintiff fail to enjoin them as co-defendants, as she is presently
unable to confirm all the identities of the Does 1-20, discovery will allow Plaintiff to proceed
with naming additional Defendants in Defendants self admitted conspiracy in the alternative
media they call their “Circle of Trust,” whose identities are suspected, but otherwise unknown
to her. 2
12.

Plaintiff will seek leave of the Court to amend this SAC to name such other

Defendants when they and the applicable counts are all clearly identified through discovery or
otherwise; who share in the liability against her. All Defendants shall sometimes be jointly
referred to herein as "Defendants," and each reference to a named Defendant herein shall also
refer to the Doe Defendants, each of them.

2

To avoid repetition, references herein to Defendants’ self admitted conspiracy (“Circle of
Trust”), also known as “inner circle” or “remnant,” includes individuals who are presently in it,
and/or were previously a part of it.
4
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE
13.

This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332, because the allegations

of the complaint establish that diversity of citizenship exists among the parties and that the
amount in controversy exceeds $75,000 exclusive of interest and costs. Where jurisdiction is
based on diversity of citizenship a plaintiff may bring a case under 28 U.S.C. § 1391. 3
14.

This District is a proper in that Hagmann resides and works in Erie Pennsylvania,

and in that a substantial portion of the communications, transactions, acts, events and omissions
occurred in this jurisdiction in the State of Pennsylvania. Hagmann’s studio is based in Erie,
Pennsylvania.
15.

In addition, H&H Report is broadcast inside and outside of Pennsylvania, and the

utterances against the Plaintiff were first stated and broadcast in the State of Pennsylvania, in
concert with Quayle, where Defendants also published Setting the Record Straight: Joint
Response Addressing the Character Assassinations Underway against the Plaintiff.
16.

The Court also has subject matter and supplemental jurisdiction pursuant to 28

U.S.C. §§ 1331 & 1367 and because Plaintiff’s claims have a common nucleus of operative facts
and arise from the same occurrences.
17.

This Court has general and personal jurisdiction over Defendants pursuant to the

Pennsylvania long-arm statute, as codified as 42 Pa.C.S.A. § 5322. The act specifies that even a
single act may be enough to satisfy the law that personal jurisdiction exists.4 Here, in this case,
Defendants acted in concert with Hagmann while he was physically in the State of Pennsylvania.
18.

This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants because Defendants

3

Bockman v. First American Marketing Corp., 459 Fed.Appx. 157, 160 (3d Cir. 2012).
Testa v. Janssen, 482 F. Supp. 1195; 1980 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 9868 (citing Washington v. U. S.
Suzuki Motor Corp., 257 Pa. Super. 482, 390 A.2d 1339, 1340 (1978))
4

5
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regularly conducts business in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and this judicial district.
Hagmann has conducted and conducts business in Pennsylvania, including, but not limited to, as
a licensed private investigator and as a talk radio show host.
19.

On H&H Report, Hagmann and his co-host, his son Joe Hagmann (collectively

“the Hagmanns”) have conducted and conduct joint interviews with Quayle for years, and other
Defendant Does. Quayle while appearing on the H&H Report with the Hagmanns generates
revenue for his businesses, for H&H Report, and for other H&H Report guests, and has
transacted and transacts interstate and international commerce of his precious metals, prepper,
doomsday merchandise businesses, books, DVDs and film sales inside and outside Pennsylvania.
20.

Venue and jurisdiction is also proper as Quayle has solicited and solicits

donations for individuals and corporations inside and outside of Pennsylvania State. Specifically,
Quayle has solicited and solicits donations in the form of “tithes” and “offering” to be sent to
Hagmann’s private corporation located in Erie, Pennsylvania.
21.

Quayle has intentionally availed himself of the privilege of conducting business in

this Commonwealth and District, has directed activity in this Commonwealth and District, and
has established sufficient minimum contacts with this Commonwealth and District such that
Quayle and Defendant Does can reasonably and fairly anticipate being sued in this Court.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
I.

DEFENDANTS FALSE NSA TARGETING ALLEGATION

22.

On or around June 3, 2013, early evening, Judi McLeod, the owner, editor and

publisher of CFP, and an “award-winning journalist with thirty years of experience in print
media,” according to her bio, who the Plaintiff had been reporting for, called her sounding

6
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concerned. Judi McLeod told the Plaintiff that Hagmann, one of her long time senior columnists,
had been targeted by the National Security Agency (NSA).
23.

Hagmann had claimed this happened after he hung up the phone after speaking

with Quayle, his long time friend and associate, to ostensibly identify his DHS (Department of
Homeland) and United States government intelligence agency sources.
24.

Hagmann had been claiming to the public-at-large, primarily by means of CFP,

and as the co-host of H&H Report that he has multiple U.S. government agency sources.
25.

Plaintiff has never spoken to Quayle. She did not know Hagmann well. Judi

McLeod had introduced the Plaintiff to Hagmann having published him for over a decade.
26.

Hagmann, like other talk radio show hosts, had invited the Plaintiff to appear on

the H&H Report to discuss her books.
27.

Upon information and belief, H&H Report was initially started as Canada Free

Press Radio, (CFP), sometime in 2011 on BlogTalkRadio.com (BTR), and was broadcast
worldwide on the Internet on BTR, YouTube, and BTR’s affiliates which includes, but is not
limited to Itunes.com and SoundCloud.com.
28.

H&H Report had been represented to the Plaintiff and to the public-at-large as a

hard news and current events talk radio broadcast. Hagmann typically represented H&H Report
in part like this below:
MR. HAGMANN: Folks, you are about to hear three hours of incredible
programming, unbiased, uncensored news information and analysis,
information that propels the headlines. We look well beyond the headlines,
bylines; the fog of disinformation, misinformation, and misdirection to
bring you the news in 3-D.
29.

In written published form H&H Report was typically represented in part like this:
The Hagmann & Hagmann Report provides viewers and listeners
information about current events and historical topics that transcend the
7
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political right-left paradigm and delve into the real issues behind the sugarcoated news. This unique, father-son detective duo uses their investigative
abilities and resources to aggressively research and report on issues left
untouched by the corporate media.
30.

The Plaintiff had previously spoken to Hagmann’s purported intelligence agency

source, Wayne Willott (“Willott”), of Seattle, Washington, a few times after Willott had obtained
her contact information from Hagmann, without her knowledge, and called her in early 2013 to
supposedly discuss some of the reporting and the books she had written. Plaintiff, like other
authors, has written about the Clinton White House.
31.

Willott is a sincere sounding, persuasive, persistent storyteller, with a strong

historical knowledge. He is also a movie buff. Among Willott’s claims, he provided information
to several journalists (naming a handful of mainstream journalists, and a former conservative
radio host, Michael Reagan, the son of former President Ronald Reagan, the Plaintiff could
confirm he knew), and had claimed he had served under the Reagan and Clinton administrations.
32.

Willott also claimed he had played a role in the fall of the Soviet Union. 5 While

they initially had a disagreement over one of her books, he sometimes provided her with useful
background information concerning the September 11, 2012 terrorist attack in Benghazi, as an
unnamed source.
33.

Willott had also claimed that he would be coming to Canada to personally meet

with her and Judi McLeod, but to this day a meeting never occurred.
34.

Judi McLeod forwarded email exchanges she had with Hagmann to the Plaintiff

for her to report Hagmann’s serious allegation against a U.S. government agency. These emails
included the content of Hagmann’s May 30, 2013 alleged sworn voluntary statement,
5

Emails between Plaintiff and Defendants’ “Intelligence Insider, Wayne Willott, subject: “Re:
Frustrated,” dated February 23, 2013, where Willott tells the Plaintiff he will contact his “Ruskie
friend” regarding a story the Plaintiff cannot confirm.
8
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(interchangeably referred to as his “sworn affidavit”); where he had “memorialized” his serious
allegation that he had been targeted by the NSA to ostensibly find his U.S. government agency
sources. Hagmann’s sworn affidavit was to be published for the first time at CFP at the end of
Plaintiff’s article, attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2.
35.

Judi McLeod vouched for Hagmann and Willott, and like other editors do, she

assigned the story to the Plaintiff. Judi McLeod also claimed that Hagmann and Willott had
specifically requested that she report their NSA targeting allegation because of the type of
reporting she has done.
36.

That same evening, on June 3, 2013, Hagmann, in a phone conversation with the

Plaintiff, recounted his NSA targeting allegation as was written in his alleged sworn statement.
37.

Hagmann identified his government agency sources like this below:
“… was not limited to information obtained from a high level source
within the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (hereafter referred to
as DHS) known publicly under the pseudonym “Rosebud,” and another
intelligence source with a separate intelligence agency. Both sources
previously provided concise and accurate information about the inner
workings of the DHS as well as the activities and agendas of various
individuals in that agency. The intelligence source provided
whistleblower information pertaining to the events in Benghazi on
multiple occasions. It was during this conversation that your affiant
shared specific information about the latest contacts with these sources
that is in the process of being transcribed for future publication.”

38.

Willott was Hagmann’s purported “intelligence agency” source. Hagmann called

Willott his Intelligence Insider because he had claimed to the Plaintiff and on-air he was with the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). 6
39.

Hagmann also claimed he was (1) “contacting” his Congressman and Senator,

6

See: H&H Report, “Cloud of Unrest to reach USA,” BTR, June 11, 2013. Hagmann says his
intelligence insider is with the CIA. Timestamp approx. 10 minute mark.
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfp-radio/2013/06/12/the-hagmann-hagmann-report
9
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who he claimed he was sending his notarized voluntary statement/affidavit to; (2) had an
“inquiry pending” with his “telephone provider for any information they have;” (3) and would be
“contacting James Rosen’s lawyer” of Fox News.
40.

Willott assisted Plaintiff with the article as an independent confirming source. He

had claimed he had independent knowledge verifying Hagmann’s NSA targeting claim through
one of his contacts at the NSA — claims that Hagmann would repeat on the H&H Report and
elsewhere as if true and correct. 7
41.

Willott had agreed with Hagmann that he believed he was one of the sources the

Obama administration was trying to find when Hagmann was allegedly targeted by the NSA.
42.

Prior to publication Hagmann and Willott reviewed the article which the Plaintiff

agreed to do as she had no independent knowledge of their NSA targeting allegation. They both
verified and vouched for the contents to be true and correct according to them. Attached hereto
as Exhibit 3 is but one of several emails between the Plaintiff and Hagmann where Willott
requested an addition to the article. 8
43.

Their allegation of NSA spying to find Hagmann’s sources was serious in that it

would affect not only Hagmann and his sources, but other journalists, their sources and the
public-at-large. Like other editors, Judi McLeod requested that the story be reported the
following morning. As such, it was a late night. Plaintiff filed the article by email on June 4,
2013 with Judi McLeod with Hagmann’s alleged sworn affidavit at the end. 9

7

Emails include: Willott to Plaintiff and vice versa, June 3-4, 2013, subject: Again.
Emails include, but are not limited to: Email from Hagmann to Plaintiff, June 3, 2013, 11:22
pm, Subject: Any chance, Email from Plaintiff to Hagmann and vice versa: June 4, 2013, 12:02
am, Subject: Review please.
9
Emails between Plaintiff and Judi McLeod include: Subject: How Extensive is the NSA
Domestic Surveillance of U.S. Media? Is it Legal? June 4, 2013, 12:27am
8

10
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44.

In the morning CFP published: How Extensive is the NSA Domestic Surveillance

of U.S. Media? Is it legal? with Hagmann’s alleged sworn affidavit.
45.

Hagmann disseminated the article on social media before making his claims on

worldwide Internet talk radio. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a June 4, 2013 email from Judi
McLeod to the Plaintiff regarding Hagmann’s “shout out” on Facebook, and attached hereto as
Exhibit 5 are two screenshots from Hagmann’s June 4, 2013, Twitter feed.
46.

Plaintiff had acted in good faith and relied upon their assertions, long-term

relationships, representations, and believed them when they claimed that they would take
measurable steps regarding their serious allegation against a U.S. government agency.
47.

In fact, Plaintiff had acted in such good faith, shortly thereafter she offered to

assist Hagmann to attempt to obtain actionable evidence of his serious claims through the use of
the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”). Filing FOIAs is what anyone, particularly a journalist
and/or a 30-year private investigator would do if they thought they were targeted by any
government agency.
48.

Plaintiff offered to file the FOIA’s because to her surprise Hagmann had never

filed a FOIA and did not know how to do it.
49.

Unbeknownst to Plaintiff, the following day, on June 5, 2013, Quayle held a

fundraiser at stevequayle.com and published, A Request to stand by Doug Hagmann financially
‘thank you’ so much-Steve, for Hagmann’s radio show “ministry” seeking “tithes,” to mail to
Hagmann’s private corporation in Pennsylvania, attached hereto as Exhibit 6. It states, in part,
in its original format of all capital letters, and reproduced here below without spelling or
grammatical correction:
Judging by the amount of e-mails we receive from all over the world, I would say that his
radio show is being used mightily by the living God! Thousands are returning from their
11
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backslidden state and their hearts are returning to Jesus.So many people are coming to the
saving knowledge of Jesus through the various broadcasts with David Lankford, V, myself
and the other guests that one can only conclude that God is sending his ministering angles
into the highways and by ways of th 4 corners of the earth and welcoming his great end
time harvest, as he grants the spirit of repentance to as many as will hear his voice.I am
asking for those of you who don’t go to church and are being fed and blessed, who know
the blessing of tithing to support him financially.The storehouse is the place where the
provision of God is freely dispersed among all those that hunger and thirst. Who else is
giving you the knowledge that you have gained about world events,financial advice and
bible teaching that the Hagmann and Hagmann show provides. Doug is not asking me to do
this but this morning I felt ‘prompted’ of the Lord to call him and ask him -I already new
the answer but he confirmed that very few are supporting him.
50.

Plaintiff was troubled. She did not know about Quayle’s fundraiser, or that H&H

Report had become a radio “ministry” that sought tithes and donations like a church to send to
Hagmann’s private corporation in Pennsylvania.
51.

Additionally, at the time, the Plaintiff did not know the true identity of this “V”

person Quayle cited in his fundraiser with a [Pastor] David Lankford. “V” was Defendants’
purported high-level Financial Insider they called “V,” the Guerilla Economist.
52.

Upon information and belief, Quayle updates his website several times a day

driving a large readership. He is frequently picked up by other alternative media outlets, and
appears, as aforementioned, on the largest global talk radio shows like Alex Jones Infowars.com.
53.

Upon information and belief, Quayle’s fundraiser and subsequent fundraisers for

Hagmann’s radio “ministry” are very lucrative. This one, at minimum, provided funding for the
Hagmann’s to hire a full-time producer, purchase new computers and studio equipment, and
ostensibly provided good salaries for themselves and other individuals they employ.
II.

HAGMANN’S FALSE CLAIMS OF IMMINENT MARITAL LAW BASED UPON HIS
PURPORTED DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY (DHS) “INSIDER”
SOURCE

54.

Days later, on June 7, 2013, Judi McLeod’s CFP, and Quayle at his website

stevequayle.com, published a frightening, destabilizing article by Hagmann, DHS Insider: It’s
12
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about to get very ugly urgently warning that the Obama administration was going to crack down
on the media and whistleblowers that was ultimately false. It garnered significant media
attention, including, but not limited to The Glenn Beck radio show (Mr. Beck read parts of it on
air) and TheBlaze.com attached hereto as Exhibits 7, 8, and 9 10 It read in part below verbatim,
“Please,” pleaded my source, “get this information out while you can.
Tell people what I’m saying, that we don’t have much time, that after the
latest exposure of spying, [President Barack] Obama, [Valerie] Jarrett,
[David] Axelrod, and others, including members of Congress, have put
their plans into high gear. This is about the Marxist takeover of America.
This is about our country being able to survive another July 4th holiday.
55.

Plaintiff cannot confirm if Hagmann’s DHS Insider is a real individual, but she

can confirm America survived several July 4 holidays since Hagmann’s article was published.
56.

During this time, appearing on H&H Report, Hagmann and Quayle were making

more shocking, frightening, unsubstantiated and life threatening claims to worldwide audiences
regarding Hagmann’s DHS Insider and America’s future.
57.

For instance, during a June 9, 2013, H&H Report with Quayle and a Pastor David

Lankford, Hagmann claimed that his DHS Insider source was risking his life to speak with him,
and he had received a threatening note that his wife and daughter were going to be “raped and
killed” while he “watched” if he kept “talking” to Hagmann. 11

10

“DHS Insider: It’s about to get very ugly,” CFP, June 7, 2013, with a disclaimer since the date shows
June 10, 2013, http://canadafreepress.com/article/dhs-insider-its-about-to-get-very-ugly, last accessed on
December 27, 2016. Note: CFP alters articles evidently to save on bandwidth costs when they remove
comments and the dates change. Typically, date disclaimers do not appear as is the case here. CFP
published a date disclaimer when Glenn Beck picked up Hagmann’s DHS Insider article. Plaintiff has
added highlights for convenience sake.
11
H&H Report with Quayle and Pastor David Lankford, BTR, June 9, 2013. [Timestamp: 29:39].
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfp-radio/2013/06/10/pastor-lankford-steve-quayle-the-hagmannhagmann-report
13
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58.

Hagmann also claimed as “news” his DHS Insider said “in about 30 days the

Obama administration was “planning on something” to “cause the implementation of martial
law.” There would be “blood in the streets” and the American people would be “shot and killed.”
59.

Here again, Hagmann’s frightening “news” was false. The Obama administration

did not implement “martial law” and the American people have not been shot and killed.
60.

Days later on June 14, 2013, Quayle published, Emergency Prayer Request for

Doug Hagmann-Life is in severe danger, at stevequayle.com, attached hereto as Exhibit 10,
where he claimed that Hagmann had almost been killed by a goon-squad. Quayle’s emergency
prayer request for Hagmann’s reads verbatim below without correction and refers to Willott, as
“W” and Hagmann’s alleged DHS Insider he called Rosebud:
Doug was almost killed this morning under the goon squad-He needs
divine intervention and protection immediately and pray for Gods
supernatural deliverance in his life. I can not tell you how important your
prayers are at the time. -W-and Rosebud heads up!”
61.

Defendants latest unsubstantiated frightening and destabilizing allegation was

republished by other alternative media outlets and discussed on message boards including, but
not limited to Alex Jones’ Prison Planet, herein attached as Exhibit 11. Absent any proof, with
nothing substantiated, people literally believed whatever Defendants claimed and were
concerned for Hagmann’s safety.
62.

On or around June 16, 2013, Quayle appeared again on H&H Report with a Pastor

David Lankford. Quayle talked about his Goon-Squad Alert and detailed how Hagmann had
been swatted, almost killed, and claimed the DHS was involved. Among his statements, Quayle

14
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said, “But I think people need to have an understanding that one day you thought your life is
normal, and the next day you are face down on the ground, and the SWAT team is on you.” 12
63.

In the same broadcast, Hagmann confirmed and expanded upon Quayle’s account

of how he was almost killed “and a member of the DHS was present.”
64.

Hagmann also claimed he had met with attorneys, gotten police reports, and there

were two incidents that day. “The only reason why I am doing this show tonight,” he said, “Why
I am here tonight, and I’m not incarcerated, or not taken way, or have a bullet in my head… I
firmly believe is because of prayer.”
65.

During this time Hagmann continued making more frightening, destabilizing and

wild imminent martial law type allegations on H&H Report, stevequayle.com, and elsewhere
which were ultimately false. See, e.g., On June 22, 2013, “Fema prepares for battle strength
within next 5 weeks, any guesses who they are going to war against?” at stevequayle.com,
attached hereto as Exhibit 12. 13 Here Hagmann cites “a secondary source in DC” who is not
“W” aka Willott. Plaintiff does not know who Hagmann’s “secondary source” is or if they exist.
66.

Meanwhile, during this time Hagmann was also talking about his NSA targeting

allegation the Plaintiff had been assigned to report days earlier while adding new frightening
unsubstantiated “facts.” For example, during the June 13, 2013 H&H Report Hagmann stated the
following below regarding his alleged sworn affidavit: 14
MR. HAGMANN: It's in the hands of a congressman and senators of my state. It is
in the hands of Canada Free Press, their legal counsel, my legal counsel. It is also in

12

H&H Report with Steve Quayle and Pastor Lankford, BTR, June 16, 2013.
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfp-radio/2013/06/17/pastor-lankford-steve-quayle.
13
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=438 Note: Judi McLeod did not publish
Hagmann’s latest false allegation concerning several U.S. government agencies at CFP.
14
H&H Report, YouTube.com, June 13, 2013,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wC4XLgqKIY4&t=2129s
15
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other places. Um, those other places I cannot disclose at the moment because there
are there are movements taking place to get some answers.
67.

Hagmann also claimed, “The information I have based on my investigation is that

an information file has been created against me,” and that “the intelligence agencies” were
“monitoring” the H&H Report. In part, Hagmann also stated the following in the same broadcast:
MR. HAGMANN: Right now, I was told flat out, right now, because of
the existence of an information file, I was, I was told that, yeah, I could
get picked up. I was told that I could get picked up and shut up.
What, er, exactly what country and what here is this ladies and gentlemen?
And are we going to sit back and take it? I for one am not going to shut up.
I'm not going to take it, and I'm sick and tired of having a bunch of
tyrannical despots turning this nation into a third world country.
Folks, let me tell you, we are being turned into a third world banana republic
by this administration and the previous administration. And I'll tell you
another thing, I don't believe the legitimacy –one iota—of this
administration. Not even a little bit.
68.

During this time Hagmann on additional H&H Report broadcasts exploited the

Plaintiff and her FOIA efforts. Out of thin air he made up more “facts” about his NSA targeting
allegation that as of this filing he has never substantiated and/or were categorically false at the
time they were made. For instance, during the June 21, 2013 H&H Report, Hagmann outright
lied with knowledge it was false when he claimed the Plaintiff was seeking information from
FOIA about his co-host, his son, Joe Hagmann’s communications as well.
69.

Plaintiff has never filed a FOIA on behalf of Joe Hagmann.

70.

Joe Hagmann confirmed his father’s falsehood and then he embellished the

falsehoods. From the June 21, 2013 H&H Report in part below: 15

15

H&H Report, BTR, June 21, 2013, http://blogtalk.vo.llnwd.net/o23/show/4/921/show_4921885.mp3.
[Timestamps:13:00--30:00, 44:23:and 1:00:00]
16
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MR. HAGMANN: Folks, I cannot tell you how critical this is to you and to me and
what this is doing to our sources. To those people who are new to the program or
those people as a reminder. Of course, Marinka Peschmann, from Canada Free
Press, is acting on my behalf using the Freedom of Information Act to query both
NSA and DHS regarding the NSA wiretapping active wiretapping of my
communications, our communications, Joe’s communications, and my
communications—The Hagmann and Hagmann Report communication system.
Okay, so, now think about that. Now just keep that in the back of your mind. I just
want you to understand that is exactly what is taking place. Now what has
happened, the NSA, through our investigation, we found that the NSA is actively
listening to our telephone conversations and by extension our texts and —
JOE HAGMANN: It’s not just who we talk to as they say. It’s not just who we
text, who we call, it’s the content also.
MR. HAGMANN: Right. Yeah. And that’s the important thing to remember
because in the second DHS article that was timed to coincide with the other bit of
information about what the NSA is doing. You’ve probably seen this on the
internet, there are –another whistleblower came out detailing how extensive the
NSA surveillance is, and has been, going back to 2004. Well, okay. That’s one of
the reasons I delayed the second part of the DHS article was delayed. So consider
what we just heard. The information I just told you. 16
71.

At this time, Plaintiff does not know if Joe Hagmann acted wittingly or

unwittingly and believed his father’s falsehoods when he made these false statements of facts. As
such Joe Hagmann at minimum is a witness in this Action, and a possible co-conspirator.
72.

Hagmann also cited the Plaintiff’s FOIA efforts, and his alleged sworn statement

signed under the “penalty of perjury” regarding his NSA targeting allegation on other
international radio broadcasts, including, but not limited to, on June 19, 2013 on Christian End
Times broadcast, Rick Wiles’ TruNews Radio Show that ultimately sounded more like a
fundraiser because they literally sought donations. 17

16

Note: Five years later Douglas and Joe Hagmann have failed to provide any proof of what
they had claimed they had uncovered regarding the NSA “through [their] investigation.”
17
TruNews with Rick Wiles and Doug Hagmann, YouTube, June 19, 2013. [Timestamp 20:27]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bG2IQvjgpjU.
17
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73.

During that same broadcast Hagmann was scaring their trusting predominately

Christian audiences again as if he was in imminent physical danger when he said, “It it… right
now, it’s a matter really of life and death. We are in the struggle of our lives.”
74.

Obviously, the Plaintiff was horrified, concerned, and questioned the veracity of

Hagmann’s allegations and sources. Plaintiff continued to seek straight forward answers to
logical questions regarding the serious allegation she had been assigned to report to no avail.
75.

Additionally, while Hagmann was exploiting her, fund raising and talking about

the FOIAs she had filed and his NSA targeting allegation, the Plaintiff needed to enlist Judi
McLeod and Willott’s help to obtain his third-party notarized permission for all the FOIAs to be
processed.
76.

To this day Plaintiff has not seen Hagmann’s sworn affidavit he claimed he had

sworn under the penalty of perjury, only the unsworn versions she had received by email from
Judi McLeod and Hagmann when she was assigned the story (Exhibit 2).
77.

Neither had Judi McLeod. At that time, she was as concerned as the Plaintiff was

about the veracity of Hagmann’s NSA targeting allegation, among the others, and also began
questioning the credibility of Hagmann’s sources. 18
78.

As such, the Plaintiff finally received Hagmann’s third-party permission with a

caveat from Willott that she should not expect getting anything back from FOIA while he
maintained their NSA targeting allegation was true.
79.

In brief, as Hagmann and Quayle’s frightening SWAT/DHS allegations kept

spreading online, taking on a life of its own, and Hagmann would not return Plaintiff’s calls, on
June 27, 2013, she emailed Hagmann directly, attached hereto as Exhibit 13 and requested that
18

Emails between Plaintiff and Judi McLeod and vice versa include but are not limited to
Subject: Draft, June 22, 2013.
18
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he deal with the falsehoods being spread online; and to stop using her name publicly.” In part,
she wrote to Hagmann below: 19
Do me a favor, please don’t mention me on any more shows about the
FOIA’s I’m filing. There’s nothing for me to say until I get the info back,
and I’m getting caught in this mess (referring to Quayle/Hagmann
SWAT/goon squad/DHS/caretaker incident) that has nothing to do with me
where I frankly don’t know what all happened.
80.

Hagmann responded by email to the Plaintiff on June 28, 2013 in part below:
Much more troubling to me, though, is your statement about not wanting to
be mentioned by name by me relative to the FOIA process. I had to read it
more than once to be certain I fully understood what you said – directly or
by implication: … I’ll end this here by stating that I’ve got no problem with
whatever you decide to do (re: FOIAs). But rest assured, I will never again
mention you by name, on air or in print in any venue. You have my word.
81.

Plaintiff was relieved when she thought Hagmann’s exploitation of her and the

FOIAs had come to an end as she tried as nicely and carefully as possible to remove herself from
this situation. A situation she could resolve after all the FOIA offices responded, she appealed an
NSA FOIA denial she had received, and could do a proper follow up report. 20
82.

Plaintiff’s relief was short lived. A couple of weeks later on or around July 10,

2013, Hagmann broke his “word” when he cited her again, her journalism FOIA efforts, and her
NSA FOIA Case No.70900 she had been assigned as if it was proof he was “on the radar of the

19

Email includes from Plaintiff to Hagmann: “Subject: Doug Hagmann/Hagmann Report Beaten
in NY (Video), June 27-28, 2013.
20
See: Plaintiff’s follow up report after receiving a FOIA denial she was going to appeal
“Exclusive: Obama’s NSA Operates on Two Sets of Books. Who is Watching the Watchers?”
CFP, July 8, 2013 (remains un-retracted), https://canadafreepress.com/article/exclusive-obamasnsa-operates-on-two-sets-of-books.-who-is-watching-the-wat; and “Americans find swift
stonewall on whether NSA vacuumed their data,” McClatchy, February 11, 2014,
https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/nationalsecurity/article24763393.html. Note: McClatchy journalists encountered what Plaintiff
encountered and reported. It does not confirm Hagmann or anyone else was targeted by the NSA.
19
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federal government,” in an article he wrote with Willott (unnamed in background) for CFP, A
message from National Security Agency File Number 70900. 21 Hagmann wrote in part below:
In the grand scheme of things, I am no one special. In the files of the NSA,
however, I am File number 70900. And as an American citizen, I apparently
pose a national security threat due to questions no one wants to answer, and to
corruption few wish to expose….
It was just two days ago that a fellow journalist told me that he would no
longer talk to me, as I have now become “toxic” by my presence on the radar
of the federal government. The very fact that the NSA is not only collecting
information, but content, is having a chilling effect on those of us seeking to
expose corruption and provide the truth to the American public.
83.

In the grand scheme of things, Hagmann does not have a NSA file no.70900.

Plaintiff has a NSA FOIA case no.70900. Anyone who files a FOIA is assigned a FOIA case no.
It does not mean Hagmann was targeted or under surveillance. As such, in another conversation
with Judi McLeod, Plaintiff had to request her name be removed from Hagmann’s article,
followed up with this email attached hereto as Exhibit 14.
84.

Rightfully worried about CFP’s credibility, Judi McLeod shared another incident

with Plaintiff of when she claimed Hagmann made “news” up. She claimed Hagmann had done
this while appearing as an Alex Jones expert guest on Infowars.com when he had claimed he had
been shut down by GoDaddy because of the Obama Truth squad, when (according to Judi
McLeod) it was really over something like an unpaid $50 (fifty dollar) bill. Attached hereto as
Exhibit 15 is an email between Plaintiff and Judi McLeod concerning another example of
Hagmann’s made up “news.”
85.

Plaintiff was trapped in a nightmare. She was livid that Judi McLeod had asked

her to report a serious allegation from Hagmann who she did not trust. In short and in part

21

http://canadafreepress.com/article/a-message-from-national-security-agency-file-number70900#.
20
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Plaintiff told CFP’s Judi McLeod that they would have to report whatever came back from FOIA
as all honest journalists, editors and publishers must do and tell the truth about this matter,
Hagmann and his sources whatever it was.
86.

This evidently alarmed Judi McLeod, who sometimes shares bylines with

Hagmann, quotes him as a reputable source, and has published him for years.
87.

Upon information and belief, Hagmann’s scary, unsubstantiated and/or ultimately

false and destabilizing “news” (commonly known as fear porn for profit, click bait, fake news
and/or propaganda) drives large traffic and generates significant advertising revenue for CFP.
88.

As Judi McLeod wrote in part below in: High Profiling Doug Hagmann against

the NSA on or around June 13, 2013, where she also had exploited the Plaintiff and her sincere
journalism FOIA efforts: 22
More than half a million readers learned Doug Hagmann’s name last Friday after he
wrote a column trying to warn Americans, “It’s about to get very ugly” and millions
more have read his Insider Reports published on Canada Free Press (CFP)….
Hagmann’s growing appeal to mega readers comes from the 30-plus years he has under
his belt working in the field as a seasoned private investigator and the contacts with
law-and-order types made and still being made during a career in which he is still
active. People thirsting for the truth in government-issued propaganda in the confusing
White Noise of the day are more likely to believe someone with that kind of track
record in hard core investigation.
Add to Hagmann’s own ability that his articles for the past eight years have been posted
on a private, independent news site with a reputation of credibility; that he now has a
popular, three-hour weeknight and Sunday Internet radio show, the Hagmann-Hagmann
Report with his son Joe, and you can see Hagmann’s plight more clearly….
Hagmann’s CFP colleague, Whistleblower author Marinka Peschmann has filled out a
FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) request to NSA on Hagmann.
89.

Upon information and belief, Defendants’ false allegations represented as real

“news” are destabilizing, sow discourse, and causes fear, distress and unjustified paranoia among
Defendants trusting readers and listeners who may also be incited and induced into action.
22

http://canadafreepress.com/article/high-profiling-doug-hagmann-against-nsa.
21
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90.

Shortly thereafter, in brief, on August 7, 2013, Hagmann, with the approval of

Judi McLeod, thwarted the Plaintiff’s journalism efforts they had exploited when he rescinded
his FOIA authorization, (and by extension an appeal) by email and attempted to intimidate
Plaintiff with a consult of counsel notification if she continued with the FOIA’s to try to obtain
evidence of their serious allegation against a U.S. government agency. 23
91.

On or around September 11, 2013, Willott went from being a behind-the scenes,

unnamed source to abruptly appearing publicly, and then appearing on H&H Report and calling
in regularly as Hagmann’s purported high-level Intelligence Insider, “W.”
92.

Willott gave Hagmann exclusive interviews for CFP. For instance in Hagmann’s

Intelligence insider speaks on the record about false flags and government lies, 24 published on or
around September 11, 2013, Hagmann wrote in part below:
For the first time ever, this insider has agreed to speak on the record in an exclusive
90-minute interview about what is really taking place behind the curtain of lies and
deception. Despite the risks, he has agreed to lend his voice to the growing
opposition to the madness we see taking place at the highest levels of our
government, and tell us exactly what appears to be playing out in real-time. The
Western-backed uprising in Syria has claimed the lives of around 150,000 men,
women and children, and displaced some five million people. If permitted to
continue, some estimate the deaths of four million people in Syria alone, with death
spread on a wholesale level across the globe. And it’s being done in your name.
The information you will hear in this interview will forever change the way you
look at the world today. This source talks explicitly about the incident at the Dyess
Air Force Base involving the reported unauthorized shipment of nuclear warheads
from that base. The incident at Dyess was broken exclusively by Anthony
Gucciardi & Alex Jones of Infowars last Tuesday, on the same day that war hawk

23

Email from Hagmann to Plaintiff, August 7, 2013, subject: “Marinka, From Doug Hagmann.”
http://canadafreepress.com/article/intelligence-insider-speaks-on-the-record-about-false-flagsamp-government; Note:“False flags” is conspiracy theory terminology where a government
orchestrates an attack on its own citizens that looks like the attack was carried out by an
enemy/rogue nation or terrorists, to enable the government to achieve a desired outcome,
typically power grabs, like the expansion of government surveillance, disarmament of its
citizens, or military action against the alleged culprit nation or groups.
24
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Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) made a speech citing the need for the U.S. to
attack Syria…
The time clock is running down, and we must wake up, wake others up and take a
stand. This insider did, putting himself and his identity at risk. Why? Because
we’re running out of time to stop this madness.
93.

In Hagmann’s “Two Conversations with Two Insiders: Expect the

unexpected,” hereto attached as Exhibit 16 published at CFP on or around September 29,
2013, it reads in part below:
Within the last 24 hours, I had two separate conversations with two different
sources, each saying nearly the same thing: Expect the unexpected. Wake up.
Understand that everything we’re being told is a lie. We are at the epicenter of a
‘perfect storm.’
The opening words coming from my source inside the intelligence community tell
much. “These people [the Obama regime and his handlers] are ‘pissed.’ They did
not get what they wanted with Syria because we put them behind schedule by
exposing Benghazi.
The ‘alternative media’ put them behind, but that doesn’t mean they’ve given up.
Far from it. What it means is that they have the same objective, but are switching
plans.”
To be clear, I asked about their end-game objective.
“The takedown of America as a viable global power, economically and militarily.
They are counting on people’s attention being diverted to political theater, which is
exactly what’s happening right now with the budget showdown. But no one is
looking beyond the stage act and if they are, very few are understanding what they
are seeing. They are thinking too small and are still clinging to the right-left
paradigm of political theater,” he stated.
The objective is to create a new global economic and power structure by removing
the U.S. dollar as the world’s reserve currency. By making the U.S. subservient to a
global power structure. Why isn’t anyone in the media talking about this? Because
they are complicit. Why aren’t the majority of those in the ‘alternative media’
talking about this? Because they are not looking at the bigger picture. The lie is
bigger than they realize.”
At this point, I informed my intelligence source about my conversation hours before
with a financial insider who uses the internet pen-name “V, The Guerrilla
Economist” … “One more thing,” added this financial insider. “Domestically,
23
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watch more municipalities go belly up across the U.S., like Detroit. Do you know
which city is right behind Detroit in terms of teetering on bankruptcy,” he asked
me. “New York City. That’s right, New York City is right behind Detroit” and
headed for a financial apocalypse.
94.

Defendants’ purported high-level “Intelligence Insider” and “Financial Insider”

were echo chambering each other. The theme always seemed to be the same: “Financial
apocalypse,” “a war being waged by the Globalists” to take the down the United States to
implement their plans for a new global power structure … “We’re in one of the most dangerous
times of history,” “false flags” and “time is short.”
95.

The Plaintiff was blindsided, shocked, horrified and inflicted with emotional

distress. She knew then (but did not have the hard proof she needed until later, and also did not
want to believe how badly she had been deceived and exploited) that their NSA targeting
allegation was false, and Willott’s true bona fides, experience and character had been
deliberately, fraudulently misrepresented to the Plaintiff and to the public-at-large.
96.

Upon information and belief, no one who worked for a U.S. government

intelligence agency—would have gone public like that, and gone public with Hagmann, who had
been making wild and ultimately false allegations about martial law, imminent financial collapse,
and the Obama administration with Quayle.
97.

The Plaintiff was stunned as Willott became an often daily presence on H&H

Report as “W” their “Intelligence Insider,” and a Christian watchman too.
98.

Hagmann went on to make several outrageous and/or false statements about

Willott, with and without Willott appearing with him on H&H Report as “W,” the Intelligence
Insider,” including, but not limited to that Willott was like or is the “real American James Bond,”
is like his “brother,” a man of integrity, who Hagmann “trusted explicitly” would “take a bullet
for,” who was so trustworthy that if “[Willott] called [him] up and said, ‘Look there is an alien
24
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invasion on the White House lawn, [Hagmann] wouldn’t even have to turn on [his] TV,’
[Hagmann] would believe him.” 25
99.

Among the copious claims, Hagmann also told their trusting audience was Willott

was a multi “millionaire” with an impressive well-connected rolodex, who played a leading role
in taking down the former Soviet Union’s ruble, had insider access to something called “the
silver code” supposedly affecting the economy and was like H&H Report’s “show advisor.”
100.

Willott and Hagmann confirmed, flattered, and praised one another; other H&H

Report’s regular guests, including Quayle, their faked name Financial Insider, they called “V,”
other individuals, fictitiously named or otherwise, like Alex Jones, in the alternative media.
101.

Some of Hagmann’s and Willott’s conversations on talk radio were downright

disturbing and creepy to her. See, e.g., H&H Report, January 28, 2014, in part below: 26
WAYNE WILLOTT: I think of your listeners as, you know, they are scouts
even within their own communities, their families. They are probably a way
ahead of the curve and have been for some time. And God has led them to
shows like yours, people like the guests you have on your show. And, they
have a certain bent, a certain ear for what is going on that their coworkers,
their neighbors, their families. Just like your own neighbors, Doug. They are
not there yet. They, are, they, they might not be there until the door on the arc
closes. But, um, then again, to a lot of your listeners and to yourself, you
know, when you and I first spoke a long time ago. You weren’t quite there
yet. And it was a conversation that was ongoing and over that conversation,
your understanding, your perception of not just what lies ahead, but how to
deal with it has grown and changed and shifted. You are a completely, not
totally a different guy, but you are so much further down the road then you
were just a couple of years ago, wouldn’t you think?
MR. HAGMANN: Yes. And between you, Steve Quayle, Stan and others,
you dragged me, drugged me, dragged me, and drugged me kicking and
25

H&H Report, BTR, January 28, 2014, Hour 2, http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfpradio/2014/01/29/stan-deyo-on-the-hagmann-hagmann-report, See also, H&H Report Special
with Intelligence Insider, BTR, May 2, 2014 http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfpradio/2014/05/03/special-intelligence-insider-on-the-hagmann-hagmann-report.
26
[Timestamp 69:18] http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfp-radio/2014/01/29/stan-deyo-on-thehagmann-hagmann-report
25
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screaming, I mean. But it was an important, I will tell you, it was a difficult
change. It was a difficult change up, but it was, it was not. I guess I had to
open myself to it. That’s kind of – I remember our first conversation. And I
really wasn’t prepared for what you were telling me. And I think, well you
know. You were patient and I thank you for that. And I think that’s a lesson I
should learn as well. Well, you know, it is a difficult conversation to have.
WAYNE WILLOTT: Well, think about this. This is why, this is what I wanted to
convey to your audience tonight, and we’ve had some conversations over the last few
weeks, and I reiterated a few times that I wanted be very clear what I think, you know,
is a needed word at this moment in time.
102.

This was not journalism or reporting the real “news,” it was something else.

Whatever Hagmann and Willott’s true relationship was it was not a typical journalist – source
relationship as had been deliberately misrepresented to her.
103.

Briefly, during this time Willott tried to pacify, bedazzle and “manage” the

Plaintiff who never filed another article with CFP again. While Willott had agreed that what
Hagmann and Judi McLeod did regarding the FOIAs was wrong, he insisted it was important
that he be able to get his information out to the public by way of Hagmann’s talk radio platform
and CFP and these outlets needed to be preserved.
104.

As such, there was nothing Hagmann could do, say, or make up that would stop

Willott from appearing on H&H Report as “W” Defendants’ “Intelligence Insider,” in what
Plaintiff came to know they called their circle of trust (“Circle of Trust”), a self admitted
conspiracy in the alternative media. This also appeared to be applicable to Quayle, Alex Jones
and other individuals.
105.

Upon information and belief Hagmann requires individuals who work for him to

sign some type of a confidentially or non-disclosure agreement.
106.

Meanwhile, Plaintiff, while hoping for the best, tried to figure out what was going

on in the alternative media with individuals who claim to bring the real “news.”

26
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107.

Defendants are sincere sounding and skilled at taking something that is true,

mixing it with legitimate criticism or concerns, adding misleading narratives, false and/or
distorted facts and/or omitting facts to disseminate as “news.”
108.

This ran the gamut and can be seen in their frightening, paranoia inducing,

“news,” they would disseminate online worldwide. Everything from New World Order
conspiracies, murder conspiracies (for e.g. Vince Foster, Andrew Breitbart, Michael Hastings,
Loretta Fuddy, and the late Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia), 9-11 being an inside job,
birtherism, to Sandy Hook and Boston Marathon hoaxes to Bundy Ranch “land grabs” to anti
NATO, Globalists/Marxists/Communist takeovers that never happened, to Jade Helm 15 (a
military training exercise Defendants claimed would change America forever on Infowars, H&H
Report and elsewhere which did not change America forever), 27 to gun grabs and Fema Camp
round ups—which also did not happen, 28 and seemingly everything in between. 29
109.

Plaintiff would debunk their “news” with Willott only to turn around and find him

disseminating it with the Defendants or elsewhere as if real “news.” 30

27

See: Cassandra Pollack and Alex Samuels, “Hysteria over Jade Helm exercise in Texas was
fueled by Russians, former CIA director says,” The Texas Tribune, May 3, 2018,
https://www.star-telegram.com/news/state/texas/article210416334.html;
28
“The Evidence: Debunking FEMA Camp Myths,” Popular Mechanics, December 26, 2014,
https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/a12805/4312850/
29
H&H Report with “W,” BTR, January, 28, 2014, http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfpradio/2014/01/29/stan-deyoon-the-hagmann-hagmann-report; and H&H Report, BTR, April 17,
2014, with Quayle where “W” calls in encouraging and inciting their audiences to support the
Cliven Bundy armed standoff with government authorities over federal land where people were
arrested; some acquitted; one man was killed; and others are currently serving time in prison,
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfp-radio/2014/04/17/gregevensen-steve-quayle-on-the-hagmannhagmann-report
30
Among email exchanges between Plaintiff and Defendants’ “Intelligence Insider,” Subject:
“Re: Putin Open Letter to Americans,” September 8, 2013, regarding another story Willott was
spreading and disseminating where Plaintiff correctly questions its veracity.
27
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110.

Briefly, after trying to obtain explanations, retractions, proof, and/or corrections

for the NSA targeting allegation to no avail, when Plaintiff obtained evidence it was false,
Hagmann had failed to follow up with any of his representations, Willott and others could not
produce bona fides and would not stop peddling bogus, harmful conspiracies as “news,” the
Plaintiff corrected it, retracted it and apologized, like all journalists must do to preserve the
integrity of the press, and published Did Doug Hagmann make up his NSA allegation he asked
me to report? (“Correction Article”) at her personal website on October 8, 2014. 31
111.

Falsely accusing the NSA and the individuals who worked there of wrong doing

or malfeasance is horrific and affects the public-at-large; correcting false allegations and
exposing malignant “sources” with phony bona fides is in the public’s interest.
112.

As mortifying and distressing as this was, initially Plaintiff intended on reporting

one Correction Article, instead she reported two follow up Correction Articles over four months,
like all journalists would do, when she obtained additional evidence from Quayle that their NSA
targeting allegation was false, and he had failed to bully her into complicity by demanding she
“stop this war” she did not know she was in. 32 No one should be bullied into complicity.
113.

Like all journalists, commentators and media outlets have done and must do if

found in error, including, but not limited to, Rolling Stone Magazine, NBC News, Washington

31

“Did Doug Hagmann make up his NSA allegation he asked me to report?” marinkapeschmann.com,
October 8, 2014, http://marinkapeschmann.com/doug-hagmann-make-nsa-allegationtargetedheaskedmetoreport/
32
“Steve Quayle Exposes Doug Hagmann’s NSA Targeting Allegation is Fake,” marinkapeschmann.com,
November 19, 2014, http://marinkapeschmann.com/steve-qualye-exposes-doug-hagmanns-nsa-targetingallegation-fake/ and “Poison Fruits: “Christian” alternative media stars Steve Quayle and Doug
Hagmann’s SWAT allegation also fake,” marinkapeschmann.com. February 9, 2015,
http://marinkapeschmann.com/poison-fruits-christian-alternative-media-stars-steve-qualye-and-doughagmanns-swat-allegation-also-fake/
28
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Post, The Intercept, CNN, and Glenn Beck, 33 Plaintiff was ethically, morally, and legally
obligated to correct her reporting as difficult as it was for her to do personally.
114.

Plaintiff had been living a journalist’s nightmare since the summer of 2013,

desired to have clean hands throughout her journalistic career; and has apologized for relying
upon Defendants’ fraudulent representations and sources; for being deceived and exploited into
reporting a serious and false NSA targeting allegation.
115.

At no time, did any individual cited in her Correction articles respond to her

requests for a statement, corrections, had any been necessary, or issue retractions and apologies
to her or to their trusting and loyal audiences. Instead, they dug in, and disseminated more false,
frightening and destabilizing allegations, one which affected the 2016 Presidential Elections. 34
116.

Plaintiff could not permit a false allegation she had been exploited and deceived

into reporting to stand in any way, shape or form, knowing it was false; knowing that
Defendants’ used “sources” who were dubious and/or fraudulent (if they existed), and play any
confirming role in Defendants’ longstanding verifiable reckless pattern of making dangerous,
scary, destabilizing, unsubstantiated and/or categorically false claims against U.S. government
agencies or anyone else, which, at minimum, was inducing lucrative interstate and international
commerce, and causing fear, distrust and paranoia with their trusting, loyal audiences.
117.

On November 19, 2014, the same day when the Plaintiff reported a follow up

33

See for e.g., “ Melania Trump settles defamation claim against blogger [Webster Tarpley],” Reuters,
February 7, 2017, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-melania-lawsuit-idUSKBN15M22B;
and “Conservative TV host Glenn Beck reaches settlement with Saudi Arabian student he accused of
Boston Marathon bombing,” NY Daily News, September, 13, 2016,
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/glenn-beck-settles-student-accused-boston-bombing-article1.2791268
34
Amanda Robb, “Anatomy of a Fake News Scandal: Inside the web of conspiracy theorists, Russian
operatives, Trump campaigners and Twitter bots who manufactured the 'news' that Hillary Clinton ran a
pizza-restaurant child-sex ring,” Rolling Stones Magazine, November 16, 2017,
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/anatomy-of-a-fake-news-scandal-125877/
29
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Correction Article, 35 Quayle called her one of “hell’s messengers,” and held another fundraiser
for Hagmann seeking “tithes” and “offerings” to send to Hagmann’s private company in
Pennsylvania: Please consider standing with Doug Hagmann financially, as he has blessed us all
with his radio program, published in all caps at stevequayle.com duplicated without corrections
reproduced herein, and attached hereto as Exhibit 17.
Brethren: If you listen to Doug’s show for timely and pertinent info then you know,
Doug has taken his stand for the Lord and for righteousness sake – With so many people
not being able to find fellowship and certainly unable to find like minded individuals
locally who even care to know whats going on, Doug’s show provides us a regular
meeting place,I believe in tithes and offerings and would ask that once again you
support his efforts –The storehouse is where you get fed ! Doug has never once asked
me to mention his financial support needs yet , I can sense it when his funds run low and
this morning it was confirmed –For those of you who believe in tithes and offerings but
haven’t been able to tithe as your not in fellowship please consider this request –Please
send your support today –The constant frustration of computer attacks, broadcast
interruptions and hell’s messengers can get any one down –We have so little time left all
all hell is breaking loose –Please help him today –,as you never know what guest or
statement will help your unbelieving spouse or friends to get it! Thank you, Steve
III. DEFENDANTS’ DEFAMATION PER SE FEBRUARY 10, 2015 JOINT STATEMENT AND RADIO
BROADCAST.
118.

On February 10, 2015, instead of issuing retractions, apologizing, and coming

clean about their fraudulent “high-level” insider sources, Hagmann, Quayle and Does 1-20, in
concert, manufactured another fear-based, false narrative, and phony conspiracy when they
defamed, threatened, and incited violence against her (and other individuals) in published written
form (libel per se/libel) and spoken form (slander per se/slander) on their heavily trafficked
website(s) and on Internet Talk Radio, inside and outside of the State of Pennsylvania.

35

“Steve Quayle Exposes Doug Hagmann’s NSA Targeting Allegation is Fake,”
marinkapeschmann.com, November 19, 2014, http://marinkapeschmann.com/steve-qualyeexposes-doug-hagmanns-nsa-targeting-allegation-fake/
30
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119.

The February 10, 2015 H&H Report’s talk radio broadcast (“Feb 10 Broadcast”)

was heard inside and outside of Pennsylvania, the United States, Canada and worldwide,
attached hereto is a transcript as Exhibit 18. 36
120.

Meeting all categories of per se defamation, Defendants made false statements of

facts that the Plaintiff (a) has committed crimes of moral turpitude; (b) as an unmarried woman
of being unchaste, (c) and attacked her professional character or standing to:
(i) permanently damage her reputation, income and future work prospects;
(ii) irreparably harm her both personally and professionally;
(iii) intimidate, silence and bully the Plaintiff into complicity to stop her from exposing that
more of Defendants frightening allegations against U.S. government agencies and/or
persons were false and/or more of their purported high-level sources bona fides were grossly
exaggerated, fraudulent and/or nonsense if they existed;
(iv) defame and dangerously dehumanize the Plaintiff by inciting violence against her (and
others), thereby putting their lives and well being in danger ;
(v) cause her incalculable distress, anguish and physical harm as a result of having to live
with the unrelenting stress of a weaponized Internet with Defendants like this;
(vi) continue to unjustly enrich themselves and Does 1-20 off of the Plaintiff and these and
new false allegations— one specifically affected the U.S. 2016 Presidential elections;
(vii) for their unjust personal and professional gain and gratification;
(viii) to continue to elicit sympathy and prayers from their predominately Christian,
Conservative and Patriotic trusting, loyal listeners and readers, while fallaciously casting
themselves as blameless victims;
(ix) to continue to generate significant funds from digital monetization, ad revenue and by
inducing multimillion dollar interstate and international commerce of merchandise and
services, including, but not limited to, precious metals, books, DVDs, prepper, doomsday
survival gear, freeze dried food, and legacy sculptures by using fear porn for profit, fake
news, disinformation and conspiracies disguised as if legitimate “news”;

36

Hawk and Steve Quayle on H&H Report, February 10, 2015,
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfp-radio/2015/02/11/hawk-steve-quayle-on-the-hagmannhagmann-report. Note: The Plaintiff has submitted the transcript Defendant Quayle had filed as
an Exhibit with Defendants Second Motions to Dismiss, which aside from some minor
imperfections which do not distort the context was an accurate transcript. In SAC Plaintiff
corrected what was inaudible to the transcriptionist § line 1289-1294.
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(x) to continue to unjustly enrich themselves by seeking “tithes,” “offerings” and donations
to send to Hagmann’s private corporation in Pennsylvania and/or to Does 1-20 in
Defendants “Circle of Trust” or both; and
(xi) to silence the Plaintiff’s freedom of speech after they and Does 1-20 in their Circle of
Trust failed to co-opt her in furtherance of their tortious online schemes.
121.

During the three (3)-hour Feb 10 Broadcast, approximately one third of the audio

content was dedicated to slandering and inciting violence against the Plaintiff, directly and
indirectly, and by falsely, and broadly associating her with other individuals.
122.

All infringing content remains available to global audiences on multiple platforms

so that more people may listen to, download and/or read it on the Internet.
123.

For reference for the Court, prior to the Defendants slandering and inciting

violence against the Plaintiff and others, in the first few minutes of the Feb 10 Broadcast the
individual Quayle is defending, seeking support and praying for with the Hagmanns’ sanction is
Mr. Kent Hovind. § Exhibit 18 § line 45-151.
124.

Reportedly, Mr. Hovind is an American Christian fundamentalist evangelist and

tax protester, who, like the Defendants, also disseminates debunked conspiracies as if true and
correct “news.” Mr. Hovind was found guilty of 58 counts in a federal criminal tax-related trial
in the District Court in Northern Florida in Pensacola. Plaintiff does not know Mr. Hovind and
has never written anything about him or his criminal case.
125.

In Defendants written published joint statement, Setting the Record Straight: Our

Joint Response Addressing the Character Assassinations that are Underway (“Feb 10 Joint
Statement”), published on February 10, 2015, Defendants directly named the Plaintiff twentyseven (27) times. 37
37

Quayle and Hagmann, “Setting the Record Straight: Our Joint Response Addressing the
Character Assassinations that are Underway,” February 10, 2015.
http://www.hagmannandhagmann.com/archives/1451
32
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IV.

THE SPOLIATION OF DEFENDANTS’ FEB 10 JOINT STATEMENT--TWICE
126.

Since its initial publication, Defendants’ Feb 10 Joint Statement has been spoiled

with. To the Plaintiff’s knowledge it was first moved and republished sometime when
Defendants were preparing their first Motion to Dismiss. The Plaintiff had notified Counsel and
the Court (SDNY) at that time. Thus, attached hereto as Exhibit 19 is Defendants’ original Feb
10 Joint Statement, located at: http://www.hagmannandhagmann.com/archives/1451, last
accessed on September 21, 2016. Plaintiff has included the “Ooops … Error 404 page” at the
same location, last accessed on October 3, 2016 with Plaintiff’s proof of service to SDNY.
127.

Defendants’ Feb10 Joint Statement was removed and then appeared at a new

location on a different Hagmann owned and operated website located at:
https://www.hagmannreport.com/from-the-wires/setting-the-record-straight-joint-responseaddressing-the-character-assassinations-underway/.
128.

At first glance, the Defendants removed the picture of themselves with a Pastor

David Lankford which had appeared in the original publication and is now gone. Thus, attached
hereto as Exhibit 20 are the first two (2) and last (3) three pages of Defendants’ Feb 10 Joint
Statement to not burden this Court with tedious duplication, but to verify Defendants are spoiling
with evidence.
129.

The second time Defendants’ Feb 10 Joint Statement was moved and spoiled

with, the Plaintiff believes occurred sometime in June-July 2018, but will not know with
certainty until discovery. It remains available to the public-at-large at a third and different url,
located at: https://www.hagmannreport.com/exclusive-reports/setting-the-record-straight-jointresponse-addressing-the-character-assassinations-underway/. Thus, attached hereto as Exhibit 21
are the first two (2) pages of Defendants latest spoiled with Feb10 Joint Statement to not burden

33
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the Court, but to verify Defendants are spoiling with evidence. 38 Hagmann also changes website
themes during ongoing litigation.
130.

Upon information and belief, by spoiling, republishing and moving around the

Feb 10 Joint Statement on the Internet, at minimum, Defendants are trying to skew and distort
the audience reach of the individuals who were exposed to their Feb 10 Joint Statement to give
the false appearance of a vastly lower audience reach number that will not remotely resemble the
true number, to fraudulently attempt to reduce their liability against the Plaintiff.
131.

Plaintiff is quoting verbatim from Defendants’ original Feb 10 Joint Statement.

132.

Quayle and Hagmann’s Feb 10 Joint Statement states in part below:

FEB 10 JOINT STATEMENT: We issue this joint statement as obedient watchmen as
referenced in chapter six of the Book of Jeremiah to address very slanderous and
libelous public accusations that have been made against us by two individuals, Kirk
[Michael] McLeod, using the fictitious name Michael Erevna, and Marinka Peschmann.
Our statement is not made out of haste, but only after a lengthy period of abundant
prayerful consideration.
***
As many readers and listeners know, we’ve been subjected to a well-coordinated and
malicious campaign of slander and libel over the last several months by two individuals
who we once trusted, generously provided airtime, financial support, and for whom we
solicited the support of others. Both were introduced to us telephonically by third
parties…. We never met either Kirk McLeod, a/k/a Michael Erevna or Marinka
Peschmann in person, although had numerous telephone conversations with both.
133.

In the Feb 10 Broadcast Quayle stated this about the Plaintiff before he directly

named her, in part, below. 39 § Exhibit 18 § line 159-175

38

Note: Plaintiff includes screenshots of the top of websites in her Exhibits when they cannot be
converted or printed out in a legible manner without the format distorting (as seen on page 1).
Otherwise the PDF conversion is legible, true and correct. Should the Court desire to review
Defendants Feb 10 Joint Statements in all three places in their entirety at this time, Plaintiff
respectfully requests she be ordered to refile them.
39
Hawk and Steve Quayle on H&H Report, BTR, February 10, 2015,
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfp-radio/2015/02/11/hawk-steve-quayle-on-the-hagmannhagmann-report.
34
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MR. QUAYLE: … Yeah, the point being is, look, those are the fruits of love. Jesus
said, "By this shall all men know that you're mine, that ye have love one for
another." And tonight I think it's good because, you know, we posted something
together [February 10 Joint Statement]. And ladies and gentlemen, we have tried, as
good stewards of the leading of the Lord of our lives, to do the best job we can do.
When people come against us using false names, when they come against us on false
pretenses, when they accuse us of ‘ripping off the listeners,’ yet they set up their own
vehicle under a false name, and then when multiple people have complaints and openly
band together to openly say, “They are going to destroy me, or destroy Doug, or
destroy Hagmann and Hagmann,” we've put up with it to the point, until we could no
longer over look it, because I was getting emails constantly and consistently saying,
"What's going on?"
These are new Christians that don't have discernment. These are people who are just
coming to find Jesus, and I encourage all of you—you've heard me pray. You've heard
David Lankford pray. You've heard us bring us before the throne. Each and every one
of your lives, and yet we are accused of being frauds, hypocrites, every manner of evil.
The point is it came time to draw the line, and we drew the line. You can go on Doug
Hagmann's site or stevequayle.com—Setting the Record Straight: Our Joint Response
Addressing the Character Assassinations that are Underway.
134.

Plaintiff first read Defendants’ Feb 10 Joint Statement they jointly published at

Hagmann’s heavily trafficked website (http://www.hagmannandhagmann.com/archives/1451).
Contrary to Quayle’s claims during the Feb 10 Broadcast that he had also published it at his
website, stevequayle.com, she did not see it at stevequayle.com § Exhibit 18 § line 173-175.
135.

Thus, Plaintiff seeks a copy of the Feb 10 Joint Statement at stevequayle.com. If it

does not exist, then she seeks an admission, retraction and apology from Quayle to their trusting,
loyal Christian audiences for intentionally deceiving them about also publishing it at his website.
136.

During the Feb 10 Broadcast Hagmann addressed the Plaintiff directly, and said

this, in part, below § Exhibit 18 § line 431-465:
MR. HAGMANN: OK, I just want to put this in context urn for the new, for
listeners just joining us. What we're... Steve Quayle's our guest, of course,
stevequayle.com. What we're talking about is this. Uh for the last several months...
Just for a context here. The last several months we've been under just a vicious,
vile attack. It it's by two individuals, uh one Marinka Peschman, the second
Michael Erevna. Really his real name is Kirk McLeod, although he had never
35
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disclosed that to us. Now, here's the situation. We have both, Steve and I have been
the subject of uh threats, uh intimidation, harassment. And I mean harassment.
Folks, what you read on the websites, what you read on the websites that are
referenced in this article, are just the top portion of the iceberg. Understand that.
The second thing everyone needs to understand, the very people who we allowed
into our inner circle, just as perhaps you, ladies and gentlemen, may allow into
your inner circle, have betrayed us. For, well, for their own personal gain. Lies
upon lies. And how do you refute lies made out of whole cloth? It's difficult.
But I want to make one thing perfectly and abundantly clear to everyone listening
to this. The 3,000 word article, response, that Steve and I crafted, and we agonized.
And when Steve says we agonize, we agonized. And we sought, we sought
counsel. Wise counsel. Scripture counsel. Divine... we prayed. We prayed
together. We prayed individually.
We brought our families into this. Because our families have been threatened, have
been directly uh involved in this, to a degree folks that you will never know
because we will never disclose it. And when Steve says death threats, house on the
Internet, yes, he's not lying. And I become emotional because, folks, let me tell you
something. You've got no idea. If if you would have told me three years ago that
we were going to walk into this vipers' den, I probably would have had second
thoughts about doing what we're doing right now. But now we're in too deep urn
and we've got a job to do and doggon it, we're gonna finish it. We're gonna see it
right to the end.
But I'll say this. The 3,000 words response on the Internet, from Steve and I, we
can add another 9,000. Understand, we only released a response, just enough, to
satisfy the vipers, the serpents, and those people who thrive on chaos and lies.
We're not going to take any... We're not going to take any more. We're not going to
take any more threats to our families. We're not going to take any more threats to
to ruin our reputations. We're not going to take the harassment any more. I don't
believe we have to. And I'm gonna tell ya, as Steve's younger brother, and the
emphasis there is on younger, Steve, uh, as Steve's younger brother, I I will stand
in front of him, beside him, behind him, and protect him. And his wife, and his
family. Because some of the horrendous things I've seen, and that's only a small
portion of what he's endured. It it's just, it's incredible. It's not a threat. I'm not
making a threat. I'm just saying that we have so much more information. And
lastly, lastly, is this, Steve. And thank you for being patient with me.
V.

THE FAKE “WELL-COORDINATED” AND “MALICIOUS CAMPAIGN OF SLANDER AND
LIBEL” AGAINST QUAYLE AND HAGMANN
137.

Quayle and Hagmann falsely accused the Plaintiff of being engaged “in a well-

coordinated and malicious campaign of slander and libel with Kirk McLeod,” (“McLeod”) at
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different times, in the Feb 10 Joint Statement, and Feb 10 Broadcast, where Quayle expressly
stated they had “banded together.”
138.

Upon information and belief, having had adverse past dealings with Hagmann and

Quayle and writing about it, McLeod learned about Plaintiff’s Second Correction Article from
readers. 40 McLeod was a complete stranger to her when he picked up her article, on November
30, 2015, eleven (11) days after she published it, and wrote about it on his website. 41 Thus, it
was and is impossible to have been in a “well co-ordinated” anything with an individual when a
person does not know the other person and vice versa.
139.

In addition, in the Feb 10 Broadcast and Feb 10 Joint Statement Defendants per se

defamed her when they made false statements of facts with actual malice that she had
“slandered” and “libeled” them.” This is not true either which is why, unlike the Plaintiff, neither
Defendant sought retractions or corrections from her had any been necessary.
140.

During the Feb 10 Broadcast and in their Feb 10 Joint Statement, Quayle and

Hagmann with full knowledge it was false, per se defamed the Plaintiff when they made false
statements of fact that they had provided financial support to her. They provided no proof
because it does not exist, but Defendants lied to their trusting, loyal audiences anyways. They
provided financial support to McLeod, not the Plaintiff.
141.

In addition, the Plaintiff has never spoken to Quayle, thus it was impossible for

him to have “trusted” her with anything, “generously provided airtime to her (Hagmann, like

40

“Steve Quayle Exposes Doug Hagmann’s NSA Targeting Allegation is Fake,”
marinkapeschmann.com, November 19, 2014, http://marinkapeschmann.com/steve-qualyeexposes-doug-hagmanns-nsa-targeting-allegation-fake/
41
Kirk Michael McLeod aka Michael Erevna, “Hagmann and Quayle Caught in a Lie? “
Revelationnow.net November 30, 2014, http://revelationnow.net/2014/11/30/hagmann-andquayle-caught-in-a-lie/
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other radio hosts, invited her on H&H Report), solicited support for her, and she was not
introduced to them “telephonically by third parties” either. Defendants knew they made false
statements of facts with actual malice when they made them against the Plaintiff.
142.

During Quayle’s first statement on the Feb 10 Broadcast, while initially

addressing the Plaintiff as a part of “they” with McLeod, before naming her, Quayle deliberately
made, implied, and/or implicated categorical false statements of facts about her. Plaintiff’s name
is her legal name. McLeod goes by his middle legal name, Michael, and uses a pseudonym last
name at his website, Revelationnow.net.
143.

Upon information and belief, McLeod “is a writer, inventor, solutions architect

and independent researcher of ancient civilizations, spirituality, mysticism, and Biblical
teachings” and a computer programmer.
144.

McLeod, who will testify in this action, has already provided the Plaintiff with his

resume. McLeod has worked at banks as a software engineer, including, but not limited to at The
Royal Bank of Scotland, Credit Suisse, and UBS. Part of McLeod’s employment history
includes, but is not limited to: “designing/optimizing report driven data marts, client/server
database systems, and business intelligence dashboards to maximize business surveillance of key
process indicators, including anti-money laundering, trading, program management, change
management, and wealth management industries.” 42
145.

The Plaintiff submits by falsely broad-stroking, connecting and associating her

with McLeod was intended to deceptively enhance their false statements of facts, and to add fuel
to additional false statements of facts, when, at different times, Quayle and Hagmann stated that
the Plaintiff and McLeod were “traitors,” who were guilty of the ultimate “betrayal,” to damage

42

See also “about” Revelationnow.net. http://revelationnow.net/author/michael-erevna/.
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the Plaintiff for the unforeseeable future. A communication is defamatory if it ascribes to
another conduct, character or a condition that would adversely affect his fitness for the proper
conduct of his lawful business, trade or profession.
146.

At different times, separately, in concert, and often acting as a false witness to

each other’s false statements of facts, during the Feb 10 Broadcast, as cited above, Quayle and
Hagmann knowingly make heinous, impossible to be true, categorically false statements of fact
that Plaintiff was engaged in, and guilty of, crimes against them, and their families, including,
but not limited to, making “threats,” “death threats,” “intimidation,” “harassment,” and of
“stalking” them. These statements were made with actual and common law malice and are
impossible to be true considering the Plaintiff has never been to Montana or to Erie,
Pennsylvania. Allegations or imputations of criminal activity are slander per se.
147.

During the Feb 10 Broadcast Hagmann, among his malicious untruthful

statements, also stated and/or implied that the Plaintiff and McLeod were “vipers,” and “Satan”
“followers,” to dangerously defame and dehumanize them to their predominately Christian
trusting audience who take whatever Defendants say literally.
148.

Hagmann also falsely implied during the Feb 10 Broadcast § Exhibit 18 § line

1266-1269 that the Plaintiff “routinely lambastes believers with accusations” without citing
examples because it is not true, and implied she is “Satanic,” as an “accuser of the brethren,”
when he said this below:
MR. HAGMANN: Nothing in scripture allows for setting up websites for blogs or
other mediums to publicly and routinely lambaste believers with accusations. That is
the job of Satan and his followers. He is the father of lies, and "accuser of our
brethren," which accused them before God, day and night. John 8:44. Revelation 12:10.
149.

Quayle, during the Feb 10 Broadcast, made false statements of facts that the

Plaintiff and McLeod are “traitors? Oh, the ultimate,” and “false accusers,” who were guilty of
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“bitterness, envy, strife,” “despisers of those who are good,” and of “tale bearing,” among other
reckless falsehoods by twisting and abusing scriptures to per se defame the Plaintiff when the
opposite is true. § Exhibit 18 § line 216-222, line 491-493
MR. QUAYLE: 2 Timothy 3:1 through 5: "This know also that in the
last days perilous times shall come, for men shall be lovers of their
own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to
parents, unthankful, unholy, without natural affection, trucebreakers,
false accusers..." False accusers, huh. That's what we're dealing with
tonight. "Incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are good, traitors..."
Traitors? Oh, the ultimate. "Heady, high minded, lovers of pleasure
more than lovers of God, having a form of godliness but denying the
power thereof. From such turn away."
***
MR. QUAYLE: So what is this dribble? What is this spittle? What is
this venom spewed by these slithering snakes? And that's exactly what
it is because bitterness, envy, strife, all kind come from the same
source. Bitterness, envy, strife, and what about tale bearing?
150.

Defendants knew all their statements of facts concerning the Plaintiff were false

and were made with actual malice, i.e., with knowledge the statement(s) were false or with
reckless disregard of its falsity this entire time given, in part, that after Plaintiff verified her First
Amended Complaint (FAC) supported by Exhibits and Declarations § Dkt. No. 88-91, on or
about July 20, 2018, Quayle published a buy-back precious metals policy at stevequayle.com
attached hereto as Exhibit 22 is “Renaissance Precious Metals Policy On Our Buying Back from
the Public is as Follows - ,” 43
It reads as follows reproduced verbatim without grammatical corrections:
You must call us first to inform us of what you wish to sell back, with out
that policy being in place we have no way to balance inventory-We will
refuse any metal’s sent in without prior phone call ,ahead of receiving mail-I
know most of my clients and by adhering to this policy -I have better handle

43

http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=2198
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on when and what my customers purchased and ability to insure chain of
ownership and authenticity
-Steve

VI.

THREATENING, INTIMIDATING, VIOLENCE INCITING ELEMENTS
151.

Prior to Quayle publishing a “buy-back” policy, which the Plaintiff submits never

would have happened had she not filed this lawsuit and verified FAC, in addition to per se
defaming her, Quayle and Hagmann attempted to bully and intimidate her by claiming what they
were sharing with their audiences was the “top portion of the iceberg.” § Exhibit 18 § line 439.
152.

Defendants stated, at different times, during the Feb 10 Broadcast and in the Feb

10 Joint Statement, that there was more that they could publish against the Plaintiff and other
individuals they fallaciously aligned and/or associated her with.
153.

Defendants knew their statements about the Plaintiff were false before they made

them, as they were premeditated and were concocted with the help of Does 1-20.
FEB 10 BROACAST § Exhibit 18§ line 189-191.
MR. QUAYLE: “But I want to ... Before, I want to lay the stage for what we're going
to talk about tonight. This is critical. Doug and I have both sought Godly counsel. I
have sought counsel from intercessors. I have sought counsel from Pastor, uh, uh,
forgive me, David Lankford. I've prayed. I've agonized….”
§ Exhibit 18§ line 445-448.
MR. HAGMANN: But I want to make one thing perfectly and abundantly clear to
everyone listening to this. The 3,000 word article, response, that Steve and I
crafted, and we agonized. And when Steve says we agonize, we agonized. And we
sought, we sought counsel. Wise counsel. Scripture counsel. Divine... we
prayed. We prayed together. We prayed individually. We brought our families
into this. Because our families have been threatened, have been directly uh involved
in this, to a degree folks that you will never know because we will never disclose it.
§ Exhibit 18 § line 455-457:
MR. HAGMANN: But I'll say this. The 3,000 words response on the Internet,
from Steve and I, we can add another 9,000. Understand, we only released a
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response, just enough, to satisfy the vipers, the serpents, and those people who
thrive on chaos and lies.
§ Exhibit 18 § line 470-471:
MR. QUAYLE: Anybody that, you know, wants to know, obviously, obviously
Doug when you say 9,000 words that's probably an understatement.
FEB 10 JOINT STATEMENT: Although we could expose more, we feel this is
sufficient and have neither the time not the desire to hurt anyone.
154.

On a malicious, dangerous grand scale, with a reckless disregard for the truth,

Defendants knowingly placed Plaintiff’s safety and life in danger when they incited violence
against her. During the Feb 10 Broadcast, Quayle, referring to the Plaintiff and McLeod, stated
this below § Exhibit 18 § line 1289-1294.
MR. QUAYLE: I’m a human. I absolutely would do anything to defend my
family. Doug will do anything to defend his family. And what has come against
him, I would say this, is no different than somebody showing up at the door…
And and because again when people want you dead. When someone says, “I
am going to destroy you.” Let me tell you this, in the real world that’s what they
make 45s for, and I'm not exaggerating. That's when they make time out of the
brethren more important. That’s when your training takes over.
155.

Quayle told their loyal, trusting worldwide audience that someone with military or

weapons training should literally shoot and possibly kill the Plaintiff—“that’s what they make
45s for.” Statements such as this constitute true threats, are fighting words and are “directed to
inciting or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action,” are
also unprotected by the First Amendment. Brandenburg v. Ohio.
156.

During the Feb 10 Broadcast Hagmann issued a menacing and threatening

message directly, and specifically, at the Plaintiff, “the subject(s) of the article,” and stated this
below § Exhibit 18 § line 1581-1586:
MR. HAGMANN: Because at that point, you're not a truth seeker.
You're not a Christian truth seeker. I'm sorry. Whatever you've
deluded yourself into thinking. You're a sociopath. You're a
42
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psychopath. Just to be clear. And this is how I will end it. If you
have... And this is a message to the the subject of the articles. I'm
sorry, the subjects of the article. Just to be perfectly clear. The line
has been drawn. Don't cross it. To everyone else, I just want to say
thank you, and we love you. I love you. And I really appreciate it.
157.

With the intent to inflict maximum damage on the Plaintiff, and to incite violence

against her, Hagmann, during the Feb 10 Broadcast, made false statements of fact that the
Plaintiff was “deluded” a “sociopath” and a “psychopath.”
158.

Hagmann, who is not a medical professional, was threatening her because of

Defendants’ fake SWAT/DHS/goon squad/Hagmann-was-almost-killed allegation Defendants
had made public, not the Plaintiff. § SAC § 60-64. She was following up.
159.

To inflame negative reactions and potentially violent responses from their

trusting, loyal, predominately Christian audience, who take what Defendants say literally,
Quayle, during the Feb 10 Broadcast, cited Biblical scripture throughout to continuously defame,
demean and dehumanize the Plaintiff. Quayle made false statements of facts with actual malice
that the Plaintiff was a “woman,” and “someone” who was having “sex,” “was sleeping with,”
and “sharing her bed with devil” twice. § Exhibit 18, line 413-419, line 1979-1080
MR. QUAYLE: And, and basically I will tell you this. That never in
my life have I felt such a sense of God's anger rising. Not because,
look, my sin is my sin. When I confess it I'm forgiven. But there
comes a point when Jesus said, "It would be better for you to never
have been born than to cause these little ones to stumble." When I hear
of a woman making a claim to a national editor of a major Internet
uh uh uh uh presence, news presence, and talking about sleeping with
the devil, sharing your bed with the devil….
***
MR. QUAYLE: If someone says they are sharing the bed with the devil
that means they are having sex with an entity, okay?
160.

Quayle’s purported source is an unnamed national editor who was not named

because there is no truthful source to his statements about the Plaintiff.
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161.

Moreover, to demonstrate the serious, vicious, and dangerous intent of Quayle’s

false statements of facts about the Plaintiff, by their own purported standards as Christian
watchmen, Defendants have talked on-air and written about the Illuminati, secret societies, the
occult, Satanic rituals of the “elites” and “globalists”—people, typically, according to them, who
are in Hollywood and/or politicians and/or both and are a part of some Communist Marxist
takeover of America.
162.

Defendants with other regular H&H Report guests, including Willott, as “W,”

have encouraged, focused on, and directed their listeners and readers to research Satanism,
Luciferianism, the Illuminati, “symbolism,” the occult, “secret handshakes,” “numbers,” and
other esoteric subjects at different times, several times. 44
163.

Plaintiff does not write about this or encourage others to either as it adversely

affects individuals who look it by sending them down dark paths chasing numbers, symbols, and
blood lines; going down one rabbit hole to another, until they start seeing what they believe is
evidence of Satanism and signals being sent and shared among occultists everywhere. 45
164.

Additionally, Defendants have made claims that internationally known celebrities

have sold their soul, and/or have had sex with the devil for fame and money as a part of these
secret society, illuminati, Satanic and occult type groups. 46

44

See for e.g., H&H Report, Interview with purported Illuminati Insider, March 20, 2014,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbpdWGRLng4
45
Eric Levitz, “Report: Clinton linked to Satanic Rituals Involving Kidnapped Children and
Marina Abramovic,” New York Magazine, November 4, 2016,
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2016/11/spirit-cooking-explained-satanic-ritual-or-fundinner.html.
46
“Life as an investigator…is 'like a box of chocolates'. –Intelligence Source –This is what Got
us Thrown off the Air Last Night,” February 21, 2013, stevequayle.com,
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=305; H&H Report “Steve Quayle Special,”
BTR, February 20, 2013, [Timestamp 44:02]
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/hagmannreport/2013/02/21/the-hagmann-hagmann-report;
44
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165.

By Defendants own standards and purported expertise, Plaintiff should be a

famous and wealthy movie or rock star. She is not. The Plaintiff submits that by cloaking
themselves as men of God makes Quayle and Hagmann’s false statements of facts, coupled with
the twisting of Bible scripture more extreme, outrageous, reprehensible, injurious and dangerous
to her. It goes beyond all bounds of decency and should be intolerable in a civilized society.
166.

In fact, disseminating Illuminati conspiracies as “news” is so damaging and

destabilizing that according to Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller’s July 13, 2018 criminal
indictment in the US Court for the District of Columbia, it appears Russian agents knew it and
used it to sow discord prior to the 2016 Presidential Elections. 47
167.

During the Feb10 Radio Broadcast § Exhibit 18 § line 308-309 Quayle continued

to conflate and falsely associate the Plaintiff with the conduct of other individuals to defame her
when he claimed his wife and family were put in harm's way “basically putting a bullet to [his]
head” after a picture allegedly of his house and address was posted on the Internet, to falsely
condemn the Plaintiff for the conduct of another individual.
168.

With a dangerous and reckless disregard for the truth, among the copious

scripture Quayle selectively cited on-air, to heinously and dishonestly portray the Plaintiff of

Hagmann, “Life as an investigator is like a box of chocolates,” Northeast Intelligence Network,
republished, April 9, 2014, https://www.homelandsecurityus.com/life-as-an-investigator-is-likea-box-of-chocolates/; “Special Intelligence Insider on H&H Report,” BTR, May 2, 2014,
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/hagmannreport/2014/05/03/special-intelligence-insider-on-thehagmann-hagmann-report; “The Satanic Agenda behind the New World Order,” H&H Report,
BTR, October 1, 2014 [Opens with “Red Alert” with Quayle and Dr. S. Willott calls in Hour 2],
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfp-radio/2014/10/02/the-satanic-agenda-behind-the-nwo.mp3;
“Exposing the Luciferian Elite on H&H Report,” YouTube, December 12, 2016,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ1BMnIYmLo; H&H Report, BTR, September 30, 2014,
http://blogtalk.vo.llnwd.net/o23/show/6/956/show_6956139.mp3. [Timestamp 2:39:25]
47
See Case No.: 1:18-cr-00215-ABJ § p 15, “F[***] the Illuminati and their conspiracies!!!!!!!!!
F[***] [Company 1]!!!!!!!!!” https://www.justice.gov/file/1080281/download and what later
became known as “Pizzagate.”
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being guilty of “envy” and “murder;” he read Galatians 5: 19-21, and twisted it. He also used
Alex Jones of Infowars as a witness to vouch for him, as they share common audiences, 48and
read a statement on-air from an individual the Plaintiff does not know, who claimed that
“they”— the Plaintiff and McLeod were “government operatives,” “unstable” or “nut jobs.” In
part, Quayle said this below: § Exhibit 18 § line 557-573
MR. QUAYLE: I want to read Galatians 5, 19 through 21, and then, you know,
Doug, we'll go into the next part of this show. "Now the works of the flesh are
manifest which are these, adultery, fornication, uncleanliness lasciviousness,
idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions,
heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and such the like which I
tell ye before as I have told you in time past that they which do such
things shall not inherit the Kingdom of God."
Envyings. Huh. Murder. Can I tell you something? The Lord showed me years
ago, those that listened to me over the years, 23 years that slander is like a bullet
that can never be pulled back. And I want to read what my brother Anthony says:
"Steve, It looks like the oper... government operatives to me. When you have
over-the-top attacks you either have an unstable people or government
operatives. Since you have two individuals, I tend to go with government
operatives. Worst case is you have two nut jobs that are government operatives."
God bless you, Anthony.
You see, ladies and gentlemen, we are at the, at the breadth, at the precipice.
Over the years, you know, even some of the talk radio show hosts have said, "I
used to think you were crazy, Steve." I'm not aiming this at you, Doug. "I used to
think you were way out there." I mean Alex [Jones] has said that on the radio. He
said, "But now you're right." I take no pleasure in being right.
169.

Plaintiff does not know if Quayle’s “Brother Anthony” is a real individual, but

assuming that “Brother Anthony” exists, Quayle treated his false statements of fact, and
opinions, regarding her as if they were truthful confirming facts to per se defame her. Quayle
and “Brother Anthony” provided no proof of their false statements of fact that the Plaintiff is a
“government operative,” “unstable” or a “nut job” because it does not exist.
48

See: Tom Kludt, “Alex Jones, InfoWars accused of destroying evidence related to Sandy Hook
suit,” CNN, August 17, 2018, https://money.cnn.com/2018/08/17/media/alex-jones-sandy-hookdefamation-lawsuit/index.html
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170.

Quayle knew what he was doing by per se slandering the Plaintiff was wrong,

unlawful, damaging and destructive given he had also said “that slander is like a bullet that can
never be pulled back.” Thus, Defendants must be held accountable in the strongest possible
terms the law provides for repeatedly slandering and inciting violence against Plaintiff.
171.

Meanwhile, ironically, Hagmann, among his copious claims about himself, has

stated he was an FBI operational asset—a “government operative,” including, but not limited to
on or about August 3, 2015 in a column Hagmann wrote for CFP, Planned Parenthood, unequal
justice and dark forces that reads in part below: 49
MR. HAGMANN: As an investigator and in particular, when I was working as
an operational asset for the FBI in the 1990s, I was particularly good at securing
covert video like that captured by the Center for Medical Progress of Planned
Parenthood. In fact, I was used because I could convincingly present myself to
the subjects of investigation as someone I was not, and secure the needed
evidence that served as the basis for immediate raids, arrests and sometimes
later, as courtroom exhibits for a jury to see. (Emphasis Plaintiff)
172.

Hagmann has also claimed he was an “operational asset of the Department of

Justice” too, and that his book, “Tactical Surveillance,” “is a manual that is used by people,
professionals who do surveillance, and as a matter of fact, it is um required— um, used in
college courses.” Further, Hagmann has admitted he has participated in and is knowledgeable
concerning the purpose and intent of “gas lighting.” This includes, but is not limited to gas
lighting being used to manipulate individuals into questioning their own sanity; and/or used
against individuals so they will “drop lawsuits.” 50

49

Hagmann, “Planned Parenthood, unequal justice and dark forces,” CFP, August 3, 2015,
http://canadafreepress.com/article/74228.
50
See, Rick Wiles “Tru News 11/17/14: Doug Hagmann “The Obamanistas,” Tru News,
November 17, 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gNHbOCQzCE Note: Here again
Hagmann restates his fake NSA targeting as if true. [Timestamp: 35:00].
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173.

While Plaintiff cannot confirm Hagmann’s claims about himself until discovery,

she agrees he is skilled at presenting himself, “as someone” he is not and at gas lighting.
VII.

USING HIGH PROFILE “CHRISTIAN” MEDIA PERSONALITIES IN THEIR CIRCLE
OF TRUST AS FAKE WITNESSES AGAINST THE PLAINTIFF

174.

During the Feb 10 Broadcast and in the Feb 10 Joint Statement, Quayle and

Hagmann, on more than one occasion, made false statements of facts that the Plaintiff was
brought into, and/or was a part of their self admitted conspiracy in the alternative media, they
call their “circle of trust,” and or “inner circle,” “remnant” (“Circle of Trust”) whom they
“trusted,” and she betrayed. See, e.g. § Exhibit 18 § line 440-442, line.535-536.
175.

This is demonstrably false, libel and slander per se, and was intended to

irreparably harm and injure the Plaintiff personally and professionally for the rest of her life.
Being a part of a Circle of Trust with anyone, let alone with them, is a career killer. It would
compromise the Plaintiff’s ability to report unfettered, accurately and without censor too.
176.

Defendants knew what they stated were categorically false statements of facts

given the Plaintiff has never spoken to Quayle, and she did not know about Defendants’ Circle of
Trust when she was assigned their false NSA targeting allegation. Had she known about it, she
never would have reported anything from them.
177.

During the Feb 10 Broadcast and Feb 10 Joint Statement, Hagmann and Quayle

cited other internationally known purported Christian media figures in the traditional and
alternative media, at different times, who are a part of their Circle of Trust to serve as false
witnesses in defaming the Plaintiff, including, but not limited to, Pastor David Lankford (“Pastor
Lankford”), and bestselling author Dr. Thomas R. Horn (“Horn”). This exponentially
compounded the damage inflicted upon the Plaintiff. For instance, Hagmann stated this on-air

48
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below § Exhibit 18 § line 522-538, which was also partially published in their Feb10 Joint
Statement:
MR. HAGMANN: These instructions of Christ should serve as a warning to all of
us, every one who believes and is advancing the doctrine of the Remnant, to monitor
your motives. What are your motives? To examine your hearts, their hearts. If truly
they are altruistic or, in fact, if they're engaged in some sort of selfish ambition.
Because the latter, that's not of God. That's of Lucifer. And, and one thing that really
impressed me. From uh Steve, you had sent this to me and it's included in our
response. One thing that really impressed me was Pastor David Lankford, who I
consider one of the most uh uh greatest Scriptorians in the world, said that uh, he
quoted from the King James Version of 1 John, chapter 4, verse 6. He instructs us to
know the spirits, whether they are of God or not of God. And after all this slander.
And now this is, these are the words of Pastor David Lankford. He writes, "After
all this slander, after all the libel, after all the castigation, the impingement
against the truth, you know what, Doug and Steve? The truth is still the truth. And the
truth will always prevail, in spite of, despite our humanity." And I thought, "Man..." I
have that on an index card on my desk, because really, honestly, you know, Steve,
you and I and Joe and Pastor Lankford and all of us within the circle of trust and of
the Remnant, we just, we care so much about the people. You know the fragility, how
fragile the church is right now, the Christian is. You know we're at war against
Lucifer, against Satan. We're at war against the forces of evil.
178.

Upon information and belief, Pastor Lankford of the Voice of Evangelism, an

International Christian radio ministry, is Quayle and Hagmann’s purported church elder. 51
179.

Upon information and belief, Pastor Lankford is a long time regular guest with

(and without) Quayle on H&H Report with the Hagmanns, before and after, the Plaintiff’s
corrective reporting. He has also been a speaker at Defendants’ various paid conferences.
180.

Plaintiff does not know if Defendants were reading from an actual statement

written by a Pastor Lankford, or if they made it up, in either case, the Lankford Statement did
not cite any examples of where she slandered, libeled and castigated Quayle and Hagmann. As
such, at minimum, Pastor Lankford is a witness in this Action and a possible co-conspirator.

51

Pastor David Lankford’s Voice of Evangelism donate “tithes” and “offerings” page is located
at: http://www.thevoiceofevangelism.com/give-online.html
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181.

Plaintiff submits using a Pastor, who she does not know, who has never

contacted her (as he should have according to scriptures Defendants cite and fallaciously twist
against her), and is ostensibly held in high regard by their audience as a false witness against
her is outrageous, extreme and despicable. It should not be tolerated in civil society.
182.

By making false statements of fact that the Plaintiff has the “spirit of Lucifer”

and has “selfish ambitions” because she would not be complicit or look the other way is
another contemptible falsity. Defendants’ use of quoting Pastor Lankford was done on purpose
to stir up and inflame their Christian audiences to cause her further injury, anguish and distress.
183.

Upon information and belief, Pastor Lankford knows that some if not all of

Hagmann and Quayle’s “sources” the Plaintiff cited in her Correction Articles do not possess
the claimed bona fides and that Defendants make false frightening allegations.
184.

Upon information and belief, Pastor Lankford has also bullied and tried to

intimidate another individual who would not be complicit in furtherance of Quayle and
Hagmann’s money making schemes with fraudulent sources on the worldwide Internet.
185.

Upon information and belief, Horn, who Plaintiff does not personally know and

who has also never contacted her as a good Christian should (as Defendants preach but don’t
practice) is a longtime Christian television and radio personality.
186.

Horn is also the Chief Executive Officer of SkyWatchTV on the Dish Channel,

and elsewhere. He has appeared in numerous mainstream outlets, including, but not limited to,
CNN, FOX, Time, the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, BBC, MSNBC, Michael
Savage, Sci-Fi Channel, History Channel, Hannity & Colmes, Sid Roth’s “It’s Supernatural,”
The Jim Bakker Show, and The 700 Club.
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187.

Upon information and belief, Horn is also a frequent guest with Quayle on H&H

Report, before and after Plaintiff’s Correction Articles. Like Pastor Lankford, Horn is a speaker
at paid conferences Defendant(s) arrange where they sell books, DVDs, and other merchandise.
188.

Recently, on or around September 14-16, 2018, Horn and Pastor Lankford were

speakers at Quayle’s latest “True Legends Conference,” a “GenSix Production,” in Branson,
Missouri which the Hagmann’s also attended and was in partnership with Infowars.com. David
Knight and Owen Shroyer, hosts at Infowars.com, were also speakers. 52
189.

In addition to holding paid conferences, selling precious metals and doomsday

merchandise, books and DVDs, Quayle solicits $50,000 (fifty thousand dollar) donations to be
“gifted” a legacy sculpture (evidently inspired by his books) so his trusting audiences can
become one of his VIP benefactors. Plaintiff does not have “VIP benefactors.”
190.

At different times during the Feb 10 Broadcast, and in their Feb 10 Joint

Statement, Quayle and Hagmann cited and read from Horn’s book, written by Horn with other
well known authors, called Blood on the Altar: The Coming War Between Christian vs
Christian, 53 and cited the laws of the Biblical books of Matthew and Galatians to condemn and
falsely portray the Plaintiff with others in a false light. Defendants wrote this in part below:
FEB 10 JOINT STATEMENT: To our listeners and readers, we submit to you
that we are seeing exactly what author Tom Horn wrote about in book Blood on the
Altar, where he writes about sinister demonic forces assailing true Christian
ministries (and published an excerpt from page 31 of Horn’s book).
191.

Plaintiff does not know if Horn knew Defendants were going to use him or his

book against her, thus Horn, at minimum, is witness in this Action, and potential co-conspirator.
52

https://gensix.com/. Note: Pre-orders of Quayle’s 2018 True Legends Conference DVD set are
available for $119 as of this filing.
53
Tom Horn, Blood on the Altar: The Coming War Between Christian vs Christian, Defense
Publishing, July 15, 2014. https://www.amazon.com/Blood-Altar-Coming-BetweenChristian/dp/0985604573
51
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192.

During the Feb 10 Broadcast, Quayle emphasized his close association with Horn,

stated that he wrote his book’s “introduction,” and has called him when he has “had a revelation
from the Holy Spirit.” § Exhibit 18 § line 177-178, line 723-724
193. During the Feb 10 Broadcast § Exhibit 18 § line 1243-1260 Hagmann read page
31 from Horn’s book to harm and to paint the Plaintiff in a false light and stated this below:
MR. HAGMANN: ‘For example just about every solid Bible expositor I know
has been tirelessly harassed online the last few years by fake defenders of the
faith. Yet not once, not once have these so-proclaimed guardians of the truth,
actually followed the bibles mandates themselves. Mandates that very
specifically outline how believers are to deal with error in the church. The new
testament books of Matthew, Galatians,’ I'm going to slow down here when I say
this: ‘Thessalonians,’ I always have trouble with that word, Steve.
‘Romans and others provide guidelines for dealing with differences between true
believers," and boy we see this, "These versus teach us if we perceive a brother
or sister is falling in error we are to go to him or her privately, privately, in a
spirit of humility and redemption. Now, if those who we approach will not
receive our advice, we go to the elders of the church privately and share our
concerns. Now the elders believe the issue is legitimate. They go to the person
privately in hopes of restoring - that word restoring him or her I've got an
underline here. ‘If the person still refuses counsel, the church is to have nothing
more to do with him or her. With that in mind, the next time you are online
reading some diatribe about Chuck Missler, Gary Stearman, Steve Quayle, David
Flynn, J.R. Church, L.A. Marzulli, Cris Putnam, Jonathan Cahn, yours truly—
meaning Tom Horn, or any of the other current favorite targets, ask yourself if
the hatchet people attacking them ever bothered to obey scripture ever bothered
to obey scripture and go to that person privately with that person with their
concerns with a loving spirit of restoration….”
194.

Here again, with actual knowledge of its falsity, and the outrageous use of Bible

scripture, and false witnesses, Defendants dishonestly portrayed the Plaintiff to provoke negative
reactions, by citing Horn’s book as if it were his endorsement against her.
195.

Among other false statements of facts about the Plaintiff, she is not a “hatchet”

person, and does not purport to be a “defender of the faith,” or a “solid Bible expositor” either.
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196.

In addition, by citing Horn, Pastor Lankford, and the other internationally known

media figures, “Chuck Missler, Gary Stearman, David Flynn, J.R. Church, L.A. Marzulli, Cris
Putnam, and Jonathan Cahn,” as phony witnesses to the Plaintiff’s character, Defendants
provided more evidence verifying she was never a part of their Circle of Trust who could have
“betrayed” them given she does not know these individuals either.
197.

Further, upon information and belief, two individuals Defendants cited, David

Flynn, and J.R. Church, died in 2012 before this incident commenced, making their defamatory
statements, and implications against the Plaintiff more offensive, outrageous and repugnant.
198.

During the Feb 10 Broadcast, Hagmann also recklessly read from Horn’s book,

which is also published in Defendants’ Feb 10 Joint Statement, “’Be careful little eyes what you
read,’ because destructive forces seek to contaminate your mind and spirit –there’s a reference to
Prov. 4:23-27, in order to prep you for service to the dark side,” to falsely portray the Plaintiff’s
corrective reporting in the most heinous, demonic manner possible.
199.

At other times during the Feb 10 Broadcast and in their Feb10 Joint Statement,

Quayle and Hagmann, continuously and systematically, used attention grabbing proclamations
and scripture, including, but not limited to: 2 Timothy 1-5, James 4:4, John 16 1-3, and the Book
of Acts to inflict maximum damage upon the Plaintiff by casting her in a false light. For instance,
Quayle, to frighten and terrorize their listeners into believing if they came near the Plaintiff, and
other individuals, or their websites, who “want to continue to attack,” they would be guilty of
“being drawn to the darkness,” being “drawn for destruction,” being “attracted to lies, and would
be “thrust into a hell from which there is no escape,” including, but not limited to when Quayle
said this below: § Exhibit 18 § line 1304-1311
MR. QUAYLE: Yet if you want to continue to attack, just remember this. Those
who are being drawn to the light will be protected by the light of God, and I'm not
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talking about light in the new sense. I'm talking about the light of Jesus Christ. For
those of you who are being drawn to the darkness, you'll be drawn for the destruction.
The earth will open up and you will be thrust into a hell from which there is no
escape. That is not a curse. That is the Bible. You can argue whether it is real or not.
Jesus told the parable about the rich man in Lazarus, and someone sent me an email
saying those aren't literal. I said, "Oh, yes they are." Jesus never talked in a nonredemptive or non-specific way.
200.

The Plaintiff submits Quayle and Hagmann were calculated when they abused

and twisted scriptures to intentionally, recklessly scare, terrorize, incite and inflame their
predominately Christian audience, who Hagmann refers to on-air as their “extended family” and
“remnant”—elect Christians, and who take what Defendants say literally into being afraid of
becoming “contaminated” by dark forces if they read her Correction Articles.
201.

Quayle also stated during the Feb 10 Broadcast that “And one of the most

interesting things, you’ve all heard me talk about is that when I hear from the Lord it is in the
shower,” § Exhibit 18 § line 716-717 as Plaintiff had correctly reported. 54
202.

Upon information and belief, in part, Quayle claims he hears “from the Lord”

because Defendants’ audiences truly believe Quayle and Hagmann are anointed men of God
bringing them the real “news.” Thereby, their audiences who they sometimes call “young,”
“new” or “baby” Christians are inclined to believe them when they say, “touch not my anointed,”
meaning do not ever question God’s chosen ones.
203.

During the Feb 10 Broadcast Quayle directly addressed Plaintiff by name and said

this below: § Exhibit 18 § line 472-482
MR. QUAYLE: I want to say this. I was in real-time when Doug was
arrested, and thrown down, because I put up immediately on my website to
pray for you. The person who had it out for you, and in this case Marinka,
couldn't wait to try and bury you, I mean, she just doesn't believe, and she
tried to, ladies and gentleman, she tried to enlist me against Doug. I wouldn’t
54

http://marinkapeschmann.com/poison-fruits-christian-alternative-media-stars-steve-qualyeand-doug-hagmanns-swat-allegation-also-fake/
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buy it. Obviously, my response to her is posted. You know, again, I mean for
too many times, you know, Hawk used to get a bunch of crap too about it. I
have personally been involved in communications by special operations when
actual assassinations attempts against him were underway. And he's still
alive. Because Hawk's not ashamed of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. So the
point is is that you know, urn, I don't have time for... I can't say that word,
I don't have time to any longer give any foothold to the devil.
204.

Here Quayle’s false statements of fact would be taken, in part, by the intended

listener to mean the Plaintiff serves the devil, is a liar and bound and determined to destroy and
ruin Hagmann. Quayle and Hagmann’s reckless, vicious character assassination portrayed a
false picture of her character and motives. Defendants’ false allegations and fraudulent sources
(if they exist) are harming their audiences.
205.

Upon information and belief, “Hawk” is a real person. His real name is not

“Hawk,” and he is another purported “Christian” talk radio host in Defendants’ Circle of Trust
who took over Quayle’s former talk radio show, the Q Files.
206.

Plaintiff does not know “Hawk,” his real identity, or if there is any veracity to

Quayle’s claims that he “personally” had been “involved in communications by special
operations” when unknown assailants attempted to “assassinate” Hawk. All issues and
statements regarding “Hawk” may be determined during discovery or elsewhere.
207.

During the Feb 10 Broadcast the Plaintiff submits that Quayle admitted to one of

the main motivations as to why they defamed and incited violence against the Plaintiff when he
admitted twice (2) that he was a businessman when he falsely equated the Plaintiff to a wolf, and
likened himself and Hagmann to shepherds who protect their sheep— the H&H Report’s loyal,
trusting audience and stated this below: § Exhibit 18 § line 1297-1299, line 1097-1105
MR. QUAYLE: And I will say this. Every time I ask for any money on Hagmann's, it
is for Jeremiah Feral. It is for the veterans. It is not for me. God takes care of me. I
am a businessman. I'm not a pastor although I understand that I am put into that role.
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***
MR. QUAYLE: “Will the children of God, will the young men and women who are
listening to us worldwide, will we allow the wolves…” And, and, and what is the
number one goal of the shepherd, Doug? What's the number one goal of the shepherd?
MR. HAGMANN: Keep safe the sheep. Uh protect the sheep—
MR. QUAYLE: To keep safe the sheep.
MR. HAGMANN: That's right.
MR. QUAYLE: To keep safe the sheep. If you don't have a shepherd, and now look, I
oh, I'm gonna get into trouble. I am not a pastor, though, on this show…I am a
businessman. OK.
208.

Upon information and belief, Quayle does not just ask for money for veterans, but

for other individuals in their Circle of Trust and he has also targeted the vulnerable elderly. 55
209.

Moreover, Defendants maliciously and repeatedly made false statements of fact

concerning the Plaintiff with a reckless disregard for the truth in their Feb 10 Joint Statement for,
e.g.:
FEB 10 JOINT STATEMENT: Straining to maintain relevance and angry over
being dropped from representing Hagmann in the press, Peschmann spoke
telephonically to a few of our colleagues, stating her intentions to “ruin Hagmann and
Quayle” by publishing a report claiming that the information contained in the [NSA
targeting] sworn affidavit was a lie and we were profiting from fear.
210.

The only accurate part of that statement is Defendants are “profiting from fear.”

Further, it was impossible for Hagmann to have “dropped” the Plaintiff “from representing [him]
in the press,” considering she never worked for Hagmann as his press spokesperson.
211.

This also applies to other per se libelous false statements of fact they made in the

Feb 10 Joint Statement, including but not limited to, when Quayle and Hagmann falsely claimed
that the Plaintiff was telling people she was going to “bury” and “ruin them” because she was
55

Steve Quayle and Debut of “V,” Defendants Financial Insider, H&H Report, BTR, January 11,
2013, http://www.blogtalkradio.com/hagmannreport/2013/01/12/the-hagmann-hagmann-report
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angry over “the lack of promotion by The Hagmann & Hagmann Report” regarding one of her
books (Plaintiff does not peddle murder conspiracies as “news.” Defendants do.).
In their Feb 10 Joint Statement, they wrote this:
FEB 10 JOINT STATEMENT: Hagmann was informed by a reliable editor
of an international news website that Peschmann was angry that he would not
promote her book about Vince Foster due to a disagreement with her
conclusions outlined in her book. Ms. Peschmann immediately became
extremely agitated and told this editor and others that she was going to “take
[him] down,” and “do everything possible to ruin [him]” as a result.”
and
During several private subsequent telephone conversations with Doug Hagmann
between December 23, 2012 and June 5, 2013, Peschmann complained of poor
book sales and lack of promotion by The Hagmann & Hagmann Report.
212.

The “reliable editor” was not named to support Quayle and Hagmann’s false

statement of facts, because no reliable—or ethical editor exists.
213.

Upon information and belief, Judi McLeod, who does not publish all of

Defendants frightening defamatory “news,” including their Feb 10 Joint Statement, despite
Plaintiff having cited her in her Correction Articles, is likely their “reliable editor,” thus a
possible co-conspirator in this Action which she may confirm during discovery.
214.

In addition, Quayle and Hagmann knowingly libeled per se the Plaintiff, and

demeaned her in the Feb 10 Joint Statement when they wrote and published this:
FEB 10 JOINT STATEMENT: Marinka Peschmann offered to investigate and
file FOIA inquiries with the appropriate federal agencies. In fact, she was
persistent. In retrospect, this persistence should have been an indication
something was amiss. Pursuant to her request, however, Hagmann provided a
sworn affidavit to Peschmann and cooperated fully with her investigation.
and
Her allegations of non-receipt are patently false as the sworn documents were
submitted and remain on file. This should be without question, as her self-stated
journalistic prowess would never allow her to file FOIA requests without first having
a fully sworn affidavit of facts in hand. One should thoughtfully consider this fact
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alone, as her actions, when viewed through her own statements, would make her
either inconceivably incompetent or deliberately untruthful, or perhaps both.
215.

Here, Defendants are condemning Plaintiff for acting properly as a journalist, an

anathema to them and their fraudulent sources, while conflating and intentionally hoodwinking
their audiences who have likely never filed FOIAs into thinking two different sworn affidavits
are one. Moreover, no one needs a “fully sworn affidavit of facts in hand” to file a FOIA, but
their audiences likely do not know that. Journalists file FOIAs to obtain information and facts.
216.

Thus, with false or with reckless disregard of its falsity Defendants maliciously

made these false statement of fact regarding the Plaintiff including when they claimed she is
“inconceivably incompetent or deliberately untruthful or perhaps both,” and in part, that
Hagmann “cooperated fully with her investigation” when the opposite is true. A communication
is defamatory if it ascribes to another conduct, character or a condition that would adversely
affect his fitness for the proper conduct of his lawful business, trade or profession.
217.

To give an indication of how long the Plaintiff has been subjected to this tortious,

extreme, and outrageous conduct, shortly after Hagmann rescinded his FOIA permission from
her, he maligned and defamed not just her, but everyone who files FOIAs, and FOIA officers in
an article published at CFP on or around September 16, 2013, entitled: Media Shield Law is
armor for autocrats, when Hagmann wrote in part below: 56
Additionally, the same people who rely on Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
requests to expose government corruption are the same people who will fall all over
themselves to promote this feigned treaty of cooperation between the oligarchs and
the unwashed. While they chase their tails over papers peppered in black that tell
nothing to those requesting the truth, the people in power chuckle at the sideshow
while advancing their objectives. They are doubling down to prevent the exposure
of their nefarious plans of subjugating the world’s populace to global domination,
and have no intention of disclosure.
56

Hagmann, “Media Shield Law is armor for autocrats,” CFP, September 17, 2013,
http://canadafreepress.com/article/57929
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218.

When FOIAs miraculously became good again and another fundraising

opportunity, Hagmann, in concert with Judi McLeod, later sought financial donations on H&H
Report and at CFP in another article he wrote published on or around May 14, 2014, Death of
Loretta Fuddy: The Public Interest and the price of truth and justice, to ostensibly help an
individual pay for FOIA filings who seriously goes by the fictitious name “Butterdezillion” to be
sent to his private corporation in Pennsylvania while they peddle more murder conspiracies. 57
219.

Plaintiff does not know “Butterdezillion,” but knows that is not her real name.

220.

In their Feb 10 Joint Statement Defendants intentionally misrepresented facts

and the Plaintiff’s reporting regarding their false SWAT/goon squad/DHS allegation they had
made public to per se libel her when they wrote and published this in part below:
FEB 10 JOINT STATEMENT: Unknown to Peschmann, however, is that the
person she spoke with at the police department contacted Doug Hagmann within 5
minutes of Peschmann calling, to make him aware of the predisposition sensed
during her inquiry. Perhaps Peschmann forgot that Doug Hagmann has been an
investigator in the private sector for 30 years and knows the clerks and brass of the
local police force well.
Again the opposite is true. Following, in part, is what the Plaintiff reported in her Third
Correction Article: 58
Then finally, thank God, a bright light of hope, and it was beautiful. The Millcreek
Police Sergeant knew what to do. He called Doug Hagmann directly and asked him
what had happened. After all, this SWAT/police incident supposedly occurred in his
“town.”
The Sergeant was wonderful. A no-nonsense, real pro. Thankfully, I did not have to
wait long. Shortly thereafter, he called me back. It was unbelievable. Hagmann told
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Hagmann, Death of Loretta Fuddy: The Public Interest and the price of truth and justice, CFP,
May 14, 2014. http://canadafreepress.com/article/public-interest-and-the-price-of-truth-andjustice; and https://www.homelandsecurityus.com/public-interest-and-the-price-of-truth-andjustice/
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the Sergeant a different version than what he and Steve Quayle had told their
Christian, trusting, loyal audience.
What? Apparently the SWAT/police incident happened somewhere else.
Then … What? He said what? But – I don’t know. Me either. Whoa! But Hagmann
publicly said… I don’t know – that’s what – Ugh. This changes everything…”
221.

In their Feb 10 Joint Statement Defendants had the audacity to ruthlessly

condemn and made false statements of fact, omitted facts about the Plaintiff with a reckless
disregard for the truth when they claimed she was guilty of something they have systematically
and continuously done on H&H Report, and elsewhere for years— of “propagating fictitious
identities,” when she linked to a post about H&H Report’s show app written by a professional
database developer, McLeod aka Michael Erevna, because he is a professional database
developer, who obviously knows more about apps than the Plaintiff would know.
222.

Following is what Defendants wrote below:

FEB 10 JOINT STATEMENT: Despite being a self-proclaimed journalist who
claims to always speak and write the truth, it is evident that Peschmann was either a
willing participant in propagating the false name of Michael Erevna on her website,
or failed to conduct the necessary due diligence pertaining to his fictitious identity,
even after having reason to do so. One should thoughtfully consider this fact as well,
as her intentional propagation of this fictitious identity, would again make her either
inconceivably incompetent or deliberately untruthful, or perhaps both.
223.

Additionally, Defendants are malignant liars and have no shame. During the Feb

10 Broadcast they were propagating the faked name “Hawk” as they defamed and incited
violence against her. § Exhibit 18 § line 31, 42-44, 117, 344, 478-480, 1383-1384, and 1919

VII. DEFENDANTS’ FRAUDULENT PURPORTED HIGH-LEVEL INSIDER SOURCES
224.

Upon information and belief, Quayle and Hagmann’s grandiose claims

concerning some if not all of their fake named “sources” they “propagated,” debuted, introduced
into the public domain as if reputable, promoted, vouched for, and/or reported information from
as if credible, on H&H Report, CFP, Infowars.com and elsewhere, true bona fides, expertise, and
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character are either grossly misrepresentative, or complete nonsense, in the event they exist. This
includes, but is not limited to the aforesaid “W, Intelligence Insider,” Wayne Willott, “V,”
Defendants’ purported “Financial Insider,” they call the Guerrilla Economist, and a “Dr. S.”
225.

Upon information and belief, contrary to Defendants’ claims that their high-level

insider “sources” were concealing their identities because they were risking their lives to bring
their audiences critical information and real “news,” at minimum, in reality –they use fake names
because Defendants sources are not who they are impersonating and pretending to be.
226.

On February 10, 2015 Plaintiff did not know “V’s” true identity, but was trying to

find out. While hoping for the best, she was concerned his bona fides were fraudulent too after
speaking with him. It was worse than she could have imagined. 59
227.

The Plaintiff learned “V’s” true identity sometime thereafter after she had

received a photograph purported to be Defendants’ “Financial Insider’s” red muscle car he had
purchased since becoming their Financial Insider “V,” the Guerilla Economist.
228.

Upon information and belief “V” had been sending the photograph of his red

muscle car to some of his buddies in the alternative media (who also claim they are bringing the
real “news”), while bragging and showing it off. “V” has registered his car using his real name.
229.

“V,” Defendants’ Financial Insider is Viji Varghese of New Windsor, New York.

On or around January 9, 2017, Quayle reaffirmed V’s identity for the Plaintiff in this Action
59

See Hagmann’s show summaries with “V,” Quayle, and “W” on the H&H Report,
http://www.hagmannandhagmann.com/past-shows/v-the-guerrilla-economist. Also see:
Varghese’s bio on his website, http://roguemoney.net/2015/09/13/guerrilla-radio-911-w-teamroguemoney-w/ (without spelling corrections): “"V" is a "guerrilla economist" who has worked
for some of the top commodity trading firms and investment banks. He also contributed to
private think tanks that help create investment policy. His track record is uncanny and well
documented on his appearances with Steve Quayle and Doug Hagman. V predicted with pinpoint
accuracy the play by play of the Eurozone crisis, he was the first to warn about Japan's disastrous
economic policies and how this would be the domino that would gravely affect the global
economy.”
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when he bulled, intimidated, twisted scripture and threatened to sue another individual the
Plaintiff does not know, who evidentially did not want to be complicit either in Defendants’
tortious online money making schemes. Thus, attached hereto as Exhibit 23 is Quayle’s “My
response to the ambush journalism, against Doug Hagmann, David Lankford and SQ, concerning
V-AKA Viji Varghese -by 'a self professed unreasonable man’ which means from scripture –One
who causes injury.” 60
230.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 24 is Quayle’s Renaissance precious metals website,

“about” page whose motto is, “If you can’t touch it, you don’t own it.”Varghese agrees.
231.

Below is the photograph Plaintiff obtained of “V’s” alleged red muscle car. Upon

information and belief, Defendants’ trusting, loyal Christian audience helped pay for it.
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232.

Quayle introduced “V” to the public-at-large as if reputable, first on his website 61

and on H&H Report. Then on/or about January 11, 2013 “V” started to regularly appear with
Quayle on H&H Report. Below is how Defendants introduced their “Financial Insider.” 62
MR. HAGMANN: This is The Hagmann and Hagmann Report for today. It’s
Friday, January 11, 2013, I’m Doug Hagmann, co-host along with my son, Joe
Hagmann and together we are The Hagmann and Hagmann Report.
Folks, for the next three hours you are about to hear just some incredible radio,
ah, joining us live, with, with us right now, is Mr. Steve Quayle. stevequayle.com.
That’s stevequayle.com, and to join us shortly, will be the ah, one of the most, ah,
knowledgeable people about, ah what is going on financially in the world. I will
let Steve introduce him at the appropriate time. In the meantime, I just want to
welcome Joe to the show. Joe, welcome.
JOE HAGMANN: Glad to be here on this Friday night. There is a lot going on
inside and outside of the financial world and around the country. Things
happening in Iran and Russia today and people getting killed and in the
government there. Things happening and terrorist in Pakistan a lot going on, but
we have a very special guest tonight….
MR. HAGMANN: Yes, it is going to be an incredible program. I am not sure
how long we are going to be graced with the Financial Insider, whether it is going
to be the whole show or not, but Steve can tell us. Steve, welcome to The
Hagmann and Hagmann Report.
MR. QUAYLE: Well, good evening everyone and a thank you for having me on.
Tonight is a special treat because we have got one of the most accurate financial
insiders that I have ever had the privilege to know. A lot of people, Doug, as you
know, have been listening to him by way of his email and actually been reading
his emails, but listening to the news that “V” has so appropriately warned
everybody ahead of time that— now just to fill you in on his bona fides without
61

V Files: “Read V- Guerrilla Economist - PAST ALERTS,” stevequayle.com, June 14, 2013,
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=598&d=2. “Look, this is not the time to waste your
time investing in any company or diversifying your portfolio. You should have done this ten
years ago. It is a time to continue to buy bullion no matter what the spot price is.” – V The
following pages contain chronological emails sent since March 2012 from an anonymous
European investment banker (he signs his emails with the initial “V”) to a radio talk show host
and author Steve Quayle regarding the European debt crisis, the predicted collapse of the Euro
and its affect on the U.S. dollar. See also where to download the V-Files,
http://www.stevequayle.com/pdf/TheVFiles.pdf.
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obviously causing too much of a shock. He is probably one of the most well
known commodities traders in strategic metals.
He has worked for major European firm. Also worked for the largest bank in the
world, and if you know anything about the largest banks, you don't get to be the
head of trading desks, and all this stuff, unless you know what you are doing. His
accuracy is prescient. It’s timely and is important, and he basically agreed to
come on because he felt really it is time to warn the people because we are in the
throws of a major cataclysmic financial group of events that are going to take
place.
233.

As McLeod showed the Plaintiff by using Broker Check, and typing in “Viji

Varghese” at brokercheck.finra.org, it verifies Varghese does not hold any licenses.
234.

Upon information and belief, Defendants’ “Financial Insider,” Varghese has a

Bachelor of Science in Nutrition from Mont Claire State University, was a salesman at Best Buy,
the consumer electronics retailer, and worked as an assistant branch manager at Citizen’s Bank
until he was fired for failing to file a Suspicious Activity Report for one of the accounts. 63
235.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 25 are three (3) screenshots of Defendants’ fraudulent

Intelligence Insider, Wayne Willott, as “W,” appearing on Defendants’ fraudulent “Financial
Insider’s Rogue Money Radio Show YouTube Channel dated January 20, 2017. The Plaintiff
does not know the other faked name individuals appearing in this broadcast.
236.

Defendants’ “Intelligence Insider,” Willott’s full name was in the public domain,

and in other media venues, including The American Spectator, as a “freelance researcher” in
Arkansas during the Clinton era. Willott would appear on his friend’s radio show, former
President Ronald Reagan’s son, Michael Reagan’s show, herein attached as Exhibit 26.
63

See also: Michael Ervena aka Kirk Michael McLeod, “Unmasking “V” the Guerrilla
Economist,” Revelation Now, November 20, 2016,
http://revelationnow.net/2016/11/20/unmasking-v-the-guerrilla-economist/. Note: McLeod had
met Defendants through Varghese. In short, when Plaintiff showed him what they were doing to
induce interstate and international commerce, i.e. “V Files” and H&H Report broadcast
transcripts, McLeod was shocked, horrified and published “V’s’” true background, having
worked in banking and on anti-money laundering IT programs.
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237.

Willott would also appear on other broadcasts as “W,” like “At This Moment –

with W, "Intelligence Insider," where he describes his alleged role in bringing down the Soviet
Union, and he also peddled Sandy Hook and Boston Marathon hoaxes. 64
238.

Upon information and belief, Willott has had some very serious, highly disturbing

and inflammatory charges made against him including, but not limited to domestic violence and
sexual misconduct which Plaintiff will seek to file under seal as they are truly abhorrent. This
makes his abject refusal to stop peddling and disseminating debunked, destabilizing conspiracies
and disinformation as “news” while knowingly harming so many individuals, including, but not
limited to grieving U.S. families—the Sandy Hook families so disturbing, and reprehensible. 65
239.

Upon information and belief this was another tortious motivation behind why

Hagmann and Quayle heinously defamed and incited violence against the Plaintiff with
McLeod—to stop them from talking, and from exposing more of their grotesquely fraudulent
“sources.”
240.

Quayle and Hagmann continued to libel the Plaintiff and others, and published

the following false statements of fact below.
FEB 10 JOINT STATEMENT: Additionally, Peschmann and McLeod have
maliciously misrepresented one of the most trusted tools in carrying our broadcast:
the Hagmann & Hagmann App. Prominent on her website (as well as on McLeod’s),
they devote much print space and feigned outrage over the apparent intrusiveness of
the tool. Perhaps the best example of the lack of journalistic prowess of Peschmann
and the IT abilities of McLeod exists here, as what they portray as an App that wants
listeners’ private information is merely showing the default settings of the user’s
phone. Unlike Peschmann or McLeod, we verified these facts with the creator of the
app after this ludicrous accusation for clarification.
64

At This Moment -- with W, "Intelligence Insider," Part I, May 28, 2015,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ZIz_mXg431.
65
Email from the Pierce County, Washington, Clerks’ office to the Plaintiff, subject line: “Pierce
County Clerk’s Office Order #269803142” when Plaintiff obtained copies of police reports
regarding Willott. Plaintiff filed this action in the U.S. because she does not think Willott and
other individuals involved with this Action would be permitted to enter Canada.
65
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241.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 27 is the image of the H&H Report app the Plaintiff

had received from a concerned listener she initially published in her Second Correction Article. 66
242.

Contrary to Hagmann and Quayle’s defamatory claims concerning the Plaintiff’s

abilities, a plain reading of H&H’s Reports app Version 4.0.1 does not show default settings of a
user’s phone, but rather what the H& H Report app Version 4.0.1 can access. It states at the
bottom, “Updates to Hagmann & Hagmann may automatically add additional capabilities within
each group. Learn more.”
In part, Plaintiff had written the following below in her Second Correction Article:
Why does the Hagmann and Hagmann Report want real-time access to your
phones, hard-drives, cameras, audio etc? Why?
Paypal asks for much less of your personal information to transfer funds
to and from financial institutions. Much less.
When you hit power on a radio nobody needs your private information or
access to your life. Nobody.
Remember if the NSA collects data on you it is bad, but when the Hagmann
and Hagmann Report app invades your privacy, collects your personal
information and gets access to your life, it is good.
243.

Thus, Plaintiff submits her statements concerning H&H Report’s app were not a

“ludicrous accusation” or a “malicious misrepresentation” as Defendants asserted.
244

Three years after Defendants published their Feb 10 Joint Statement during the

July 30, 2018 H&H Report, the Hagmanns 67confirmed what Plaintiff was concerned about
regarding the H&H Report was accurate, yet Defendants had libeled her anyways, when the
66

http://marinkapeschmann.com/steve-qualye-exposes-doug-hagmanns-nsa-targeting-allegationfake/
67
Doug and Joe Hagmann, H&H Report, July 30, 2018 [Timestamp 14:01],
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSuP5wUl5lYand
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/hagmannreport/2018/07/30/the-weapons-formed-against-us-areglobal--so-is-the-grace
66
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Hagmanns’ announced to their audience that their tech guy, “Eric,” who the Plaintiff does not
know, was developing a new app (for the renamed) H&H Report which “won’t be like the old
one.” As Joe Hagmann said, “This app does not access your microphone or camera.”
245.

During this same broadcast, Doug Hagmann, attacked the Plaintiff again, by

calling her (and others) a “moron” for writing a “hit piece” and for calling their app “spyware,”
while at the same time he insisted the new app will be non-invasive. It is obscene, outrageous
and should not be tolerated in civil society how Hagmann cannot stop attacking the Plaintiff, a
woman, for over three years who would not be complicit in his fraudulent schemes.
246.

In their Feb10 Joint Defendants made false statements of fact about the Plaintiff

for reporting what Judi McLeod had claimed to be true about Hagmann, GoDaddy, the Obama
Truth Squad and Infowars.com.
FEB 10 JOINT STATEMENT: Yet another issue Peschmann has raised as
being untruthful is the allegation that the former website of Douglas J.
Hagmann was never the target of termination by its host server, GoDaddy.
According to Peschmann, whose journalistic abilities and motives should be
much clearer by now, the fate of HomelandSecurityUS.com rested on
Hagmann’s ability to pay $50.00. Investigation would have found the
publication of this email from GoDaddy, sent on June 22, 2012 …
(HTTP://WWW.GODADDY.COM/GDSHOP/LEGAL_AGREEMENTS/SH
OW_DOC.ASP?SE=%2B&PAGEID=REG%5FSA)
247.

First Hagmann’s website is not a “former” website, but an active website

where Hagmann still publishes content as of this filing. Additionally, as Plaintiff wrote in
her First Correction Article to verify her reporting that Judi McLeod had knowledge that
Hagmann made “news” up, she also provided Hagmann’s Infowars.com appearance, an
email with Judi McLeod, and wrote the following in part below: §SAC § 84 68

68

http://marinkapeschmann.com/doug-hagmann-make-nsa-allegationtargetedheaskedmetoreport/
67
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According to Judi McLeod, Hagmann’s allegation was BS. Hagmann owed
GoDaddy about $50. She claimed Brian, who works for her, handled the
problem. She had gone into great detail about this, and other examples of
credibility issues, after Hagmann’s SWAT allegation/family problem.. The
date of this email is another day where he made those same claims about
GoDaddy on his radio show. There are more including the same broadcast he
claimed he had a NSA file number when it was my NSA FOIA Case #. Truthtellers? You decide….
Really funny, right? I don’t know what the truth is about that Hagmann
[GoDaddy] allegation, you will have to ask them, but imagine my horror to
learn that [Judi] McLeod asked me to report a serious allegation from
someone she did not trust yet continues to publish.
248.

In Defendants’ Feb 10 Joint Statement they published some alleged text from

GoDaddy where they claimed Hagmann’s homelandsecurityus.com had violated Section 7
(regarding content) with the url link above. The link Defendants provided goes to GoDaddy’s
Domain Name Registration Agreement. It does not support their claims when Defendants per se
libeled the Plaintiff for reporting Judi McLeod’s claims. Section 7 does not cover content but
rather states verbatim, “7. TRANSFER OF DOMAIN NAMES; RESALE PRACTICES.”
249.

Before Quayle left the Feb 10 Broadcast, he inflamed and incited their listeners

again by putting out a call for them to stand up against the Plaintiff, others, and stated this below:
§ Exhibit 18 § line 1283-1286
MR. QUAYLE: But thank you all for the integrity; who have stood with us,
who will stand with us. And I ask those of you that are mature in the faith that
if you see us being hammered, that you stand up. Because, again, ladies and
gentleman, if you can't stand up in a relative time of ease, how are you going to
stand up when it's against us?
250.

Quayle left the Feb 10 Broadcast by making more false statements of fact, that are

not opinion or hyperbole, but presented as fact, to end his appearance on a defamatory,
threatening note. § Exhibit 18 § line 1314-1318
MR. QUAYLE: I’ve delivered my heart. Ladies and gentleman, again, I thank
you for supporting Doug Hagmann. For those of you who are around the world,
68
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and this is your church, understand, we will not allow the lambs to be slaughtered
on our watch. And, uh, some of you that can hide out in other countries and think
you can go on indefinitely, be sure your sins will find you out.
251.

Quayle falsely implied the Plaintiff was a wolf again who slaughters lambs aka

H&H Report listeners—which would be taken literally by their audience. Quayle also made false
statements of facts when he said the Plaintiff was “hiding out in other countries,” when she is not
“hiding out” anywhere as is evidenced by filing this lawsuit.
252.

On the February 11, 2015 H&H Report, callers called into the show who believed

each and every defamatory statement the Defendants made against the Plaintiff and others.
253.

In their Feb 10 Joint Statement Defendants claimed Hagmann’s sworn affidavit is

“on file.” They did not produce it (if it exists), and downgraded their previously ballyhooed NSA
targeting allegation to a mere “suggestion.”
254.

In addition, Hagmann slandered per se the Plaintiff again by making false

statements of facts when he accused her of the crime of “serial stalking,” said she was “mentally
unstable,” and that her NSA corrective reporting was “a lot of crap, a lot of BS.”
255.

Defendants did not address their false NSA targeting allegation in during the Feb

10 Broadcast.
256.

Moreover, Hagmann, after the Feb 10 Broadcast, persists in defaming the

Plaintiff, other individuals, and her published works, including but, not limited to on the July
20, 2015 H&H Report regarding Vince Foster. Hagmann once again peddled murder
conspiracies and made false statements of fact about the Plaintiff, her book, Following Orders,
on the tragic death of Vince Foster. In short and in part Hagmann said below:
MR. HAGMANN: “Be very, very suspect of the intent of the agenda behind them
[people who don’t peddle murder conspiracies]. Okay?... just be very careful about
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who you listen to with respect to the authenticity of the information and the claims
made even if they are supposedly made under oath.” 69
257.

Hagmann’s unlawful patterned behavior of using unprotected speech on Internet

talk radio menacing and threatening individuals continues. For example, he said this on H&H
Report’s October 14, 2015 broadcast, “Candidates [for US President] Connection to the
Illuminati” in part below:
MR. HAGMANN: “You are going to be dealt with. God help you. God help you
because no one else will. All right. Just to be clear, to that person who might be
listening. You know. Trust me, we will find you. You better, you better damn well
hope that the authorities find you before we do. All right…so anyway, let’s get back
to the topic at hand.” 70
258.

Incredibly these are not the only defamatory statements Hagmann and Quayle

made about the Plaintiff in the above radio broadcasts and their Feb 10 Joint Statement or on
other radio broadcast. Accordingly the Plaintiff respectfully seeks the Court’s permission to
reserve the right to submit additional defamatory statements in this lawsuit, if, and as, necessary.
259.

On or about February 24, 2015, Plaintiff sought immediate retractions and

corrections, put Defendants on notice and published a documented response and demand, Trust
me, I’m lying: “Christian” truth tellers Quayle and Hagmann strike back with veiled threats,
character assassinations, provide nothing to refute my NSA and SWAT corrective reporting. 71

69

H&H Report, Vince Foster Gone By, July 20, 2015, http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfpradio/2015/07/21/vince-foster20-years-gone-by. Timestamp (2:30:00).
70
H&H Report, October 14, 2015, http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfpradio/2015/10/14/canidates-connection-to-the-illuminati-in-the-hagmann-hagmann-report.
[Timestamp: 56:13 and 73:57].
70
H&H Report, November 11, 2014. [Timestamp 24:03].
71
http://marinkapeschmann.com/trust-me-im-lying-christian-truth-tellers-qualye-and-hagmannstrike-back-with-veiled-threats-character-assassinations-provide-nothing-to-refute-my-nsa-andswat-correctiv/
70
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260.

On or about February 16, 2015, separate from the Plaintiff, McLeod aka Michael

Erevna, published on his website, Hagmann/Quayle: Revenge of the Money Changers. 72 There
he refuted with documentation the falsehoods Defendants stated about him. He wrote this, in
part, concerning the Plaintiff below.
I learned about Marinka Peschmann’s article after a reader emailed me her link
and told me to check it out. When reading her post I noted an email Quayle sent
to her calling her an “abomination.” I received a similar email from Quayle
calling me an “abomination” which birthed the “Steve Quayle: God Complex
and Veiled Threats” post. Marinka and I operate in two different “ponds” where
I am extremely fascinated and interested in the Word and esoteric while she is
more of a political animal; and more importantly an authentic investigative
journalist. Our connection now is we both have evidence these men are liars
masquerading as servants of the Most High.
IX.

DEFAMED AND INTIMIDATED THE PLAINTIFF PRIOR TO AND AFTER FEBRUARY 10, 2015.

261.

The Plaintiff learned about the February 13, 2015 H&H Report broadcast that

aired three days later from former listeners who were concerned for the Plaintiff’s safety. 73 Here
Hagmann cryptically thanked an individual the Plaintiff does not know, “Deborah O,” in Canada
right before he menacingly, with cryptic intimidation put out a call for Quayle for what sounded
like guns-for-hire—contract killers and said this in part below:
MR. HAGMANN: I just want to say hello to Deborah O. I am not, you know,
permitted to give any, her— I don't have her permission, but to give. But she has
been such a God send to us. Deborah. You know who you are. Thank you so
much. You have really helped us out a lot with respect to what you are doing. I
know it sounds cryptic, but, but, uh from Canada. Thank you so very much.
Folks, I do have an announcement of sorts. When I was talking with Steve Quayle
today, he asked me to mention this during the program, asked me to toss this out
there. If there are any retired Special Ops people, Navy SEALs, anybody with
experience in special operations, who are not currently associated with the
government. Have seen, or have a level of experience in Special Ops. Not a pencil
72

http://revelationnow.net/2015/02/16/hagmannquayle-revenge-of-the-money-changers/
H&H Report, BTR, February 13, 2015, http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfpradio/2015/02/14/the-hagmann-hagmann-report. [Timestamp: 1:07:10]
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pusher, but you know actual boots on the ground experience, and have, and also,
this is important—are also saved, or have had a life changing transformation—if
you are saved, genuinely saved by the blood of our Savior. Those two requirements,
those are three requirements. Number One: Special Ops, Special Operations or
Navy SEALs type person, that’s retired, not affiliated with any government or
government agency.
Number Two: You have combat experience, and thirdly, and perhaps even most
importantly, you have a relationship, an active relationship with, with our Lord and
Savior. If you meet those requirements and you have the ability and inclination to
assist us in something that we are not going to talk about over the air, please email
Steve Quayle, and in the subject line just put: "Special Ops per H&H" "Special Ops
per H&H." Email it to Steve Quayle. You just go to stevequayle.com and just email
it to him. You can find his email there.
Again we are, Steve is looking for, specifically Special Ops or Navy SEALs, Army
Ranger whatever, who has seen action, or, well, who has seen action, retired, not
affiliated with the government, currently not affiliated with any government agency,
and is saved spiritually—saved and is a follower of our Lord and Savior. Please
email Steve Quayle. In the subject line you just put "Special Ops or former Special
Ops per H&H." We really appreciate that. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you very
much. Thank you. That is all I have to say in advance.
262.

Upon information and belief, incitement to imminent lawless action and

solicitations to commit crimes is not protected speech.
263.

Prior to the Feb 10 Broadcast and Feb 10 Joint Statement, to the Plaintiff’s

knowledge, Hagmann’s response to her Correction Article(s), was on H&H Report on November
11, 2014. 74 There, Hagmann claimed his alleged sworn affidavit regarding his NSA targeting
allegation was not just notarized by a notary, but “in fact before a municipal judge,” slandered
the Plaintiff and stated this in part below:
MR. HAGMANN: Folks, I am going to make this one statement and this one
statement only. And I am going to say it right now. Last year, I had, I had, I was the
subject of an NSA targeting type of an event, a harassment, I filed a— I actually swore
out an affidavit. I swore to it under oath before a notary, and in fact before a municipal
court judge outlining exactly what happened to me in my office on a certain date,
2013, where the NSA had shown up on my telephone. In other words, subsequent to a
74

H&H Report, November 11, 2014, http://www.blogtalkradio.com/cfp-radio/2014/11/12/standeyo-on-the-hagmann-hagmann-report. [Time stamp: 24:00:00].
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conversation with an investigative reporter, and I’m not going to name that
investigative reporter, the NSA, Utah Data center showed up on my caller id.
I had a ring back from that showing that, and of course, you know. Look. I got a
message, as well that, that essentially, that was directed, I suspect to, or intended for
someone else.
There is a lot of crap, a lot of BS being attempted right now about my situation, and
quite frankly it, it’s almost like a serial stalking situation by a person who I believe
personally, I believe is mentally unstable, and that is all I’m going to say, except to
say, folks, believe only half of what you read on the internet, perhaps maybe none of
what you read. But that’s all I’m going to say about that. Let’s continue with Ms.
Attkinsson. I can relate to this.
264.

In Pennsylvania, “a plaintiff claiming defamation need not be specifically named

in the communication, if the plaintiff is pointed to by description or circumstances tending to
identify him or her. Cosgrove Studio & Camera Shop, Inc. v. Pane, 182 A.2d 751, 753 (Pa.
1962). The test is "whether the defamatory communication may reasonably be understood as
referring to the plaintiff." Zerpol Corp. v. DMP Corp., 561 F.Supp. 404, 410 (E.D. Pa. 1983)
(citing Farrell v. Triangle Publ'ns, Inc., 159 A.2d 734 (Pa. 1960)).”
X.

MORE PHONY BONA FIDES. PLAINTIFF’S DEFENDANT HAGMANN’S “NEWS” WITH ALEX
JONES OF INFOWARS.COM AFFECTS THE 2016 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

265.

Prior to the 2016 Presidential Election, beginning in or around early 2016 until in

or around the end of 2016, both dates being approximate and inclusive, Alex Jones’ (“Jones”)
Infowars.com, in concert with Hagmann, started claiming that Plaintiff’s Defendant Hagmann
was a “former federal prosecutor,” in at minimum, written published form attached hereto as:
(i) Exhibit 28 is a screenshot of Hagmann’s HomelandSecurityus.com website, dated
November 3, 2016;
(ii) Exhibit 29 is a screenshot from Alex Jones Infowars.com, dated December 6, 2016; and
(iii) Exhibit 30 is a Facebook search of “Alex Jones Doug Hagmann former federal
prosecutor,” highlighted for the Court’s convenience with multiple 2016 dates, last accessed
on August 31, 2018.
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266.

Upon information and belief, prior to 2016 and after 2016 nobody claimed that

Plaintiff’s Defendant Hagmann was a former federal prosecutor.
267.

Moreover, among Hagmann’s claims about himself he made directly to the

Plaintiff being a former federal prosecutor was not among them.
268.

Upon information and belief, Hagmann and Jones know that millions of people

literally believe whatever they say and publish on the worldwide Internet.
269.

Despite the Plaintiff having filed this Action on November 9, 2015, being in

litigation, and Defendants being represented by Counsel, just like occurred with Defendants
fraudulent intelligence agency “source” Willott and their fake NSA targeting allegation,
Hagmann continued to make “news” up, cite “sources” who may or may not exist, and/or if they
do, they likely do not have the claimed bona fides, and disseminated what became publicly
known as “Pizzagate.”
270.

Hagmann’s “news” and purported New York Police Department (NYPD)

“source” made history with Jones on Infowars days before the 2016 Presidential Elections, thus:
(i) Attached hereto as Exhibit 31 is Anatomy of a Fake News Scandal: Inside the web of
conspiracy theorists, Russian operatives, Trump campaigners and Twitter bots who
manufactured the 'news' that Hillary Clinton ran a pizza-restaurant child-sex ring, by
investigative journalist Amanda Robb of Rolling Stones Magazine, in partnership with The
Investigative Fund and Reveal from the Center for Investigative Reporting, November 16,
2017. 75 Please see p. 12 for Defendant Hagmann’s leading role. See also, Alex Jones role
beginning at p.1.
(ii) Attached hereto as Exhibit 32 is a screenshot of Hagmann’s November 4, 2016
appearance on Alex Jones Infowars.com, referenced in the above cited Rolling Stone
Magazine article when Hagmann presents a photograph of a young girl playing the piano he
had claimed he obtained from his NYPD “source” from former Congressman and convicted
sex offender Antony Weiner’s laptop (“Weiner”); followed by a screenshot of Hagmann’s
twitter feed that same day (redacted) that in reality the photograph came from a parenting tips
website. Plaintiff has downloaded and preserved the Infowars.com original broadcast for the
Court and jury.
75

https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/anatomy-of-a-fake-news-scandal-125877/
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(iii) Attached hereto as Exhibit 33 is a transcript of Amanda Robb’s interview with
Hagmann published in the above referenced Rolling Stone article.
(iv) Attached hereto as Exhibit 34 is Hagmann’s Child trafficking is Real— We Need Your
Help, published on or around July 17, 2017, https://www.homelandsecurityus.com/childtrafficking-real-need-help/.
The Plaintiff has redacted the young boy’s face who is wearing a green T-shirt in what
appears to be a dog cage. She does not know the circumstances regarding this photograph,
how Hagmann obtained it, and what if anything has happened since then. To her knowledge
Hagmann has not provided any updates.
271.

Upon information and belief, these photographs Hagmann published in Child

trafficking is Real— We Need Your Help, appears to be the same photographs he showed Ms.
Robb of Rolling Stone Magazine of a young boy in a green T-shirt in a dog cage.
272.

These photographs are not the same photograph Hagmann presented on

Infowars.com as if real “news” days before the 2016 Presidential Elections he claimed he had
obtained from Weiner’s laptop from one of his “sources.” Ms. Robb described the photographs
Hagmann showed her at his home/studio like this:
When I asked if he had verified anything, Hagmann shuffled some papers, lifting
one sheet by a corner, like a poker player. With apparent reluctance, he turned
over a color copy of an image showing a clean, uninjured boy wearing a green Tshirt in a dog cage. The child could have been playing or held hostage. “That
might be a disturbing image,” I said. “But I don’t see what it has to do with
Hillary Clinton.” He shrugged. “You could say I have dog crap for answers and
dog crap for sources,” he said, adding later, “I hope you don’t think this was a
waste.”
273.

Plaintiff does not know anyone who does not believe child trafficking is not real,

contrary to Hagmann’s spurious claims otherwise to deceive and inflame his trusting
audiences— audiences who may not know that as a result of an abused Communication Decency
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Act (CDA) Section 230, 76 the U.S. Congress enacted a law creating a sex trafficking exception
(Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act of 2017” commonly known as
“FOSTA”) from the immunity provided by CDA Section 230, and in brief the FBI seized a
website, Backpage.com and indicted the owners. 77
274.

Upon information and belief, Hagmann and others in their odious Circle of Trust

are such sincere sounding liars, people who have believed them and acted upon their “news”
have ended up in prison, as was the case with a North Carolina man who believed Hillary
Clinton was running a child sex trafficking ring in a basement of a D.C. pizzeria with no
basement. This individual showed up at the D.C. pizzeria with a loaded AK-15 to “self
investigate”; fired off shots, and is now in prison. Thankfully, no one was killed.
275.

For reasons currently unknown, despite Jones issuing a retraction for Pizzagate to

prevent a lawsuit, and Hagmann manufacturing evidence he presented on Infowars with Jones in
Pizzagate, Jones continues to have Hagmann on Infowars.com as an expert guest, and a guest
host. 78

76

See, e.g., “The Communications Decency Act was not meant to create a lawless no-man’sland on the Internet.” Fair Hous. Council of San Fernando Valley v. Roommates.com, LLC, 521
F.3d 1157, 1164 (9th Cir. 2008) (writing for the majority, Chief Judge Kozinski noted that “[t]he
Internet is no longer a fragile new means of communications that could easily be smothered in
the cradle by overzealous enforcement of laws and regulations applicable to brick-and-mortar
businesses. Rather, it has become a dominant—perhaps the preeminent—means through which
commerce is conducted. And its vast reach into the lives of millions is exactly why we must be
careful not to exceed the scope of immunity provided by Congress and . . . comply with laws of
general applicability.” Id. at n.15). Note: When Plaintiff originally filed this lawsuit digital
corps. BTR and Cinchcast were also defendants, who have knowingly continued to profit off
Defendants tortious conduct. They were dismissed, immunized by an abused CDA Section 230.
77
See: “’Backpage 'seized': FBI raids founder's home just as classified listing site shutdown,”
USA Today, April 6, 2018, https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/04/06/backpage-seizedfbi-raids-founders-home-classified-listing-site-shutdown/494718002/
78
‘Pizzagate’ gunman pleads guilty as conspiracy theorists [Alex Jones] apologizes over case,”
The Guardian, March 25, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/mar/25/comet-pingpong-alex-jones. See also: Progressives are Arming for War—Doug Hagmann on Infowars with
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276.

Upon information and belief, Jones has known Hagmann has credibility issues

and his sources were dubious at best since at least 2013, yet continues to prop Hagmann up like
Willott did and Quayle and others continue to do. Accordingly, Plaintiff has preserved this
broadcast to play before the Court and jury.
XI.

ALEX JONES OF INFOWARS.COM HELPS HAGMANN RAISE FUNDS TO FIGHT LAWSUIT(S)
AND OSTENSIBLY THE PLAINTIFF
277.

On or about June 14, 2018, Alex Jones of Infowars.com helped raise money for

himself and for Hagmann to fight lawsuit(s) on Infowars.com.
278.

During the June 14, 2018 broadcast, “Bombshell IG Report! Doug Hagmann-

Alex Jones Infowars.com,” Jones, in part, stated this below:
ALEX JONES: Now, taking over in this hour is Doug Hagmann, a law
enforcement trainer, a well respected author, researcher. Really smart guy.
HagmannReport.com. Uh, and he joins us here--I want to go into the IG Report.
He is going to take over here at about three, four minutes, but I wanted to just
bring this up because he doesn't want to get into it on air, but he's been sued by
Clinton Foundation connected folks. And it's the same thing. I mean, it is the
Clinton law firms, her law firms, her lawyers, her people on the west coast and
east coast [coughs] doing this.
279.

A reasonable member of the public, and specifically Defendants intended

audience would be justified in inferring that these statements implicated and concerned the
Plaintiff and this Action, despite the Plaintiff being pro se, and not being connected to any
Clinton lawyers, law firms or Clinton Foundation connected folks.
280.

In the same broadcast, Jones went in for the hard sell, sought donations and said

the following below:
ALEX JONES: So, listen. I need people to go to Infowarsstore.com. And you need
the X2. You need the Brainforce . You need Super Male Vitality. You need these
Alex Jones and Roger Stone, homelandsecurityus.com, August 27, 2017,
https://www.homelandsecurityus.com/progressives-arming-war-doug-hagmann-infowars-alexjones-roger-stone/
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products. You need the new Red Pill Plus. We've never had this many products at
50% off. But I've looked at the numbers and it's a win win for everyone. When we do
these super sales it gets people off the fence that never ordered. Then when it goes
back to the regular 25% off price, it is still a great deal, you tend to reorder so that's
how we expand our base so buy the products So if you have been on the fence, buy
Bio True Selenium. Electro-chemically you've got to have it. This is the best form of
it out there. Caveman is great. We've got ProstaGuard. These are all super-high
quality products. Infowarsstore.com. Infowarsstore.com. Or triple 8-253-3139 or
there's a donate button ah too up there on the top of the sites. You click "support us"
and it takes you there or you can just make a donation. Ah, you get free shipping on a
bunch of our items.
All orders [in audible] or more you and you get free shipping and it takes you there or
you can just make a donation. The donations are great because-well you know when
I am selling Colordial silver at $14. I mean I am making like $5. And we sell a ton of
it. [inaudible] But it doesn't fund an operation like this. The satellites, the computers,
the legal, the people. And, and I pay the crew here.

290.

In the same broadcast, Jones with Hagmann continued:

ALEX JONES: And, and Doug Hagmann you've never even asked for support
here on the show. You're under attack. You reach millions of people a week.
You're very successful. You helped expose the whole child trafficking stuff
upfront even before Erik Prince came out. I mean, you're a hero. You don't say
that, but how the folks support the Hagmann Report? How do people support you
so that you can be strong and move forward as well? [Emphasis Plaintiff]
MR. HAGMANN: Ahhh, so thanks for asking, by the way, er ah
Hagmannreport.com. That's Hagmannreport.com. There's a donate button in
there, but most importantly, Alex, I just want to say this, look, we need to stick
together. Ah Infowars, uh, Hagmann Report, all of us. We need to stick together.
You're under attack like never before. And you know something? It's ahhh very
tenuous today.
You go away. We all go away. It's just that simple. Uhh, err, ahhh I'm a … I'm a
big proponent of unification to fight the globalist. Stop the in-fighting. Let's stick
together and let's make a difference. You know, ahh I'm, look, I'm out of pocket
50 grand in legal fees. I, I can only imagine what yours are, ahh having seen –
ALEX JONES: Twenty (20). Twenty (20), twenty (20) lawsuits in the last year.
MR. HAGMANN: Exactly. Exactly. So, so, you know, people don't get the fact
that ah you exist through your, your store and donations. I exist through
78
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donations and of course support. Ah, ah, people, people need to support us or
we're going to go away and, and, and end of story. So, um, if they want the truth,
stand behind Alex Jones, stand behind Infowars; stand behind the Hagmann
Report. And thanks for allowing me to mention that.
ALEX JONES: Oh, I want you to mention it. Of course, your book as well and
all the work you're doing at the Hagmannreport.com.
291.

For reasons presently unknown Jones called Hagmann a “hero” based upon

manufactured evidence he presented on Infowars days before the 2016 Presidential Elections
(See, Exhibit 31-34), in what became Pizzagate which Jones retracted while Hagmann has not.
292.

In addition, Plaintiff is also not a “globalist” which is why when Hagmann made

that false statement of fact when he conflates her with all of his latest conspiracies he provides
no proof, because it does not exist.
293.

Jones would go on to tell his trusting audiences, “We’ll get Doug Hagmann’s

expert take on the other side” [of a commercial break] regarding the [IG] Inspector General’s
Report, and then he resumes the broadcast continuing:
ALEX JONES: I was going to leave, but I'm just here taking over. I want to do a
whole show with Hagmann soon. He's going to be working with us. Hagmann is
awesome. I want to hear his breakdown on this. His law enforcement sources are
amazing, ah but you've got this.
Jones would eventually leave the same broadcast saying the following below:
ALEX JONES: Well, I heard, we'll see what your sources say that they've got
working indictments ready to go to grand jury. So we'll hear about that. Straight
ahead with Doug Hagmann of the Hagmann Report. I'm Alex Jones,
Newswars.com, Newswars.com. 79 Spread those links, HagmannReport.com.
Spread that link.
294.

Here, Hagmann and Jones in this same broadcast are demonstrating how their

Circle of Trust operates in the alternative and/or “new media.” Indeed. Jones and Hagmann have

79

Newswars.com carries Infowars.com content and live broadcasts. https://www.newswars.com/
79
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been vouching for each other and each other’s “sources” for years, while seeking donations
and/or inducing interstate and international commerce. Hagmann has also done “Money Bombs”
for Jones.
295.

This despite Jones having knowledge that Hagmann’s sources are fraudulent (if

they exist), and Hagmann’s frightening imminent “false flag” “news” has a verifiable pattern of
being false, but Jones still vouches for Hagmann and his “sources” anyways. 80
296.

Thus, both on its face, and because of the facts and circumstances known to

persons who heard the statements about lawsuits above, Jones at minimum is a witness in this
action and a potential co-conspirator, as the Plaintiff does not know at this time if more
individuals have filed lawsuits against Defendants, separately or jointly, involving “Clinton law
firms” and “connected people,” and if so, at minimum, a clarification is warranted.
297.

In addition, Hagmann continues his tortious conduct of unjustly enriching himself

off of the Plaintiff (and this Action) who would not be complicit in Defendants’ money making
schemes with their fraudulent sources.
298.

At the end of this Infowars broadcast, Hagmann does what he frequently does, he

talks about mass violence and violent revolution (Battle of Lexington) when he said below:
MR. HAGMANN: Are we going to see justice? Are we going to see justice?
Are we going to see anyone held accountable? And as I leave you this Friday, uh,
the uh, uh, or this Thursday, I'm sorry, getting a day ahead. As I leave you this
Thursday, I'm going to ask a better question. What happens if we don't? What
happens if we don't see justice? What happens if we don't see perp walks? What
happens if we don't see people held to account?
Will we see mass riots on the streets? Will the Conservatives raise up and then
finally say, “We've had enough”? I'll leave you with that question. I think there. I
think that we're reaching a time. I think we're reaching a point in our history
where there will be a Lexington moment. There will be a moment, a flashpoint.
80

Steve Quayle and Debut of “V,” H&H Report, BTR, January 11, 2013, [Timestamp: 126:10]
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/hagmannreport/2013/01/12/the-hagmann-hagmann-report
80
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And, folks, when that flashpoint hits. All, all I can say is make God help us all
and may God save our nation. I'm Doug Hagmann sitting in for Alex Jones. I
want to thank you for listening, for, for keeping, for having me back. Appreciate
it. HagmannReport.com. Infowars.com. God bless.
299.

Upon information and belief, in the United States Jones reportedly broadcasts on

some 150 radio stations. His Infowars.com website reaches over 6 million unique U.S. users each
month, and his YouTube channel had more than 2 million followers — numbers rivaling
mainstream media outlets. 81 Prior to the 2016 elections, then candidate, President of the United
States Donald J. Trump appeared on Infowars.com. 82
300.

Less than two months after this June 14, 2018 Infowars broadcast aired with

Hagmann and Jones, Jones was banned by multiple digital platforms including Facebook, Apple,
YouTube and Spotify “for promoting violence and hate speech” followed by PayPal and
Twitter.“ 83
XII.

HAGMANN RESTATES HIS FAKE 2013 NSA TARGETING ALLEGATION FIVE-YEARS LATER
WITH DIFFERENT “FACTS,” CITES PLAINTIFF’S NSA FOIA CASE NO. AGAIN AS FALSE
PROOF HE WAS UNDER NSA SURVEILLANCE AND WITTINGLY SPREADS RUSSIAN
DISINFORMATION

301.

On or around July 24, 2018 Hagmann restated his 2013 false NSA targeting

allegation as if true during an interview on H&H Report with Kevin Shipp (“Shipp”), “Hillary

81

According to Quantcast.com, Alex Jones Infowars.com reaches over 14 million unique visitors
worldwide, https://www.quantcast.com/infowars.com#/trafficCard.
82
See also: Elizabeth Williamson and Emily Steel, “Conspiracy Theories Made Alex Jones
Very Rich. They May Bring Him Down.” New York Times, September 7, 2018, “Infowars and its
affiliated companies are private and do not have to report financial results publicly. But by 2014,
according to testimony Mr. Jones gave in a court case, his operations were bringing in more than
$20 million a year in revenue.” https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/07/us/politics/alex-jonesbusiness-infowars-conspiracy.html
83

“Facebook, Apple, YouTube and Spotify bans Infowars’ Alex Jones: Crackdown on U.S. conspiracy
theorists for promoting violence and hate speech, The Guardian, August 6, 2018,
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/aug/06/apple-removes-podcasts-infowars-alex-jones.
81
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Clinton and the Deep State.” Shipp confirmed Hagmann’s account and provided nothing to
substantiate his claims at that time or anytime thereafter as of this filing.
302.

84

Shipp is the author of From the Company of Shadows. 85 As the New York Times

reported about Shipp, in 2001 Shipp sued the CIA:
In many ways, the personal injury lawsuit looked routine: In late 2001, a government
employee and his family sued the agency he worked for, saying it had placed them in a
mold-contaminated home that made them sick and required nearly all their possessions
to be destroyed. But this was no ordinary case. The employee, Kevin M. Shipp, was a
veteran Central Intelligence Agency officer. His home was at Camp Stanley, an Army
weapons depot just north of San Antonio, in an area where the drinking water was
polluted with toxic chemicals. The post includes a secret C.I.A. facility.” 86
303.

Upon information and belief, Shipp has been appearing on Defendants’ Circle of

Trust’s radio broadcasts and on other alternative media outlets promoting his book beginning
sometime in 2012-2013. Shipp continues to promote his book while appearing at conferences
and/or at talks where he claims he is “exposing” the Shadow government and/or Deep State.
304.

Hagmann and Shipp have been calling for Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller to

be fired and/or claiming Special Prosecutor Mueller needs to be brought to justice. Shipp claims
he is under surveillance too.
305.

On or around July 27, 2018, Hagmann intentionally published a stand-alone

video/audio clip on YouTube.com from Shipp’s H&H Report interview, NSA Surveillance-Five
Years Later. Hagmann intentionally added pre-planned commentary around it, attached hereto as
Exhibit 35 is the transcript. 87 In part, Hagmann said this below:

84

“Kevin Shipp - Hillary Clinton & The Deep State - 7/24/2018,” July 24, 2018,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9CEC9zEoMk. [Timestamp 15:00]. See also, Shipp’s website, “For
the Love of Freedom,” https://www.fortheloveoffreedom.net/
85
Kevin Shipp, The Company of Shadows, (Ascent Publishing, LLC, October 16, 2012),
https://www.amazon.com/Company-Shadows-Kevin-Michael-Shipp/dp/0692017968
86
See also, Ex CIA Agent [Kevin Shipp] Goes Public with story of mistreatment on the job,” New York
Times, February 10, 2011, https://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/11/us/politics/11secrets.html.
87

NSA Surveillance - Five Years Later, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sn61OuBe_E
82
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MR. HAGMANN: You know, I- I've got a personal question that- that
I- I'd like to ask you. Back in 2013, I was- been talking with a certain
investigative reporter at Fox News, ah, by telephone and, ah, ah, I'll- I'll
spare a lot of the details…”
306.

Among the details and new “facts” Hagmann spared Shipp, was in 2013

Hagmann claimed he was speaking with Quayle as opposed to a “certain investigative reporter at
Fox News” (See, Exhibit 1-2). Hagmann also changed dates [May 30 to June] and what he had
claimed he saw on his caller id [“UT NSA DATA REC CTR” to “NSA UTDAT CTR”].
307.

Notably, Hagmann omitted his claims he made in 2013 regarding his purported

government agency source(s), one of whom Shipp knows, Defendants’ fraudulent Intelligence
Insider, “W,” Willott.
308.

These sleight of hand “facts” which are different than his original allegation,

Defendants’ trusting audience would likely not notice, but Plaintiff notices because she has to
keep track of Defendants’ falsehoods and evolving “facts” for this Action, as distressing as it has
been, as Hagmann continues to exploit her, her sincere FOIA efforts back in 2013, before she
knew Defendants’ and their “sources” were not who they claimed to be.
In the same broadcast, Hagmann continued:
DOUGLAS HAGMANN: The- but Sean Hannity last night said
something that I thought was interesting and- and, ah, that we ... and
again, I apologize for going all over the place, but we can go anywhere,
but ... he had something that he was told that he was under surveillance or
being surveilled and, ah, at some point was unmasked. So I would suspect
that all of the conservative commentators and those people like yourself
and us, you know, under electronic or- or other surveillances even today,
right?
KEVIN SHIPP: Yeah, oh, yeah, we're- we're on a list. Ah, I've seen that
list. Yeah, we're- we're on a list, ah, for unmasking, ah, anybody that is a
threat at least to the prior administration and the prior elements and the
shadow government, which are- which were criminal, ah, if you were a
threat publicly especially to them. And yes, you're on an unmasking list
and the thing is so out of control as Bill Binney would say, ah, “They do
this every day as a matter of procedure collecting calls and if you're
83
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deemed a threat to that particular administration” as- as we would've been
for the Obama administration, Brennan and others then, ah, you bet you.
Ah, and, of course, we've got evidence they've cracked into our computers
and your phones and our phones, and that's a shocking part.
309.

Upon information and belief nobody in the U.S. government needs to create an

“unmasking list” with Hagmann’s names on it, when a cursory review of his online content
clearly demonstrates he has been making false and destabilizing allegations against the Obama
administration for years as if “news” to his trusting, predominately Christian audiences. There is
nothing to unmask, but Defendants audiences believe anything they say. As such, Plaintiff will
subpoena Shipp’s purported evidence that he claims he posses—that his and Hagmann’s phone
and computers have been “cracked into” in discovery and of this “unmasking list.”
310.

Further, upon information and belief, based upon the standards Shipp found

acceptable for him to put his credibility on the line when he confirmed Hagmann was under NSA
surveillance, when Plaintiff deposes Shipp in discovery, and recites Hagmann’s exact same
unsubstantiated story, word for word, as if it had happened to her, Shipp will have to falsely
confirm that she was targeted by the NSA too (she was not), or he will have to admit he cannot
confirm that Hagmann was under surveillance, to prove her point.
311.

The Plaintiff does not know if Shipp’s outrageous, duplicitous conduct to

willfully deceive and frighten Defendants trusting audiences was witting or unwitting in
Hagmann’s latest NSA “news” dissemination stunt, or if Shipp was trying to talk a big game to
sell books and get donations from trusting audiences who believe anything Defendants say—
anything.

88

Thereby, Shipp is another possible co-conspirator in this Action.

88

Hagmann’s full interview with Kevin Shipp on H&H Report, “Kevin Shipp - Hillary Clinton
& The Deep State - 7/24/2018,” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9CEC9zEoMk
84
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312.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 36 are two tweets. The first tweet is Hagmann

promoting Shipp’s upcoming appearance on July 19, 2018, and the second tweet is what Shipp
tweeted on August 2, 2018 with what he tells his “wonderful followers” when they are concerned
they will be surveilled too if they donate to him or forward his tweets.
313.

Hagmann’s “news” video clip, NSA Surveillance-Five Years Later, was

supplemented by a YouTube show description, and an article, From 2013 to Today: Truth is
Toxic to Lies, hereto attached as Exhibit 37, he wrote and published on July 27, 2018. 89
314.

From 2013 to Today: Truth is Toxic to Lies, Hagmann directed his audience

(please scroll over “column,” first paragraph) to A message from National Security Agency
subject number 70900, Hagmann wrote (with Willott, the movie buff in 2013) published on or
around July 9, 2013, https://www.homelandsecurityus.com/a-message-from-national-securityagency-subject-number-70900/, attached hereto as Exhibit 38.
315.

A message from National Security Agency subject number 70900, is the same

article that was also published at CFP on or about July 10, 2013, where Plaintiff had requested
her name be removed from it (See SAC § 82-83) attached hereto as Exhibit 39.
316.

Hagmann’s A Message from National Security Agency Subject number 70900, is

based upon Plaintiff’s assigned NSA FOIA case no 70900, and reads in part below:
I write these words not only under my own name, but with contempt and
disgust as an American citizen known to the National Security Agency as
FOIA File number 70900. More precisely, it is the number assigned to
my case by the NSA, stemming from my efforts to expose criminal
government overreach against every American citizen. I will wear that
number as I “walk tall” in my continuous quest for the truth.

89

https://www.hagmannreport.com/exclusive-reports/from-2013-to-today-truth-is-toxic-to-lies/.
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317.

Upon information and belief, only a fool or an individual with a malignant intent

to deceive trusting, loyal, Christian audiences who have never filed FOIAs and are not familiar
with the process would proudly “wear that number,” “70900” and ““walk tall” with it, as if it
proved something nefarious, and/or that Hagmann had been under surveillance given it is
Plaintiff’s assigned NSA FOIA case no: 70900, especially, and specifically, five-years later.
318.

As aforesaid, in reality, anyone who files a FOIA request at any FOIA office is

assigned a FOIA case number. It does not show they were targeted by the NSA or under
surveillance. It is simply a FOIA case number. Any other representations are plainly erroneous.
319.

The Plaintiff, like scores of other individuals, who filed a similar request received

a NSA FOIA case number with a similar if not the same boiler plate denial from FOIA based, in
part, upon an executive order, the Patriot Act, and classifications. 90 Attached hereto as Exhibit
39 is the NSA FOIA’s office response the Plaintiff received when she was assigned a FOIA case
number--“70900” that Hagmann is walking tall with and wearing proudly. 91
320.

The Plaintiff knows of no other individual who was assigned a NSA FOIA case

number who has conducted themselves as duplicitously, and fraudulently as Hagmann has, as set
forth above, for five (5) years based upon an assigned FOIA case number, be it the Plaintiff’s or
anyone else’s assigned FOIA case number.
321.

Upon information and belief, the Plaintiff could also scare audiences in the

alternative media, and seek donations with her assigned NSA FOIA case number 70900 if she
was a liar and/or was wittingly aiding the Russians with the malignant intent to spread

90

Jason Leopold, “Top NSA officials struggled over surge in Foia requests, emails reveal,” The
Guardian, May 29, 2014, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/may/29/nsa-emails-foiarequests-snowden-leaks
91
Plaintiff redacted the name of the individual who works at FOIA to protect their privacy.
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disinformation and propaganda, given “70900” is her case number. Sadly, Defendants’ audiences
would likely believe her, pray for her, and send her money.
322.

Despite Hagmann’s claims during the same broadcast with Shipp, when he said,

“Interesting. Okay, yeah, 'cause I- I mean I couldn't explain it and I'm thinking of ... wa- wa- wasomebody asked me to prove it. Well, how do you ... I can't prove it. I mean I didn't back then.”
323.

Indeed. Hagmann did not try to prove it contrary to what he has been telling his

trusting audiences for 5-years, but he always had time to fundraise, exploit and harm the Plaintiff
who would not play along in furtherance of Defendants’ Circle of Trust’s tortious conduct.
324.

Moreover, upon information and belief, Hagmann failed to file an MDR as is

reasonable to assume he would have done had he truly believed he had been targeted by the
NSA, and/or failed to file any FOIA lawsuits, despite having counsel, while he has praised
Judicial Watch who files FOIA lawsuits.
325.

Upon information and belief, what Hagmann wittingly continues to do, despite

knowing better 5-years later, is what falls under the U.S. Intelligence Community Assessment’s
Report, Assessing Russian Activities and Intention in Recent US Elections, see p. 7, “RT
Conduct Strategic Messaging for Russian Government” — Hagmann is wittingly spreading
Russian propaganda and disinformation based upon Plaintiff’s NSA FOIA case number 70900. 92
It reads in part below:
RT's reports often characterize the United States as a "surveillance state"
and allege widespread infringements of civil liberties, police brutality, and
drone use (RT, 24, 28 October, 1-10 November).
326.

Further, in Hagmann’s NSA Surveillance - Five Years Later, iterations,

separately, and combined, here, now, once again Hagmann:

92

https://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ICA_2017_01.pdf
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(a) failed to show evidence Defendants were even trying to obtain evidence of their
serious NSA targeting allegation;
(b) failed to produce any evidence substantiating his detailed representations he had
made to the Plaintiff in 2013, and thereafter; this includes, but is not limited to his
notarized sworn affidavit under the penalty of perjury, and of having contacted his
Congressman and Senator;
(c) Hagmann, Quayle and their purported “reliable editor” who is likely Judi
McLeod, have all failed separately and/or collectively to provide Hagmann’s
detailed alleged sworn affidavit despite Hagmann having claimed it was in multiple
“places,” (See, SAC § 66) to the Plaintiff, and/or to their audiences;
(d) failed to disclose that his government “intelligence agency” source, Willott, who
had falsely confirmed their false NSA targeting allegation in 2013, no longer
appeared on H&H Report; instead Hagmann defames and incites violence against
the Plaintiff for being correct and blowing the whistle as any honest, ethical
journalist/individual would have done; and
(e) failed to provide any of the evidence Shipp claims he possesses.” 93
327.

On August 8, 2018, Plaintiff notified Counsel regarding Hagmann’s latest NSA

“news,” provided the transcript, and pointed Counsel to Hagmann’s evolving “facts” and sought
a retraction. Thus far, Counsel has declined to respond.
328.

Upon information and belief, had Hagmann been targeted by the NSA in 2013, or

at anytime thereafter, it is reasonable to assume one of the U.S. government agencies would have

93

See also David Bauder, “AP FACT CHECK: Claims of president defenders on wiretap,”
Associated Press, March 9, 2017,
https://www.apnews.com/b89a121c72794bcfbfcc92e9299d7e0f, “[Sean] Spicer’s assertion
echoed a story on the Glenn Beck-founded conservative web site theblaze.com that said “it’s
widely known that Obama’s Justice Department targeted journalists with wiretaps in 2013, most
famous Fox News’ James Rosen.” ….The Associated Press “was also a target of the
surveillance,” the web site said. Fox News Channel also said that former Attorney General Eric
Holder had ordered Rosen’s personal phones and email tapped. But Rosen, during a Fox
appearance Sunday, corrected his own anchor, saying phones he used for reporting were not
eavesdropped upon. Rather, Holder sought and got a judge’s permission to look through records
of Rosen’s phone calls and emails from 2009 as the government sought to identify the leaker for
a Rosen story about North Korea. (Emphasis Plaintiff)
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noticed what the Plaintiff, a woman in Canada, who has covered some U.S. politics, noticed as
set forth herein.
329.

As afore said, Hagmann described his U.S. government agency sources like this:

… was not limited to information obtained from a high level source within the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security (hereafter referred to as DHS) known publicly
under the pseudonym “Rosebud,” and another intelligence source with a separate
intelligence agency.
330.

Upon information and belief impersonating a federal official or the furtherance

thereof is a potential crime.
331.

Hagmann’s false NSA targeting allegation was not an isolated incident, enabled

and aided by Defendants, Hagmann has engaged in this conduct for years, before and after,
Plaintiff filed this lawsuit, as set forth herein. See, also, Hagmann’s Selective Silencing: Was
Michael Hastings Murdered? Hagmann wrote the following in part below: 94
Based on my research as a professionally licensed investigator with nearly 30
years of experience, I wish to be on record that it is my professional opinion that
investigative journalist Michael Hastings was murdered...
Collaborative effort revealed
For the first time, I can publicly reveal that I’ve been working with a very
experienced and well-respected professional investigator based in Los Angeles
and licensed by the state of California. We began our collaboration on Friday,
June 21, 2013 - about 72 hours after Mr. Hastings’ death. Since then, we’ve
spent about 44 collective man-hours investigating the circumstances surrounding
the crash that took the life of Mr. Hastings.
As our investigation is continuing and to avoid potentially compromising our
continued efforts, we agreed that revealing his identity at this time would not be
in the best interests of this investigation or for the security of those involved.
After a review of findings to date, however, we agreed that an interim
investigative report should be published.

94

“Selective Silencing: Was Michael Hastings Murdered?”CFP, July 20, 2013,
http://canadafreepress.com/article/selective-silencing-was-michael-hastings-murdered#
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Although this investigation has been a collaborative effort and we agree on the
findings my Los Angeles based colleague requested complete anonymity,
including interim references to any individual or collective analysis of findings.
Therefore, the statements made in this report will be made in the first-person
singular, with this writer presenting the findings as the public point of contact.
332.

Here again, Hagmann never follows up on his serious claims that Michael

Hasting was murdered, and to the Plaintiff’s knowledge, his purported “well-respected” Los
Angeles investigator has been missing in action (MIA) ever since.
333.

Plaintiff does not know if Hagmann’s purported Los Angeles private investigator

“is very experienced” “well respected,” “licensed in the State of California” and/or if this
individual exists, but she will seek to find out in discovery.
334.

Upon information and belief, Hagmann’s longstanding conduct of bringing the

real “news” as detailed herein, at minimum, is analogous to “Bait and Switch” consistent with
and in violation of Pennsylvania’s Deceptive Trade Practices which prohibits such conduct as
well as other shady business practices he has engaged in and continues to engage in as a
purported reputable media outlet, journalist, private investigator, talk radio show host, Christian
and so forth.
335.

Upon information and belief, what has been occurring in the alternative media

with Hagmann and others like him is not journalism. It is something else. It is deliberate,
detailed, nefarious, destabilizing, and plays a role in why people cannot tell the difference
between fact and fiction anymore.
336.

For added measure of Defendants’ nefarious and malignant motivation as to why

they defamed and incited violence against the Plaintiff, after she filed her initial Complaint on
November 9, 2015, § Dkt. No. 1 following are more of Quayle’s “news” alerts reproduced
herein without the all caps, otherwise verbatim and without correction below:

90
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•

Renaissance has 4 -90% junk bags for 13,500.00 each-they have been impossible to get in
quantity,” November 10, 2015. 95

•

Heads up on gold eagles -at 12;00 pm mountain -I have been informed gold eagles are
now no longer available to their primary distributors who service all of those of us who
are dealers,” November 24, 2015. 96

•

Every dime in your IRA, 401K, 403B, etc. will be tracked by Dept of Labor- Nobody will
be able to move a penny, even to liquidate it and put it in a individual account, without
the DOL tracking it. December 2, 2015 97

•

SQ-Remember when I said they are not coming to take our guns away but to kill us –
Now do you see how its going to happen, December 3, 2015. 98

•

Concerning Syria, and the coming war of Russia – versus NATO and it’s allies, in 18
days, February 12, 2016. 99

•

For those of you who are financially able,please stand with Doug Hagmann in supporting
his God given platform, that reaches millions world wide every day I receive emails and
letters from people worldwide and stateside, April 25, 2016. 100

•

From banking insider'things are much worse than anyone realized' --'If you have an IRA,
401K look for a 40% - 80% cut (depending on the financial stability institution who holds
it, May 30, 2016. 101

•

If you don’t own your gold and silver in your hands ,and its stored at depositories –what
makes you think you will get it when you want it it? July 4, 2016 102

•

Intercessors and prayer warriors pray for Florida and come against,every curse, demon
and fallen angel who onaly want total destruction through Hillary, November 7, 2016. 103

•

Concerning the assault on free speech –warning for all those in denial ,if you fail to stand
up,speak up and put up with all your might and strength then all yo9ur access to the truth
will be cut off, December 30, 2016. 104

•

SQ; my concern for those 'who are waiting to buy silver and gold': 3 words- ' War
premium' and 'delivery' which is everything!- August 9, 2017. 105
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http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1607
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1626
97
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1638
98
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1639
99
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1700
100
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1754
101
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1773
102
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1803
103
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1921
104
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1946
105
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=2050
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•

“An open message to all the beneficiaries of Hagmann and Hagmann radio show –those
of you have not given to support him will yell thee loudest when he’s gone, September 6,
2017.” 106

•

Swiss banks ,twice in one week, have been blocked receipt and or verification of their
clients gold on deposit with them,in anticipation of major announcement from China on
true price discovery on gold!, October 12, 2017 107

•

Concerning the massive short covering in the gold and silver markets appear to be
changing direction as commercial traders are now looking to higher prices, December 18,
2017 108

•

There are no other rights ----if you cannot defend them! This is it,those would take your
guns, will take the lives of those who owned them! March10, 2018. 109
337.

As aforesaid after Plaintiff verified her FAC § Dkt. No. 88-91, on or about July

20, 2018, Quayle, confirmed part of the motivation behind Plaintiff’s multiple claims, having
failed again to intimidate the Plaintiff into dropping this lawsuit, and two of her witnesses. 110
when he published a “buy-back” precious metals policy at stevequayle.com, § Exhibit 22
“Renaissance Precious metals policy on our buying back from the public is as follows -.” 111
338.

Plaintiff contacted Counsel by email on August 8, 2018 when she learned about

Quayle’s buy-back precious metals policy. Counsel declined to respond to the Plaintiff
339.

The Plaintiff submits it was not lawful for Defendants and others in their Circle of

Trust to have deceived and exploited her, per se defamed her, incited violence against her,
106

http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=2069
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=2084
108
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=2108
109
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=2152
110
See, “Saddle for Battle: Censorship Salvos Are Flying,” with Steve Quayle, BTR, February
28, 2018, http://www.blogtalkradio.com/hagmannreport/2018/03/01/saddle-for-battlecensorship-salvos-are-flying and YouTube.com:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jUSbzvE9iA&t=268s; and H&H Report:“The Censorship
Crucible: Some Will Survive, Some Will Not,” with Steve Quayle and a Coach Dave
Daubenmire of “Pass the Salt Ministries,” BTR, March 5, 2018,
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/hagmannreport/2018/03/06/the-censorship-crucible-some-willsurvive-some-will-not; and YouTube.com: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jUSbzvE9iA
111
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=2198
107
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intimidated and bullied her (beginning in 2013) when she would not be complicit in the
furtherance thereof of any funny business, with phony bona fides, which at minimum induced
lucrative interstate and international commerce as detailed herein.
340.

Upon information and belief, freedom of speech is not the freedom to defame or

the freedom to defraud. Real people, not “crisis actors,” have been getting hurt and damaged by
Defendants’ unprotected speech and tortious conduct.
341.

Meanwhile, Hagmann keeps making false allegations based on his “sources,” On

August 31, 2018, right before Labor Day, he tweeted out that one of his “DC source(s)” called
him to “watch for a “cheap shot Mueller/SC tomorrow [Friday] in his mission to destroy
POTUS,” attached hereto as Exhibit 40.
342.

To the Plaintiff’s knowledge, Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller did not take a

“cheap shot” at President Donald Trump before (or after) Labor Day.
XIII. DEFENDANTS’ ONGOING ATTEMPTS TO INTIMIDATE PLAINTIFF INTO DROPPING THIS
LAWSUIT

343.

Since Plaintiff filed this Action on November 9, 2015, Defendants have continued

to make false statements of facts about her (a private citizen), this lawsuit, and/or both.
344.

Typically, Hagmann spends at minimum (4) four hours a day on weekdays on

Internet Talk Radio— approximately twenty (20) hours a week. This does not include
Defendants copious guest appearances on other broadcasts with their Circle of Trust in the
alternative media Hagmann has been trying to rebrand as the “honest” and/or “new media.”
345.

Twenty hours a week does not include the amount time the Hagmanns’ spend on

Patreon—with H&H Report’s reward program where individuals pay for exclusive access to
their Patron Forum. Thus, it is impossible for Plaintiff to effectively discover and catalogue all
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the false statements, misrepresentations, and attempts to intimidate her into dropping this
lawsuit.
346.

As such, Plaintiff will seek in discovery that Defendants produce all broadcasts

and transcripts in which the Plaintiff and this lawsuit were discussed.
347.

The Plaintiff does not wish to have to continue to burden the Court. She has

notified Counsel that their clients will not stop using their platforms to make false statements of
facts about her, this Action and other individuals. It is disturbing.
348.

While Counsel has admonished their clients not to speak about this case, they

continue to improperly send menacing messages to her outside of proceedings, while conflating
her with the latest new conspiracy they are disseminating as “news.”
349.

To give an indication of what Defendants have been publicly saying, first it is

very repetitive; it can last minutes or they can keep going on and on and on and on (as already set
forth above herein); and typically it involves a “war,” a conspiratorial tone, mixed with unrelated
currents events, and intimidation.
350.

For e.g., on the Doug Hagmann Show, “War Against Christians,” on September

19, 2017, 112 here, Hagmann claims that Plaintiff is a “pseudo journalist,” a “stalker,” is “backed
by forces and money that are pretty formidable,” and is part of the “progressive, hardcore,
communist, machinery,” and “an operation” to censor and silence him and Quayle.
351.

At one point Hagmann claimed this started after “Pizzagate,” for talking about the

“Clinton criminal cabal,” when in reality, the Plaintiff filed this lawsuit a year before
“Pizzagate.” Hagmann said the following, in part, below as it goes on and on and on for the bulk
of the hour:
112

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/the-doug-hagmann-radio-show/2017/09/19/war-againstchristian-conservatives
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MR. HAGMANN: I told you a year ago, at least, that there are people out there, you
may think they're little old ladies with a quilting, uh, hobby, a gardening hobby,
whatever, little harmless, old little ladies, you know. Oh, I just wanna do what's right,
or perhaps, pseudo journalists. Oh, I just wanna-just wanna, uh, I wanna preserve the
integrity of the journalistic community, because fake news I-I-I-I-it-it-it's-it's a
cancer, fake news. Yeah, well that's true, except your definition of fake news, and our
definition of fake news, starkly different. [04:49]
352.

Here, Hagmann is not only making false statements against the Plaintiff, but

former listeners. One is a grandmother, who trusted and believed Defendants and their fraudulent
sources and made terrible life altering decisions which hurt her family based upon their “news,”
and cashed out and bought thousands of dollars worth of precious metals from Quayle.
Defendants do not only fleece “the flock,” they bully them too. Defendants bully grandmothers
who do want anyone else to be harmed by their “news.”
MR. HAGMANN: But, you see, that's-that's, we have stalkers, and-and Sean
Hannity, yesterday, talked about this. I would classify these as vexa-vexations,
litigants, stalkers, but in addition, they've got backing. This is, we, this never
happened until we started talking about the Clinton criminal cabal. It didn't
happen until we started talking about Pedigate. It didn't happen until we started,
uh, referencing things like Pizzagate, and then all of a sudden the gates of hell
opened, and-and we're getting sl-slammed left and right. [13:14]
and
MR. HAGMANN: The take down, the attempted take down of the new media, the
honest media, is in full force, and like I said, uh, both Steve Quayle and myself
were co-defendants in a multi-million dollar, uh, lawsuit, federal lawsuit, that's
been going on for now, almost, almost, two years, almost two years, to-to the
extent where we-we have been wounded, bloodied, uh, you know, with-with tens
of thousands of dollars, each having to retain, and then pay for l-, you know, uh,
teams of lawyers to defend against, and it's just, in my personal opinion, and this
is-that's public record. That's pu- ... [17:29]
Look, that's pu-, but in my personal opinion, this all ... This is nothing more than
harassment. This is a campaign of destruction against the people, against the new
media, and let me-let me ... This is a message to those people who are out there in
the alternative media. You take a look at InfoWars [Alex Jones show] and look at
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what happened, or what is happening with them. The-the attacks against them.
[17:52]
You look at us, the attacks against us, when you gotta hire teams of lawyers, andand when-when every spoken word, I guarantee you, as I-I ... Folks, I guarantee
you, every word that I'm saying, right now, even my stuttering utterances,
whatever, is being transcribed by people who are backed by forces and money that
are pretty formidable. For what purpose? To stop the truth from being told, and,
you know, I-it's-it's-it, again, you know, my emotions are-are right here. I'm being
totally transparent and honest with you, it's difficult for me to talk about, because,
you know, when you've-when you're facing that kind of threat, a legal threat for
example, do you know what that does to your family? [18:50]
and
MR. HAGMANN: Trust me when I tell you wrapping, or putting this all
together, what you just heard about Paul Manafort, with respect to the Mueller
special, or independent counsel investigation. The attacks against the, uh, the
alternative, or the honest media, the Christian conservative media. All of this,
they are working in tandem. You cannot ... You cannot look at any one specific
element of this, um, of this, this operation….
The bigger picture is the take down of our country. The take down of every
Christian conservative, over every conservative, political conservative, of every,
uh, of our way of life. The changing of our way of life, and if we don't put a stop
to it, they will be successful. If we don't put a stop to it, if we don't stand up and
say "Enough, we're not gonna take this anymore."
Folks, thanks for listening. Catch-catch me tonight, 7:00 to 10:00 PM eastern
time on the Hagmann Report. Until then, God bless each and every one of you.
353.

Plaintiff is not working with Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller in an

“operation,” but it is chilling and noteworthy how her timeline of events as set forth
herein of when Defendants tried to co-opt her into their odious Circle of Trust and failed
with Willott, their fraudulent Intelligence Insider, is lining up with criminal indictments
with respect to an alleged Russian spy and the National Rifle Association.
354.

After Plaintiff verified her FAC with exhibits and declarations § Dkt. No. 88-91,

on February 28, 2018, and March 5, 2018, Quayle appeared on H&H Report for the improper
96
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and prejudicial purpose of publicly discussing this lawsuit, in part, by making false statements of
facts, attacking and menacing the Plaintiff, and two of her witnesses.
355.

One of whom was McLeod, who has worked at banks in IT and on designing anti-

money laundering programs. The second is Plaintiff’s witness who is a seventy-year old
grandmother, who knits (not quilts), is handicapped, and uses a walker. This grandmother trusted
and believed Defendants and their fraudulent sources. She was so terrified she bought
approximately $50,000 worth of silver from Quayle, and since then has taken a reverse mortgage
on her home to survive. Had she known Defendants’ insider “sources” were fraudulent she never
would have made that life changing purchase of precious metals from Quayle.
356.

In brief, Defendants improperly put the Plaintiff and these witnesses on “notice”

outside of proceedings, while seeking donations from their “wealthy” listeners.
357.

Accordingly, the Plaintiff contacted Counsel about these broadcasts, and in part

she requested that Counsel contact her directly by phone and/or by email in the event Defendants
want to put her on “notice” again. It is upsetting and distressing for the Plaintiff to be subjected
to, and have to listen to these bullies on their broadcasts, her Defendants, for so many years
knowing what habitual, dangerous liars they are. It’s been like living with poison.
358.

When Defendants are conflating this lawsuit and the Plaintiff with current events,

sometimes they use YouTube.com, Facebook.com, and Twitter.com, digital corporations that are
finally starting to enforce their Terms of Use and/or Community Guidelines,” having been
immunized by an abused CDA Section 230 and conflate it with this case, which was preventable
years ago had they corrected their tortious conduct. They did not. They typically call this
“censorship” to “silence them,”
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359.

In these broadcasts, Defendants also recklessly have conflated this lawsuit with

the debate concerning the National Rifle Association (“NRA”) and the Second Amendment of
the United States Constitution, when the Plaintiff and this lawsuit have nothing to do with
that. 113
360.

Other times Defendants claim Plaintiff is a part of what is known as the Deep

State, and/or the Marxist Communists on the left. It is stressful, tedious and time consuming
trying to keep up.
361.

These offending broadcasts invite disobedience by scaring their audiences into

believing they could be next in Defendants made up censorship “war” with the Plaintiff.
362.

Accordingly, Plaintiff respectfully seeks the Court’s permission to reserve the

right to submit these and other broadcasts where Defendants made additional defamatory false
statements of facts, and improperly sent her menacing, intimidating messages outside of
proceedings, if, and as, necessary.
363.

Plaintiff has had these broadcasts transcribed and started to break them down, as

tedious, and painful as it is as set forth above herein to add as an amendment. 114 This is the new
and cruel reality in a weaponized Internet for individuals, like the Plaintiff, who get caught up in

113

It should be noted that during the February 28, 2018 Radio Broadcast Plaintiff was not
surprised when Defendant Quayle peddled the harmful, dangerous, disgusting “crisis actor” and
“false flag” fear porn for profit nonsense Defendants and others like them always peddle
whenever a tragedy occurs. Not even students who survived a tragic massive shooting in Florida
are immune from Defendants attacks and destabilizing conspiracies as “news.”
114
See, e.g., H&H Report: Saddle for Battle: Censorship Salvos Are Flying, February 28,
BlogTalkRadio.com: http://www.blogtalkradio.com/hagmannreport/2018/03/01/saddle-forbattle-censorship-salvos-are-flying; and H&H Report:“The Censorship Crucible: Some Will
Survive, Some Will Not”, March 5, 2018, BlogTalkRadio.com:
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/hagmannreport/2018/03/06/the-censorship-crucible-some-willsurvive-some-will-not; and YouTube.com: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jUSbzvE9iA
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one of Defendants bogus conspiracies in furtherance of their tortious conduct online. This should
not be tolerated in a civil society.
364.

The first time Defendants tried to bully and intimidate the Plaintiff into dropping

this lawsuit and failed was in January of 2016, when she was improperly contacted outside of
proceedings by an individual in their Circle of Trust.
365.

At that time Plaintiff contacted her local police department who advised her to

notify the Court, then the SDNY which she did § Dkt. No. 31. Defendants continue to fundraise
and promote this individual’s “ministry,” bringing the real “news” who also thought posting a
picture of them self holding a firearm on Facebook was a good idea. Accordingly, Plaintiff
preserved it.
366.

On or about April 2, 2018 Counsel for Quayle was able to settle a related lawsuit

to this Action, Depositors Insurance Company vs. Stephen Quayle, Cause No. 2:17-cv-00086SHE. It was filed in the U.S. District court of the District of Montana Butte Division. As a plain
reading clearly shows, Depositors Insurance Company vs. Stephen Quayle was based upon this
lawsuit. Quayle had filed a claim for Plaintiff under his home insurance policies for the February
10, 2015 matters. Attached hereto as Exhibit 41 is the notice Plaintiff received with proof of
service to SDNY.
367.

The Plaintiff had been improperly contacted outside of proceedings again, this

time, by Quayle’s insurance company. Thus, Plaintiff notified Counsel and the Court (SDNY)
concerning this and Defendants alleged role in the ongoing Russia probes into the alternative
media. Hagmann had made it public at that time. § Dkt. No. 67.
XIV. DEFENDANTS TAMPER WITH, SPOIL AND DESTROY EVIDENCE
368.

Since filing this lawsuit on November 9, 2015, in addition to Defendants having

republished, moved around and spoiling with their Feb 10 Joint Statement at least twice, it
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appears that Defendants are destroying key evidence in this Action when they shut down
www.hagmannandhagmann.com/ during ongoing litigation and the Russia probes. (See Feb 10
Joint Statement § Exhibit 19-21 and § Exhibit 18 § line 27-28, and 684, 694)
369.

As of this filing if an individual seeks to visit www.hagmannandhagmann.com it

no longer exists as a separate website, and are redirected to https://www.hagmannreport.com/.
370.

As of the last time Plaintiff checked, on September 23, 2018, the H&H Report’s

show archives and show summaries start with July 22, 2014, jump to September 11, 2014,
September 22, 2014, completely omit October 2014, jump to November 8, 2014, November 17,
2014 and so forth.
371.

Upon information and belief, given H&H Report originally started broadcasting

sometime in 2011, and is broadcast 5 times a week on weeknights, daily broadcasts, and monthly
archives have been removed and evidently destroyed. Attached hereto as Exhibit 42 is a
screenshot and PDF of H&H Report’s archives last accessed on September 23, 2018. Plaintiff
has removed some of the advertisers in the PDF conversion to prevent duplication. 115
372.

Among the missing archives and show summaries are the broadcasts with

Defendants’ purported high-level “insider” sources the Plaintiff had identified as fraudulent.
373.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 43 is a Google Search of “Hagmann and Hagmann

com show archives Insider,” which verifies Hagmannandhagmann.com show archives do not
exist anymore and Defendants “insiders” are not appearing either.
374.

The loss of this evidence prejudices Plaintiff’s case as Hagmann’s now missing

website www.hagmannandhagmann.com/ had published evidence related to this case to help
to establish key elements of Plaintiff’s multiple claims.
115

https://www.hagmannreport.com/show-archives/page/92/ last accessed on September 23,
2018.
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375.

In addition, Defendants have removed content Plaintiff cited in her Third

Correction Article, “Poison Fruits: Christian Alternative Media Stars Steve Quayle and Doug
Hagmann’s SWAT Allegation is Also Fake.” It provided yet another evidentiary example that
Hagmann has been willfully publishing and disseminating frightening and ultimately false
disinformation and propaganda based upon government “sources” for years. Below is a
screenshot taken from Plaintiff’s Third Correction Article. 116

376.

Upon information and belief, Defendants are also violating Pennsylvania’s bad

faith statute (42 Pa.C.S.A. § 8371) jurisprudence.
116

http://marinkapeschmann.com/poison-fruits-christian-alternative-media-stars-steve-qualyeand-doug-hagmanns-swat-allegation-also-fake/
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377.

The United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit established the Schmid

test, to determine the proper penalty (if any) for a party's spoliation of evidence. This was
subsequently adopted by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, 117
(a) the degree of fault of the party who altered or destroyed evidence;
(b) the degree of prejudice suffered by the opposing party, and
(c) the availability of a lesser sanction that will protect the opposing
party’s rights and deter future similar conduct.
In some cases, the penalty has been summary judgment in favor of the opposing
party. “Lesser sanctions” include an instruction to the jury permitting them to make a
negative inference as to what the evidence would show had it not been improperly
destroyed or discarded.
378.

Given Plaintiff has notified the Court (at the time SDNY) and Counsel and

complained about the spoliation of evidence in this Action multiple times, which is prejudicing
this case, burdening the Court, and possibly obstructing other cases the Defendants are a part of,
the Plaintiff submits they must be held accountable.
XV.

LIST OF DEFAMATORY PER SE STATEMENTS
379.

In Defendants’ Feb 10 Joint Statement following is how Defendants described

themselves below
“We approach our positions as [Christian] watchmen with the sobriety and solemnity that
is required for this responsibility, and understand that it is our charge to provide
accurate and scripturally sound information and doctrine to those who seek it,” and
“understand that we serve solely at the pleasure of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.”
380.

The Plaintiff submits Quayle and Hagmann imputed to the Plaintiff heinous and

defamatory statements with actual malice over thirty five (35) times meeting the criteria in all
categories of defamation per se, be it libel per se, or slander per se including, but not limited to
these false statements of facts about the Plaintiff.

117

Schmid v. Milwaukee Electric Tool Corp., 13 F.3d 76 (3d Cir. 1994); Schroeder v. Com.
Dept. Of Transp., 551 Pa. 243, 710 a.2d 23 (1998).
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a.
b.
c.
d.

stalking, serial stalking; (Hagmann)
intimidation, harassment; (Quayle and Hagmann)
threatening Quayle and Hagmann and their families, making death threats; and
(Quayle and Hagmann)
murder (Quayle)

381.

The statements above of the content in a – d are per se defamatory, per se slander

because they are false statements of facts that the Plaintiff was guilty of serious crimes during the
Feb 10 Broadcast and H&H Report radio broadcast on November 11, 2014.
e. the Plaintiff has sex with the devil (Quayle).
382.

The above statement of the content “j” are per se defamatory, per se slander

because Quayle falsely accuses the Plaintiff, an unmarried woman of unchastity two (2) times
during the Feb 10 Broadcast. Such statements were taken literally by Defendants’ audience.
383.

The false statements of fact below of the content in k – bb are per se defamatory,

per se slander, per se libel, ″speaker imputes to another conduct, characteristics, or a condition
that would adversely affect [her in her] lawful business or trade . . . .″ 118 and were made during
the Feb 10 Broadcast, Feb 10 Joint Statement, H&H Report on November 11, 2014 and H&H
Report on June 20, 2015 with knowledge the statement(s) were false or with reckless disregard
of its falsity:
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

a nut job; (Quayle)
deluded; (Hagmann)
a psychopath; (Hagmann)
a sociopath; and (Hagmann)
mentally unstable. (Hagmann)
of being engaged in a well-coordinated and malicious campaign of (i) slander and .(ii)
libel against Quayle and Hagmann;
l. of having been provided with financial support by Hagmann and Quayle;
118

Walker v. Grand Cent. Sanitation, Inc., 430 Pa. Super. 236, 634 A.2d 237, 241 (Pa. Super.
1993). A statement is defamation per se as an accusation of business misconduct if it ″ascribes to
another conduct, characteristics or a condition that would adversely affect his fitness for the
proper conduct of lawful business.″ Smith v. IMG Worldwide, Inc., 437 F. Supp. 2d 297, 308
(E.D. Pa. 2006) (quoting Clemente v. Espinosa, 749 F. Supp. 672, 677-678 (E.D. Pa. 1990)). The
statement must be ″peculiarly harmful to one engaged [*6] in [that] business or profession.
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m. of having been generously provided airtime (Hagmann invited her on H&H Report);
n. of having benefited from their solicitation of support of others; (to her knowledge
Hagmann gave her name to one other radio talk show host, without her knowledge,
who appears regularly on H&H Report)
o. of being a part of Hagmann and Quayle’s self admitted conspiracy, their Circle of
Trust;
p. of being the ultimate traitor; who was guilty of betrayal;
q. of having represented Hagmann in the press like a press person;
r. of being a hatchet person;
s. of having the spirit of Lucifer;
t. of being a Satan follower;
u. of being a false accuser;
v. of making ludicrous accusation and maliciously misrepresenting the Hagmann &
Hagmann App
w. an individual who was guilty of bitterness, envy, strife, and tale bearing;
x. a government operative; (Quayle)
y. of being inconceivably incompetent or deliberately untruthful, or perhaps both;
z. by repeatedly, heinously twisting and abusing scripture to cast the Plaintiff in a
de-humanizing, and knowingly fabricated manner;
aa. of propagating fictitious identities with fake bona fides;
bb: by claiming the Plaintiff was angry and agitated because Hagmann would not
promote one of her books, so she was going to do everything possible to “ruin”
Hagmann and/or “take them down” or “bury them,” and wanted them “dead” ;
cc: the Plaintiff’s reporting is a lot of crap and a lot of BS (Hagmann);
dd: the Plaintiff has a nefarious intent and agenda (Hagmann).
ee: putting Quayle’s family in harm's way and “basically putting a bullet to [his] head,
when his house and address were posted on the Internet (Quayle)
ff: of having a lack of journalistic prowess; and
gg: of being a Globalist, Marxist, Communist
In such a case, damages are also presumed as a matter of law.
COUNT I
DEFAMATION PER SE/LIBEL PER SE/SLANDER PER SE/
DEFAMATION/LIBEL/SLANDER
Against Quayle and Hagmann
384.

Plaintiff hereby repeats, and incorporates by reference the entirety of the content

of paragraph 1-383 above as though fully set forth herein.
385.

Plaintiff’s claims arise out of and are for damages with regard to false and

defamatory, defamatory per se, violence inciting, and threatening statements of facts made by
Quayle and Hagmann about the Plaintiff to enormous audiences online.
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386.

Defendants knew all their statements of facts, innuendos and implications made

against the Plaintiff were false and were made with actual malice, i.e., with knowledge the
statement(s) were false or with reckless disregard of its falsity and the damage and injury it
would do, and is causing the Plaintiff professionally and personally as set forth above.
387.

As the Plaintiff’s pleadings repeatedly state, the Defendants provided no proof of

their false statements of fact against her, as it does not exist, thus the Plaintiff raises 42 Pa. C.S.
§8343 (b) which states:
In an action for defamation, the defendant has the burden of proving, when the
issue is properly raised: (1) The truth of the defamatory communication.
(2) The privileged character of the occasion on which it was published. (3) The
character of the subject matter of defamatory comment as of public concern. 119
388.

Quayle and Hagmann made the above-referenced per se defamatory, per se libel,

per se slander statements about Plaintiff which were false, unprivileged, and not made in self
defense. Attacking the Plaintiff was not in the public’s interest.
389.

Defendants acted negligently, with actual malice and common law malice.

Defendants’ defamatory statements and defamatory statements by implication were knowingly
false statements of facts and were made with reckless disregard for the truth at the time the
statements were made.
390.

Defendants knew that their publications could cause Plaintiff to suffer damage,

harassment and potential violence. This was Defendants intent to stop her and to deter others
from exposing Defendants verifiable history of making false allegations as “news” which has
real world consequences and their use of dubious and/or fraudulent sources.

119

See also: 42 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 8343(b) (West 2010); Winfrey, 2010 WL 893126, at
*15; see also Bennett v. Itochu Intern, Inc., — F. Supp. 2d —, No. CIV.A.09-1819, 2010 WL
308982, at*4-5 (E.D. Pa. Jan. 25, 2010)
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391.

The Defendants acted maliciously by their deliberate misrepresentations,

demeaning false statements and long-standing exploitation of the Plaintiff when they
intentionally acted fraudulently, recklessly and without regard to their consequences, in her
capacity as a journalist, writer, and ghostwriter, that any reasonably prudent person would have
or should have anticipated that damage to the Plaintiff and their audiences would result.
392.

None of their false statements and/or twisting of scripture the Plaintiff cited were

expression of opinion or hyperbole, and are therefore not constitutionally protected or protected
speech. Further, in Pennsylvania, a statement in the form of an opinion is actionable “if it may
reasonably be understood to imply the existence of undisclosed defamatory facts justifying the
opinion.” (emphasis added) Kurowski v. Burroughs, 2010 Pa. Super. 69, 994 A.2d 611, 616
(2010). (quoting Veno v. Meredith, 357 Pa. Super. 85, 515 A.2d 571, 575 (1986), as is the case
here.
393.

Defendants’ global audiences, reasonably understood their false statements of fact

to be about the Plaintiff because each statement specifically names the Plaintiff, and/or taken as a
whole identifies the Plaintiff, and/or also fallaciously associates her with other individuals and
their conduct.
394.

The infringing content was also defamatory because they are reasonably

susceptible to a defamatory meaning by implication and innuendo.
395.

Each and every false statement of fact made by Defendants would be taken

literally by the Defendants’ intended audience.
396.

Quayle and Hagmann’s falsities were intended to blacken the Plaintiff’s

reputation and expose her to public hatred, contempt, and/or disgrace, to injure her in her
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business, profession and/or personally, to induce an evil opinion of her in the minds of their
intended audiences and the general public and to deprive her of friendly discourse in society.
397.

In Pennsylvania “a communication is defamatory if it ascribes to another conduct,

character or a condition that would adversely affect his fitness for the proper conduct of his
lawful business, trade or profession. Baker v. Lafayette College, 350 Pa.Super. 68, 76, 504 A.2d
247, 251 (1986) quoting Thomas Merton Center, supra, 422 A.2d at 216, as is the case here in
this Action.
400.

Quayle and Hagmann made their statements for improper purposes, with the full

knowledge that the statements would be published, broadcast, transmitted, and read inside and
outside the United States, Canada and around the worldwide.
401.

Hagmann and Quayle acted with reckless disregard for the truth, knowingly

fabricated, published, and spoke false claims against the Plaintiff with the knowledge their
statements were false, and with the intent to harm the Plaintiff personally and her future workrelated prospects.
402.

Defendants serial false statements, expressly, by implication and/or innuendo, are

defamatory per se meeting all four definitions of defamation per se (both libel and slander) as
they impute serious indictable criminal behavior, unchastity, mental illness, and are injurious to
her trade, profession and business, and exposed the Plaintiff to public hatred, and contempt, thus
the Plaintiff is presumed to have suffered injury and damages.
403.

Defendants’ defamatory statements were made with both actual malice and

common law malice and were made at minimum to advance their pecuniary interests.
404.

While the Plaintiff cannot state the exact number of listeners and readers,

potentially millions of individuals have heard, and will hear, the Feb 10 Broadcast, other
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broadcasts referenced herein, and/or read the Feb 10 Joint Statement which has been spoiled with
republished and moved twice to a different website and urls since its initial publication.
405.

The Plaintiff has already experienced monetary loss, as a direct, immediate, and

proximate result, with a reasonable probability to be experienced in the future, and cannot predict
the ghostwriting jobs she was not offered, or other stories she could have been reporting, and
covering as a journalist, collaborator, and author she could have been doing had it not been for
this incident.
406.

Defendants’ infringing statements, both expressly and by implication, harmed the

Plaintiff’s reputation and lowered her in the estimation of the community to deter third parties
from associating or dealing with her.
407.

In addition Quayle and Hagmann acted with common law malice in making the

statements and harbor spite, hatred, ill will, unlawful motive and animus towards the Plaintiff.
408.

The aforementioned acts of Quayle and Hagmann were done with actual

malice and a conscious disregard of the Plaintiff's rights, and the rights of other individuals,
and with the intent to injure Plaintiff, such as to constitute oppression, fraud, malice, or
wanton and reckless disregard of the truth. This should not be tolerated in civil society.
409.

Defendants conduct against the Plaintiff is and was extreme, outrageous,

reprehensible, reckless and despicable. Even now, there are no signs of good faith, contrition or
remorse as set forth above. All of Defendants’ false statements of facts remain available to the
public-at-large since their initial and subsequent spoiled republications. Defendants have not
attempted to mitigate the damages. They maliciously continue to cause her damage and anguish
showing extreme misogyny.
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410.

This makes Defendants’ tortious conduct more insidious, reckless, malicious, and

injurious to the Plaintiff, and potentially to more innocent individuals. Indeed, the Plaintiff is far
from being the only women who has written for a living and has worked with and dealt with
scores of individuals, who should not be defamed either by association with the Plaintiff, based
on vile untruths made by Defendants, when Plaintiff could not be co-opted into their odious
Circle of Trust in furtherance of their tortious online conduct.
411.

In addition, by using Defendants own representations of themselves for measure,

Defendants admit and know that they must be held accountable, and “judged more harshly,”
considering in their Feb 10, 2015 Joint Statement, they wrote this about themselves:
“We approach our positions as watchmen with the sobriety and solemnity that is required
for this responsibility, and understand that it is our charge to provide accurate and
scripturally sound information and doctrine to those who seek it. We understand that we
serve solely at the pleasure of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, and furthermore
understand that we will be accountable for our actions before God. It is God who will
judge our earthly ministry, taking note of those souls who have been brought to Him
through our obedience and willingness as His vessels using all venues available to us…
As watchmen, we understand that we will be judged more harshly for squandering our
responsibility, knowingly or unwittingly, or by creating or facilitating any doubt that
would cause anyone to stray from unity under God.”
412.

Defendants’ tortious conduct, and unprotected speech was serious in that it would

not only affect the Plaintiff, and/or other individuals damaged by conspiracies disguised as
“news,” but the public-at-large, and are a matter of public concern, given the post 2016
Presidential elections and the Russia probes of which Defendants are a part of, and the severe
degradation of civil public discourse.
413.

The unbridled seemingly non-stop lawless conduct on the Internet and the

weaponization of it by Defendants and other individuals like them has already permeated into the
U.S. national dialogue, and been setting new dangerous and low cultural norms, and sent
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individuals to prison who believed Defendants were bringing them the real “news” who acted
upon it.” 120 These arrests, guilty pleas and successful prosecutions are an ominous and
distressing reminder to the Plaintiff of the danger posed by Defendants.
414.

By reason of Defendants’ defamatory statements and the aforesaid and ongoing

acts, Plaintiff has been damaged personally, in reputation, her career and future career prospects,
and work as a journalist, collaborator, author and a ghostwriter. Defendants have caused her to
suffer among other things, actual general, compensatory and specific harm to her reputation and
standing in the community in an amount not presently known, to be determined as appropriate at
trial. Plaintiff was initially and has since remained frustrated, distraught, upset, and distressed,
resulting in actual compensatory harm in the form of personal humiliation and mental anguish,
and suffering, together with specific monetary harm. The Plaintiff’s health, safety, and well
being have been placed in jeopardy for the unforeseeable future.
415.

Hagmann’s and Quayle’s statements are knowingly demonstrably false and with

that precise knowledge of their falsity, and with no regard for the cruelty inflicted upon the
Plaintiff thus in view of the foregoing, the Plaintiff is entitled to recover exemplary, special and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined at trial as appropriate to punish or set an
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Alan Yuhas, “Pizzagate' gunman pleads guilty as conspiracy theorist [Alex Jones] apologizes
over case,” The Guardian, March 25, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/usnews/2017/mar/25/comet-ping-pong-alex-jones; “Bundy standoff supporter sentenced to more
than 7 years in prison,” CBS News, May 31, 2017, https://www.cbsnews.com/news/bundystandoff-supporter-gerald-jerry-delemus-sentenced-7-years-in-prison/; See also: “Woman who
threatened parent of Sandy Hook shooting victim sent to jail,” Associated Press, June 7, 2017.
Also see: “birther” and Vince Foster, Andrew Breitbart etc. were “murdered” conspiracies, and
other discredited conspiracies in the alternative media.
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example of Hagmann and Quayle, to deter them in the future, and act as a deterrent to others who
might be tempted to act in a similar manner which amount will be proved at trial. 121
416.

The above-pled misconduct by Defendants constitutes the torts of defamation,

defamation per se, slander per se and libel per se. Quayle and Hagmann intentionally portrayed
the Plaintiff in the above- referenced manner, and also ascribed false motives upon her knowing
that their depictions was false and untrue or with reckless and wanton disregard for the truth at
the time they were made.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for the relief described below.
COUNT II
FRAUDULENT MISREPRESENTATION
Against Hagmann
417.

Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference the entirety of the content of paragraph

1-416 above as though fully set forth herein.
418.

As aforementioned a journalist’s worst nightmare is when individuals

fraudulently misrepresent who they are, make false allegations against government agencies, or
otherwise, and expect a journalist (or for that matter any ethical person) to play along, in
furtherance of their fraudulent conduct thereby attempting to co-opt and enlist a journalist
without conscious in their tortious schemes and expose them to potential serious liability.
419.

Hagmann, at minimum a 30-year private investigator, made material

misrepresentations to the Plaintiff; knew of their falsities, or had reason to know of their falsities

121

In Pennsylvania, the general justification underlying the award of punitive damages is that
they serve as punishment to the wrongdoer and as a deterrent to the wrongdoer and others.
Briner v. Hyslop, 337 N.W.2d 858, 865-66, 1983 Iowa Sup. LEXIS 1655 (1983). See also
Punitive damages by definition are not intended to compensate the injured party, but rather to
punish the tortfeasor whose wrongful action was intentional or malicious, and to deter him and
others from similar extreme conduct.” City of Newport v. Fact Concerts, Inc., 453 U.S. 247, 26667 (1981).
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and possessed the intent to defraud, by exploiting the Plaintiff in her capacity as a journalist at
CFP at that time, in furtherance of, at minimum, Defendants’ interstate and international
commerce and reckless online money making schemes. The Plaintiff relied on Hagmann’s
misrepresentations, acted upon them in good faith, and has been damaged as a result.
420.

If the Plaintiff knew then what she knows now, she never would have reported

their false NSA targeting allegation to find their government agency sources or filed FOIAs and
has had a definite change of position.
421.

In addition, Plaintiff submits that it is inconceivable if even a low percentage of

Hagmann’s claimed credentials are true, that it would have been highly implausible for him to
have not known that Defendants purported “insider” sources did not and do not have the claimed
bona fides, when he gave Willott her contact information as if he were reputable, when the
Plaintiff noticed there were problems with his “sources,” and she does not claim or posses a
small fraction of Hagmann’s alleged credentials.
422.

Hagmann, a purported thirty-year private investigator, and author of Tactical

Surveillance: The Investigator’s Bible, an Investigator’s Guide to Conducting Surveillance
Operations, knew, or had reason to know, like the Plaintiff did, that the moment Wayne Willott
went public with him on the H&H Report there was a problem with Willott’s bona fides. Instead
Hagmann and Quayle continued to fraudulently misrepresent Willott to the public-at-large in
furtherance of their tortious conduct as detailed herein.
423.

Hagmann, a purported thirty-year private investigator, and author of Tactical

Surveillance: The Investigator’s Bible, an Investigator’s Guide to Conducting Surveillance
Operations, knew, or had reason to know Varghese did not possess the bona fides Defendants
claimed he possessed after speaking with him or shortly thereafter.
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424.

The Plaintiff, who is not a financial expert, but has done some reporting on the

financial crisis, after speaking with Varghese saw red flags, which is why she never reported any
information from him. Instead the Plaintiff, while hoping for the best, tried to find out who “V”
really was and what was going on in the alternative media and/or the “new media” with these
purported truth tellers and their “news.”
425.

Plaintiff gave Defendants, Willott and Varghese the opportunity to come clean

themselves. Hagmann and Quayle, if they had any decency or integrity, should have done that or
known to have done that instead they defamed and incited violence against her trying to bully
and intimidate her into complicity.
426.

The Plaintiff has since corrected her inaccurate reporting and shown Defendants’

government and financial sources do not have the claimed bona fides, apologized publicly, and
has a prejudicial change in her position.
427.

In this case, the Plaintiff, not only relied upon Hagmann’s false material facts,

which were fraudulently misrepresented to her; the Plaintiff had relied upon his stated
representations of actions he would take that never materialized either—(over five years later) as
set forth herein.
428.

Willott, Defendants’ “Intelligence Insider,” Viji Varghese, Defendants’ “Financial

Insider,” and “Dr. S” no longer appear on the H&H Report, as if reputable, because they are not
as well as other “sources” and “expert” guests the Plaintiff had identified in her Correction
Articles.
429.

The fraudulent misrepresentation set forth above made by Defendants to the

Plaintiff was material to her reporting their NSA targeting allegation, as she had no personal
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knowledge of it, and were made on behalf of Defendants’ Circle of Trust with knowledge that it
was false, or with recklessness as to whether it was true or false.
430.

Further, the fraudulent misrepresentations as set forth above made by Hagmann to

the Plaintiff was done so with the intent of misleading the Plaintiffs into relying on his
misrepresentations given his long term relationships with Judi McLeod, Quayle and Willott
coupled with his claimed bona fides. Thus Plaintiff was justified in relying on the fraudulent
misrepresentation made to her at that time.
431.

While the Defendants constantly tell their audiences the mainstream press is not

to be trusted and is part of some Globalist cabal, Marxist Communist takeover of America or
something, while claiming that they bring them the real “news” the mainstream press will not,
Defendants and Does 1-20 failed to adhere to or enforce basic journalism standards, and continue
to fail to tell their truth regarding their fraudulent sources and retract their bogus “news.”
432.

Moreover, the representations set forth herein were hyped up, and were not

substantiated at the time the representations were made, or subsequently thereafter. Therefore,
the making of the representations constitutes a deceptive practice, and the making of false
misrepresentations, in or affecting commerce.
433.

As a direct result of Plaintiff’s justifiable reliance on the fraudulent

misrepresentation made by Hagmann and Does 1-20 in Defendants Circle of Trust, Plaintiff has
been damaged as set forth above in SAC which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.
434.

Hagmann’s conduct in making the fraudulent misrepresentation was willful,

wanton and outrageous, thus the Plaintiff is entitled to general, compensatory and punitive
damages in an amount appropriate to punish or set an example of Hagmann, and to deter such
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conduct in the future on the worldwide Internet, to prevent such an incident to occurring again,
which amount will be proved at trial.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for the relief described below.
COUNT III
NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION
Against Hagmann and Quayle
435.

Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference the entirety of the content of paragraph

1-434 above as though fully set forth herein.
436.

The negligent misrepresentation set forth above made by Hagmann to the Plaintiff

on behalf of Defendants’ Circle of Trust was material to her reporting his NSA targeting
allegation.
437.

On behalf of Defendants’ Circle of Trust, Hagmann made the negligent

misrepresentations to Plaintiff set forth above with knowledge of their falsities, given (5) five
years later Hagmann and Quayle have failed to demonstrate that either one of them were trying
to prove they were targeted by the NSA, while having plenty of time to do so.
438.

Hagmann knew said misrepresentations were false when he made them to the

Plaintiff given Hagmann and Quayle have demonstrated their abilities to fundraise, sell precious
metals, doomsday prepper gear, books and DVDs, and make more frightening false allegations
against U.S. agencies and persons citing fraudulent sources (assuming they exist).
439.

Hagmann knew said misrepresentations were false or was negligent, and should

have known they were false when he made them given his claimed bona fides, and if the conduct
as set forth herein was not a set up to exploit and co-opt Plaintiff into their odious Circle of
Trust.
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440.

Hagmann knew said misrepresentations were false or was negligent and should

have known they were false considering he threatened the Plaintiff with a “consult of counsel,”
legal action, the one person who was trying to obtain actionable evidence through FOIA, if she
did not stop the FOIAs she had filed on his behalf at other U.S. government agencies.
441.

Hagmann and Quayle’s misrepresentations of material facts were made under

circumstances in which they knew or ought to have known of their falsity concerning their
insider “sources.”
442.

On behalf of the Defendants’ Circle of Trust, unbeknownst to Plaintiff at that

time, Hagmann made the negligent misrepresentations to the Plaintiff set forth above with the
intent to induce the Plaintiff to rely on said misrepresentation and to pursue his NSA targeting
allegation to find his U.S. government agency “sources” as if it were true so Defendants could
continue to deceive their loyal, trusting and predominately Christian audiences for their unjust
gain and gratification, and ruthlessly expose the Plaintiff to potential serious liability.
443.

Being that Hagmann, at minimum, is a private investigator and the Plaintiff is not,

Plaintiff was justified in relying upon the negligent misrepresentation made to her on behalf of
the Defendants’ Circle of Trust by Hagmann.
444.

As a direct result of her justifiable reliance on the negligent misrepresentations

made to her by Hagmann, and her sincere follow up by filing FOIAs, as set forth above, Plaintiff
sustained damages which are incorporated herein below by reference in its entirety.
445.

In addition, the Plaintiff submits that by Quayle publishing a buy-back policy for

his Renaissance Precious Metals after the Plaintiff submitted exhibits and declarations
confirming FAC, Defendants have already shown negligence, actual malice, common law
malice, guilt and are thereby liable for the intentional harm they have caused the Plaintiff.
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446.

The above-pled misconduct by Hagmann in concert with Quayle also constitutes

the tort of Negligent Misrepresentation. Jointly and severally, Defendants caused and continue to
cause severe harm, and damage to the Plaintiff, and has caused her monetary, general, special
and punitive damages in an amount to be determined at trial, including but not limited to, loss of
income and peace of mind in the foreseeable future.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for the relief described below.
COUNT IV
INTENTIONAL AND NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS
Against Defendants
447.

Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference the entirety of the content of paragraph

1-446 above as though fully set forth herein.
448.

Defendants’ ongoing and longstanding conduct as set forth above is atrocious,

outrageous in character, and so extreme it goes beyond all possible bounds of decency. It
exceeds all bounds of what is usually tolerated in a decent and civilized society and community.
449.

The Defendants intended to inflict emotional distress on the Plaintiff as set forth

above in furtherance of their unlawful, fraudulent conduct on the worldwide internet.
450.

The years-long extreme and outrageous conduct of the Defendants are the cause

of the Plaintiff’s distress, and physical harm— individuals who among their many claims,
purport to be “Christians,” journalists, authors, private investigators, who are reporting the real
“news,” the mainstream press will not, with reputable, credible high-level sources.
451.

At all times relevant hereto, Defendants knew with substantial certainty, or should

have known that severe emotional distress would be produced by their conduct.
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452.

By engaging in the acts set forth in the foregoing herein, Defendants engaged in

extreme and outrageous conduct and intentionally inflicted severe emotional distress upon
Plaintiff.
453.

By engaging in the acts set forth above in SAC, Defendants exploited, then failed

to co-opt her into their Circle of Trust, in furtherance of their tortious online conduct, and then
tried to bully and intimidate her into complicity, causing her great distress.
454.

In reality, Defendants do not adhere to the basic principle of “Thou shall not bear

false witness,” and require judicial intervention to stop harming the Plaintiff and other
individuals with their “news” which, at minimum, induces lucrative interstate and international
commerce of precious metals and other wares.
455.

The conduct of the Defendants is and was extreme and outrageous. Defendants

did not slander, libel, intimidate, bully and incite violence against the Plaintiff one time or even a
handful of times, but repeatedly, at great length, both in written and spoken form for years, and
continue to do so as of last week.
456.

As a result of the actions of the Defendants, who were and are the cause of

Plaintiff’s distress, the Plaintiff has been forced to live with the consequences of a weaponized
Internet with Defendants who spend at least, conservatively speaking, 20+ hours a week on
Internet talk radio/video. Each and every day the Plaintiff cringes when she has to go online,
always concerned about what the Defendants might do and publish next online. Will they attack
her again? Spoil with more evidence? Whip up their audiences against her again? Do their
audiences know how to use pacer.com? It never ends.
457.

While no individual let alone the Plaintiff has the time to, or should be required to

keep an eye on, and/or listen to whatever the Defendants are spreading and disseminating next
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worldwide as “news,” and/or are up to, the Plaintiff must check in for her safety and for this
lawsuit. That in itself is highly distressing, manipulative and abusive.
458.

Already Defendants have spoiled with and are destroying evidence. Plaintiff feels

like she has been trapped in twisted shell game for years. Hagmann has restated Defendants fake
NSA targeting allegation again as if true while outrageously pointing to Plaintiff’s NSA FOIA
case number five-years later to willfully continue to intentionally deceive their trusting, loyal
audiences, as it does not prove Hagmann was targeted or under surveillance by the NSA.
459.

The resulting and continuing emotional distress to the Plaintiff is and was so

severe it exacerbated and exacerbates existing physical ailments she suffers from. In 2009 the
Plaintiff was diagnosed with degenerate disc disease and lumbo-pelvic low back pain and she
suffers from constant episodic low back pain. This affects her mobility and activities of daily
living. As such the Plaintiff receives weekly medical treatments (sometimes twice a week)
which includes, but is not limited to spinal decompression treatments. The Plaintiff requires
ongoing and long-term medical treatment.
460.

Hagmann who is skilled at gas lighting bizarrely and disturbingly lets the Plaintiff

know he is paying attention to her. For e.g., on October 8, 2015, using his “Official Hagmann
and Hagmann Report,” YouTube account, Hagmann subscribed to the Plaintiff’s YouTube
channel for reasons unknown and pulls other stunts to let her know he is watching her, such as
having individuals in his Circle of Trust reach out to her to supposedly appear on their radio
broadcasts, since threatening, bullying and intimidating her did not work.
461.

It is highly distressing, given the Plaintiff having filed this lawsuit on November

9, 2015, one year before the 2016 Presidential Elections; despite having legal counsel;
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Defendants have continued to harm other individuals in the United States, by way of making
more false destabilizing allegations against U.S. government agencies and U.S. persons
462.

Defendants willingness to manufacture evidence, bona fides and sources who may

not even exist should not be tolerated in civil society either and having to deal with it is highly
distressing and a burden on this Court. As such the Plaintiff is convinced Defendants will not
stop their tortious conduct online without judicial intervention.
463.

Defendants have “acted with intent which is tortious or even criminal, or that

[they] had intended to inflict emotional distress, or even that [their] conduct has been
characterized by `malice,' or a degree of aggravation that would entitle the plaintiff to punitive
damages for another tort." Hoy v. Angelone, 720 A.2d 745 (Pa. 1998). 122
464.

Since this incident as set forth above the Plaintiff takes protective measures to

ensure her safety. She has isolated herself in an attempt to protect herself and other individuals
from being caught up by association as a result of the Defendants weaponization of the Internet
their ease and desire to spread frightening disinformation.
465.

Quayle and Hagmann acted with a wanton disregard for the cruelty inflicted upon

the Plaintiff. As such the Plaintiff has not had a moment of peace since the fateful day she was
exploited into reporting Defendants’ fake NSA allegation on June 3, 2013.
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“Former Fox News commentator sentenced to prison for faking CIA ties,” Reuters, July 15,
2016; FTC v Kevin Trudeau et al (2016) Case: 15-3472; “Utah Financial Advisor Sentenced To
Prison For Tax Evasion, Securities Fraud And Wire Fraud,” DOJ, June 6, 2018,
https://www.justice.gov/usao-ut/pr/utah-financial-advisor-sentenced-prison-tax-evasionsecurities-fraud-and-wire-fraud; and Jared Gilmour, “Fake doctor sentenced to 6 years in wire
fraud, identity theft,” Miami Herald, May 17, 2018, https://www.miamiherald.com/news/nationworld/national/article211384574.html
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466.

The Defendants longstanding tortious conduct was, and is, willful, intentional,

oppressive, malicious, fraudulent, outrageous, exploitative, without conscience, and constitutes
the tort of the intentional infliction of emotional distress.
467.

It is extreme, outrageous and highly distressing how Defendants attempted to

expose her to potential criminal liability of their wrongdoing. This forms a calculated, unified,
longstanding, and systematic pattern of malicious exploitation, intimidation, and outrageous
abuse of the Plaintiff.
468.

Defendants have massive audiences in the alternative media, and have

intentionally caused and recklessly disregarded a substantial probability of causing the Plaintiff
emotional distress. They demonstrate willful, wanton or reckless conduct against the Plaintiff
with no regard for her rights, or the rights of others.
469.

The totality of Defendants’ longstanding unlawful conduct against the Plaintiff

has caused the Plaintiff to suffer emotional distress, and pain and anguish, including, but not
limited to, anxiety, stress, loss of sleep, fatigue, weight gain, and exacerbation of other physical
harms. Moreover, the Defendants’ unlawful conduct has ripped any joy out of her life.
470.

The Defendants’ longstanding and ongoing unlawful conduct has also caused the

Plaintiff to fear for her life, the safety of her loved ones, friends, associates, and witnesses in this
Action, including former trusting listeners who have been harmed because they trusted and
believed Defendants “news,” and fraudulent sources.
471.

As a direct and proximate result of the acts of Defendant as set forth in the above,

Plaintiff has in the past been required, and may in the future require, medicine, medical,
psychological, physical and other treatment in order to cure herself of the injuries she has
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sustained; has in the past been obliged, and may in the future be obliged, to expend various sums
of money for such medical care and treatment.
472.

As further direct and proximate result of the acts of the Defendant as set forth

herein this SAC, Plaintiff has been caused to suffer and continues to suffer severe emotional
distress, humiliation, embarrassment and financial loss.
473.

Because the Defendants acted intentionally and with malice to inflict severe

emotional distress against the Plaintiff this Court should award punitive damages to deter them
from doing this to her or to anyone else again in the future. The Defendants’ tortious conduct has
also caused the Plaintiff general, and special damages in an amount to be determined at trial,
including but not limited to, loss of income which amount will be proved at trial.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for the relief described below.
COUNT V
EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL
Against Quayle and Hagmann
474.

Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference the entirety of the content of paragraph

1-473 above as though fully set forth herein.
475.

Equitable estoppel is imposed by law in the interest of fairness to prevent the

enforcement of rights which would work fraud or injustice upon the Plaintiff against whom
enforcement is sought and who, in justifiable reliance upon the opposing party’s words or
conduct, has been misled into acting upon the belief that such enforcement would not be sought.
476.

When journalists’ obtain evidence that an allegation is false, and claimed bona

fides are not true they must correct it. At the time the Plaintiff reported Defendants’ NSA
targeting allegations, and filed FOIAs on Hagmann’s behalf—helping Defendants’ and their co-
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conspirators to obtain actionable evidence, she believed it to be true based on their
representations, as she herself had no personal knowledge of the true facts.
477.

Quayle, as the Plaintiff had reported in her second NSA Correction Article, who

separate from Hagmann and Willott, was the one individual who could have provided some
proof of the NSA targeting allegation had it been true, materially and/or through his conduct,
instead provided additional proof that it was false, when Quayle completely changed Hagmann
and Willott’s version of events, while attempting to intimidate and bully the Plaintiff to stop her
from correcting more of their false allegations and/or exposing more of their fraudulent sources.
478.

When the Plaintiff corrected Defendants false NSA targeting allegation, she

incorrectly assumed the individuals involved would issue retractions, corrections and apologize
to the NSA, other government agencies, and to their trusting audiences, as opposed to
intentionally, digging in, doubling down, creating other false conspiracies about the Plaintiff and
other individuals, defame, and incite violence against her, thereby causing the Plaintiff additional
injury in furtherance of their initial tortious conduct.
479.

The above-pled misconduct by Defendants also constitutes the torts of Equitable

Estoppel. The Defendants’ tortious conduct has caused the Plaintiff general, special and punitive
damages in an amount to be determined at trial, including but not limited to, loss of income.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for the relief described below.
COUNT VI
CIVIL CONSPIRACY
Against All Defendants
480.

Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference the entirety of the content of paragraph

1-479 above as though fully set forth herein.
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481.

The Defendants, and co-defendants either directly, indirectly, in concert with, or

through agents, proxies, and/or individuals in their Circle of Trust, John Does 1-20, each
committed the torts of civil conspiracy to harm the Plaintiff with the purpose as set forth above.
482.

Defendants acted maliciously with the intent of injuring Plaintiff professionally

and personally, while each intentionally combined, conspired, and agreed together, and
separately, and with others to engage in the unlawful conduct described herein above.
483.

Each of the Defendants had weeks, months and/or years to simply retract the false

NSA targeting allegation, and come clean regarding their fraudulent sources, apologize; and
stop this tortious conduct, instead they dug in, continued and escalated their unlawful conduct,
causing the Plaintiff compounding damage, and by continuing to harm more innocent
individuals, separate from the Plaintiff.
484.

Defendants took continuing overt acts in furtherance of their unlawful and

unethical common purpose to maliciously injure the Plaintiff.
485.

The Defendants have admitted this conspiracy exists. Quayle and Hagmann have

openly referred to it as their Circle of Trust, and have taken numerous acts in furtherance of
their agreement(s) in this self admitted conspiracy that has damaged the Plaintiff.
486.

Defendants’ conspiracy not only has harmed the Plaintiff but the Plaintiff submits

it harms the public-at-large as set forth above.
487.

Defendants, knowingly collaborated, assisted one another, and engaged in, and

used other purported truth telling “Christian” individuals, in their alternative media Circle of
Trust; individuals of whom the Plaintiff does not personally know, and has never spoken to, as
false witnesses against the Plaintiff and others, while attempting to manipulate U.S. legal
systems, and silence journalists from doing what journalists do—expose corruption and correct
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false allegations, thereby hampering governmental efforts, engaging in propaganda publishing
and disseminating false information, and otherwise who provide material support in furtherance
of the conspiracy.
488.

The Defendants attack on the Plaintiff, and the deceitful information they

disseminate on the worldwide Internet was not an isolated incident, but rather the coordinated
effort of a organization, who has engaged in this type of unlawful conduct for years, before and
after, the Plaintiff filed this lawsuit, by utilizing an extensive network of support and aid, in the
alternative media by various individuals, including the Defendants and Does 1-20 herein.
489.

Defendants, who conspired with each other, knew, or should have known, their

actions in furtherance of a conspiracy to profit off trusting, loyal readers and listeners, (and
potentially for more nefarious purposes, such as for the Russians, wittingly or unwittingly) by
exploiting and deceiving the Plaintiff, by making false and destabilizing false allegations against
the United States, United States governmental agencies, and its citizens, would result in the
damage against the Plaintiff and others.
490.

This conspiracy that harmed and damaged the Plaintiff includes concealing from

her their written and or oral agreements between themselves and Does 1-20 in their Circle of
Trust, and other tortious activity described herein.
491.

As the United States Supreme Court held in Pinkerton v. United States:

“The partners act for each other in carrying it forward. It is settled that ‘an overt act of one
partner may be the act of all without any new agreement specifically directed to that act.’...
Motive or intent may be proved by the acts or declarations of some of the conspirators in
furtherance of the common objective….” Id at 328 U.S. 640, 646-647 1946 …
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492.

Numerous tortious activities occurred within the state of Pennsylvania, and

outside the state of Pennsylvania in furtherance of the conspiracy.
493.

The above-pled misconduct by Defendants also constitutes the tort of civil

conspiracy. Defendants have been and remain actively engaged in the tort of civil conspiracy.
Thus, they are jointly and severally liable for the injures Plaintiff suffered and suffers having
been damaged and continues to be damaged, thus entitling the Plaintiff to general,
compensatory and punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punish or set an example of
the Defendants, and to deter such conduct in the future, to prevent such incidents from
occurring again, which amount will be proved at trial.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for the relief described below.
COUNT VII
AIDING AND ABETTING
Against All Defendants
494.

Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference the entirety of the content of paragraph

1-493 above as though fully set forth herein.
495.

Quayle and Hagmann aided and abetted one other, Does 1-20 as false witnesses to

each other’s false allegations against government agencies, and U.S. citizens in this Circle of
Trust, in the furtherance of their false allegations, by exploiting and harming the Plaintiff.
496.

Upon information and belief, the Defendants, their agents, accomplices, Does 1-

20 aided and abetted Quayle and Hagmann by covering up for and/or promoting false
allegations, despite knowing or questioning the veracity of such allegations and Defendants
purported high-level insider true bona fides; and were engaging in these wrongful activities
against the Plaintiff to at minimum unjustly enrich themselves.
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497.

Upon information and belief, Quayle and his Renaissance Precious Metals is akin

to a rainmaker. He is also a regular sponsor of other purported Christian media personalities in
their Circle of Trust and seeks donations for them as well. Indeed, Defendants’ either through
payments, conference appearances, other types of remuneration, or other means, compelled and
induced one another to play along and be complicit.
498.

Defendants either directly or through agents, proxies, and individuals in their

Circle of Trust, assisted these individuals in pursuing, and additionally publish, or cause to be
published defamatory and harmful statements about the Plaintiff through saying such outlandish
things about her by making false statements of facts claiming she is part of some cabal, and/or
part of some Communist Marxist takeover of America, or something, or that this Action is an
attempt to “censor them” on each others’ radio shows to keep their trusting audiences paranoid,
frightened, sending in donations and buying their wares.
499.

This constitutes a systematic pattern of malicious harassment, intimidation, and

abuse of the Plaintiff. Defendants provided their agents, accomplices, individuals within their
Circle of Trust, Does 1-20, with substantial assistance and financial incentives needed to carry
out this exploitation and abuse against the Plaintiff.
500.

Defendants’ acts as described above constitute civil aiding and abetting under

Pennsylvania law, thus entitling the Plaintiff to monetary and punitive damages.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for the relief described below.
COUNT VIII
UNJUST ENRICHMENT
Against Defendants
501.

Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference the entirety of the content of paragraph

1-500 above as though fully set forth herein.
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502.

Defendants began unjustly enriching themselves off the Plaintiff by way of their

false NSA targeting allegation and fraudulent sources, they claimed were reputable and
legitimate (assuming Hagmann’s DHS Insider exists) beginning in 2013, initially by way of
Quayle fundraising for Hagmann as set forth above.
503.

Further upon information and belief, Quayle, Hagmann, and other individuals in

their Circle of Trust (Does 1-20) have verbal and or written agreements, as part of their shared
motivation to defame and irreparably harm the Plaintiff to escape liability which was and
remains deliberately concealed from her when she would not be complicit, look the other way, or
join them when Defendants’ intentionally, and maliciously misled and exploited the Plaintiff, as
a journalist, into reporting a false allegation against the NSA and U.S. persons for their personal
gain, gratification and unjust enrichment, be it financial, by their fundraising and/or by receiving
other types or forms of remuneration.
504.

The Plaintiff has conferred a substantial benefit upon the Defendant.

505.

The Defendants retained the benefit.

506.

The Defendant has been unjustly enriched at the expense of the Plaintiff.

507.

Due to Defendant’s unjust enrichment, the Plaintiff is entitled to proper

compensation.
508.

Defendant’s unjust enrichment at the Plaintiff’s expense has damaged the

Plaintiff.
509.

Defendants wrongfully secured and passively received benefits that it would be

unconscionable for them to retain, by way of fundraising, advertising dollars, sales of precious
metals and doomsday gear, books, DVDs and other wares off of making false allegations, and by
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misleading, exploiting the Plaintiff, and by their attacks on her when she would not play along,
or look the other way in furtherance of their tortious conduct online as forth above herein.
510.

In Pennsylvania, “[t]he polestar of the unjust enrichment inquiry is whether the

defendant has been unjustly enriched; the intent of the parties is irrelevant.” Limbach v. City of
Philadelphia, 905 A.2d 567, 577 (Pa. Commw. 2006).
511.

In addition, no person shall not be allowed to enrich himself unjustly at the

expense of another, here in this case, against the Plaintiff when Defendants through their
deliberate, without conscience, exploitation and longstanding abuse of the Plaintiff.
512.

Plaintiff will not be able to ascertain Defendants’ commissions, cuts and/or

payments they received off of these false allegations and attacks against her which induced
interstate and international commerce; and/or “donations,”“tithes” and “offerings” to send to
Hagmann’s private Pennsylvania corporation, to themselves other individuals in their Circle of
Trust; and/or for fundraising on other broadcasts separate from the H&H Report as set forth
above until discovery.
513.

As a result of the conduct described above, Defendants have been unjustly

enriched at the expense of Plaintiff.
514

Defendants should be required to disgorge all monies, profits and gains which

they have obtained, or will unjustly obtain, intentionally or passively in the future at the expense
of Plaintiff, and a constructive trust should be imposed thereon for the benefit of Plaintiff.
515.

Defendants acts constitute unjust enrichment under Pennsylvania law. Equity and

good conscience require restitution, thus entitling the Plaintiff to monetary and punitive damages.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for the relief described below.
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COUNT IX
FALSE LIGHT
Against Defendants
516.

Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference the entirety of the content of paragraph

1-515 above as though fully set forth herein.
517.

“Under Pennsylvania law, a claim for false light is one of four torts which can

support a claim for invasion of privacy. Santillo v. Reed, 634 A.2d 264 (Pa. Super. 1993). To
establish a false light invasion of privacy claim, Pennsylvania law requires a plaintiff to show
that a highly offensive false statement was publicized by a defendant with knowledge or in
reckless disregard of the falsity. Id., citing, Neish v. Beaver Newspapers, Inc., 581 A.2d 619, 624
(Pa. Super. 1990), alloc. den., 593 A.2d 421 (Pa. 1991).”
518.

The statements identified in the forgoing Radio Broadcasts, and Feb 10 Joint

Statement concerning the Plaintiff were highly offensive statements against the Plaintiff, which
portrayed her in a false light.
519.

The false statements of facts made against the Plaintiff were publicized by the

Defendants repeatedly and over the course of several years now, and were not a matter of public
concern, unlike Plaintiff’s corrective reporting and Defendants misconduct which is and was a
matter of public concern.
520.

Defendants knew or should have known that such statements were false, or

recklessly disregarded the falsity of said statements and the false light in which the Plaintiff
would be placed.
521.

By Defendants publishing in written and/or spoken form and/or both, false,

reprehensible, non-privileged content on the worldwide Internet concerning the Plaintiff set forth
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above, Defendants, acting in concert, negligently, recklessly, and intentionally with actual
malice, placed the Plaintiff in a false light.
522.

Moreover, Defendants created a false impression by knowingly or recklessly

publicizing selective pieces of information, rendering the public susceptible to inferences casting
the Plaintiff in a false light.
523.

Further, Defendants deliberate acts of omission despite verifiably knowing better,

and knowing their “insider” sources were fraudulent this entire time has placed the Plaintiff in a
false light.
524.

The Plaintiff has shown Defendants with knowledge or in reckless disregard of

the falsity published and publicized highly offensive false statements concerning her, purposely
creating a false impression to a reasonable person and specifically to their intended audiences.
525.

Moreover, Defendants had knowledge of or acted in reckless disregard of the

truth to purposefully cast the Plaintiff in a heinous false light that could not be susceptible to
innocent interpretation and would be taken literally by audiences (religious, secular or
otherwise).
526.

Had the Plaintiff been a criminal; unchaste; had mental problems (Goldwater

Rule); and/or was an incompetent, bad writer / journalist /individual who was desperate to be in
Defendants’ Circle of Trust, she would have; (i) started her own talk radio show on BTR and
YouTube and joined them, instead of exposing their false allegations and malignant, fraudulent
sources; (ii) aided and abetted them, been complicit, and not noticed or cared when they made
more false allegations against United States persons and agencies and echo-chambered them
online as if real “news.”
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527.

The Plaintiff has already demonstrated that private facts that were not already in

the public domain existed and exist at the time of Defendants’ publications and publicity, and
that the recipients of Defendants false statements did not have prior knowledge of the facts.
528.

By reason of Defendants’ aforesaid conduct, Plaintiff has suffered in her business,

her reputation, stress, feelings, peace of mind, physical health, and well being.
529.

The above-pled misconduct by Defendants also constitutes the tort of false light.

Defendants’ tortious conduct, acting in concert, and for each others’ malevolent benefit this
entire time (five (5) years and counting), jointly and severally, caused and continues to cause
severe harm, and damage to the Plaintiff, and has caused her monetary, general, special and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined at trial, including but not limited to, loss of
income; the loss of joy; the loss of peace; and the loss of income in the foreseeable future.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for the relief described below.
COUNT X
CONTINUING VIOLATIONS DOCTRINE
Against Defendants
530.

Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference the entirety of the content of paragraph

1-529 above as though fully set forth herein.
531.

The Continuing Violations Doctrine “[I]n most federal causes of action, when a

defendant’s conduct is part of a continuing practice, an action is timely so long as the last act
evidencing the continuing practice falls within the limitations period.” Brenner v. Local 514
United Bros. of Carpenters of Am, 927 F.2d 1283, 1295 (3d Cir. 1991); 287 Corp. Ctr. Assocs.
V. Township of Bridgewater, 101 F.3d 320, 324 (3d Cir. 1996) (noting the same). 123

123

See also 42 Pa. Consol. Stat. § 5524(2) and the continuing tort doctrine. Plaintiff may rely on
wrongful conduct which occurs more than one year prior to the commencement of the action
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532.

Thus the above-pled misconduct by Defendants also constitutes the tort of

continuing violations doctrine. Defendants’ longstanding, ongoing tortious conduct, acting in
concert, and for, at minimum, each others’ malevolent, and pecuniary benefits beginning in 2013
to the present, jointly and severally, caused and continues to cause severe harm, and damage to
the Plaintiff, and has caused her monetary, general, special and punitive damages in an amount to
be determined at trial, including but not limited to, loss of income and peace of mind in the
foreseeable future.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for the relief described below.
COUNT XII
IMMEDIATE PERMANENT INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
DEFENDANTS

533.

Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference the entirety of the content of paragraph

1-534 above as though fully set forth herein.
534.

Defendants & Does 1-20 are sincere sounding, malicious, and dangerous liars

who reach millions of people and have weaponized the internet. As stated and supported as set
forth herein, individuals who have believed and acted upon Defendants’ and their Circle of
Trust’s “news” are, in part, serving time in prison. Thus, Plaintiff seeks immediate and
permanent injunctive relief.
[I]t is enough to note that the ability to award mandatory injunctions is well within
this Court’s discretion. See, Moor v. Texas & N. O. R. Co., 297 U.S. 101, 105
(1936). It is well settled that where legal rights have been invaded, and a federal
statute provides for a general right to sue for such invasion, federal courts may use
any available remedy to make good the wrong done.” (footnotes omitted)); U.S. v.
White County Bridge Commission, 275 F.2d 529, 534-35 (7th Cir. 1960) (A district
court has the power to grant injunctive relief to which a party is entitled even if it has
not been specifically requested).
STEPHEN QUAYLE: When someone says [referring to the
Plaintiff], ‘I am going to destroy you.’ Let me tell you this, in the
real world that is what they make 45s for, and I'm not exaggerating.
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That's when they make time out of the brethren more important.
That’s when your training takes over.” 124
535.

In addition, Plaintiff should not be required to have to listen to one more minute

of Defendants’ desperate, despicable defamatory content because she would not be complicit in
their online schemes, thus needing to submit more defamatory broadcasts, which have already
piled up, placing an undue burden on Plaintiff and on this Court as SAC and attached Exhibits
already verify.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for the relief described below.
NOTICE OF PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE
536.

Plaintiff hereby demands and requests that Defendants take necessary action to

ensure the preservation of all documents, communications, whether electronic or otherwise,
items and things in the possession or control of any party to this Action, or any entity over which
any party to this Action has control, or from whom any party to this Action has access to, any
documents, items, or things which may in any manner be relevant or relate to the subject matter
of the causes of action and/or the allegations of this SAC.
537.

The destruction or loss of these items may constitute spoliation under

Pennsylvania law.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for the relief described below.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Marinka Peschmann prays judgment as follows:
1. For judgment in Plaintiff’s favor and against all Defendants, jointly and severally, in

an amount substantially in excess of this Honorable Court's jurisdictional threshold to

124

Exhibit 18 § line: 1291-1294. Quayle incited and directed Defendants’ armed
followers to shoot the Plaintiff. That’s what 45s are for.
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guarantee a jury trial on all issues, together with costs, trial by jury on all issues,
punitive damages, and any other relief that this Court deems just and proper under the
circumstances of this case.
2. Ordering full expedited discovery in this proceeding to enable the Plaintiff to quickly

identify and confirm all of the Does 1-20 who played a role in the tortious conduct
against the Plaintiff with the applicable counts; and understand the full scope of
Defendants’ Circle of Trust to ensure full compliance with this Court’s orders to
remediate the Defendants’ misconduct;
3. For damages as shall be determined as appropriate; and
4. For general, monetary, special, exemplary and punitive damages found sufficient to

punish and deter this unlawful conduct on the worldwide Internet complained of
herein against the Plaintiff to deter Defendants from this tortious conduct against
other innocent individuals; and
5. For pre— and post— preparation and cost of suit; and
6. For moving costs and costs for Plaintiff’s medical bills.
7. Awarding the Plaintiff pre-judgment and post-judgment interest; and
8.

The Court issue a temporary restraining order, and a preliminary and permanent
injunctive against any such future conduct, and permanent relief against the
Defendants, and that Defendants, their officers, agents, Circle of Trust participants,
employees, representatives, successors, assigns, trustees, and heirs, and all others in
active concert or participation with Defendants be enjoined and ordered to:
(a) Cease and desist from defaming and inciting violence against the Plaintiff;
(b) Permanently remove any and all content, directly or indirectly, involving,
concerning the Plaintiff;
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(c) That the Court order Defendants, in the event they cannot remove the
infringing broadcast themselves, to provide the Court and Plaintiff with
copies of all their correspondence to and from all the platforms that carried all
the infringing broadcasts to verify that they have complied;
(d) permanently remove all of Plaintiff’s articles from CFP and retract those
related to this incident with an apology to the Plaintiff and to CFP’s readers;
(e) permanently remove any and all of Defendants content relating to the fake
NSA allegation, the Plaintiff and this incident; and
(f) Issue Court approved retractions and apologies on Defendants respective
websites and platforms concerning the Plaintiff and related to this incident;
9.

For such other relief and redress as the Court shall deem proper and just.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States, and pursuant to the
laws of the State of Pennsylvania that the foregoing is true and correct.

Dated: October 1, 2018

Respectfully submitted,

cc: Counsel of record via ECF
Bruce S. Rosen (for Quayle)
Michael A. Agresti (for Hagmann)

By :/s/ Marinka Peschmann
Marinka Peschmann
PO Box 45094 Port Credit, Mississauga, Ontario
L5G 4S7 Canada
Tele: 646-929-4132
Email: marinkapm@aol.com
Plaintiff pro se
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VERIFICATION
1:17 cv-00259-SPB-RAL

I, MARINKA PESCHMANN, verifies that she is the Plaintiff in the herein matter. I hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct (or are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, information and belief) and that I expect to be able to prove the same at a hearing
held in this matter. I understand that the statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to authorities.

Dated: October 1, 2018

/s/Marinka Peschmann
Marinka Peschmann
PO Box 45094 Port Credit,
Mississauga, Ontario
L5G 4S7 Canada
Tele: 646-929-4132
Email: marinkapm@aol.com
Plaintiff pro se
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CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on October 1, 2018 copies of the foregoing Second Amended Complaint
(“SAC”) and attached Exhibits were filed in the Western District of Pennsylvania and served via
ECF to the following counsel parties of record:
Representing Defendant Stephen Quayle
Bruce Steven Rosen
McCusker, Anselmi, Rosen, Carvelli, P.C.
805 Third Avenue, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10022
Email: brosen@marc-law.com
Representing Defendant Douglas Hagmann
Michael A. Agresti
Marsh Spaeder Baur Spaeder & Schaaf, LLP
300 State Street, Suite 300
Erie, PA 16507
Email: MAgresti@marshlaw.com

/s/ Marinka Peschmann
Marinka Peschmann,
Plaintiff pro se,
P.O. Box 45094 Port Credit
Mississauga, Ontario, L5G 4S7, Canada
Telephone: 646-929-4132
Email: marinkapm@aol.com
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